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Fullers campus was even busier than
usual the week of Nov. 2-6, during which
over 700 people gathered for the first
President's Lectureship, and several
hundred more attended the celebration of
the 40th anniversary of the Seminary. The
Lectureship took place on Tuesday, Nov. 3,
a brilliant day punctuating a wet Southern
California week, as the sun seemed to
disperse the gray stormclouds especially
to smile upon the festivities on campus.
Beneath a crisp blue sky, banners of gold,
blue, pink and purple waved from one end
of campus to the other, proclaiming the
grace of God through Fuller's "Forty years
with the Word to the world." It was a
joyous day, the focal point of a week of
events which brought to campus
distinguished speakers, alums from
throughout Fuller s history, officers and
many friends of the Seminary. It was a
week of banquets and banners, lectures
and luncheons, reunions and reflections.
It was a week of humble assessment and of
grateful celebration. Three events woven
together during the week marked the
anniversary:

A banquet Monday night at the
Pasadena Hilton celebrated the 40th with
400 members and friends of the Fuller
community. Highlighting the evening
were a multi media presentation honoring
the three presidents of Fuller and remarks
by Dr. George Marsden, Payton lecturer

and author of Fuller's history. Reforming
Fundamentalism : Fuller Seminary and the
New Evangelicalism. At the banquet
Marsden presented Dr. David Allan
Hubbard with a specially bound and
inscribed copy of the Eerdmans"
publication.

Tuesday saw a full day of lectures on
campus, which served as an auspicious
inauguration of the President's Lecture-
ship. Keynote speakers were Carl F. H
Henry, one of Fuller’s founding faculty
members and influential evangelical
leader; Samuel H. Moffett, Henry Winters
Luce Professor of Ecumenics and Mission
at Princeton Theological Seminary, Mary
Stewart Van Leeuwen, professor of inter-
disciplinary studies at Calvin College, and
Cary N. Weisiger III, pastor, teacher and
author. The day's lectures, each of which
was followed by panel responses led
principally by Fuller faculty members,
were capped by a second banquet, also at
the Hilton, which saw well over 500 in
attendance. The banquet concluded with
final comments by the keynote speakers
(The President’s Lectureship was
the subject of the December issue of
Theology. News and Notes.)
From Wednesday through Friday Dr

Marsden presented the 1987 Pavton
Lectures, entitled "Fuller Seminary and

(Please turn to page 2)
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President's Lectureship
(Continued from page 1)

Gareth Icenogle heads
Doctor of Ministry Program

In a way, Gareth Icenogle has paid a

price for coming to Fuller to be associate

director of the Doctor of Ministry
Program. His young daughter Tonya, age
five, is disappointed that daddy is no
longer on Sunday television every other
week or so, something she had grown
accustomed to in Dallas, where for most
of her life her dad had been associate

pastor at Highland Park Presbyterian
Church

But returning to California is a kind of

homecoming for Icenogle, who was bom
in Van Nuys (and went to school with Roy
Rogers' boys and had Dale Evans as a

Sunday School teacher). Returning to
Fuller is also a homecoming. Icenogle
completed his master of divinity here and
is currently working on his doctor of
ministry. In the interim he has gained a

national reputation as a consultant on
small-group ministries and as a writer and
editor with Lyman Coleman's Serendipity
House publications.

He inherits a burgeoning program of

nearly 900 pastors enrolled in about 20
one- and two-week intensive sessions each
year. The D.Min. program at Fuller, Icenogle

believes, is "the most significant of any in

the country," partly because it is “user-

friendly" and in a state of constant
evolution as it seeks to remain responsive
to the needs, desires and perspectives of

its students. It is also successful because
its leaders have kept on asking "the hard
questions" and have not remained content
with resting upon their laurels. Now that

he is on board, Icenogle promises that
"We ll continue to be as transforming as

necessary to meet the needs of the local

pastor" He will also be teaching classes in

Fuller's Christian Formation and Disciple-
ship Program, helping to fill the gap left by
the departure of Roberta Hestenes to

Eastern College in St. Davids, Pennsylvania.

Beyond the campus, Icenogle's energies

are devoted to his wife Vida, an invest-

ment consultant with a Westwood firm,

and to their daughters, Tonya (the athlete)

and Tamara, 8 (the artist). He continues
his work with Serendipity House and is

looking forward to their next major
project a study Bible version of the Old
Testament, patterned after the recently-

released New Testament edition. And on
spare weekends, Icenogle may still be
spotted traveling as a small-group con-
sultant to churches throughout the

country.

Icenogle is a large man, physically

imposing but with an easy-going manner
and a cherubic smile which comes quickly.
With two degrees in music he is as qualified

to lead small-group ensembles as he is to

lead small-group Bible studies. And both
he and his wife are at home at the piano.

But if any facet of Gareth Icenogle's

private life is to be revealed to the Fuller

community, it may turn out to be not his

musical talent but his literary creativity.

He writes poetry. ..some of which he says
with a smile he may be enticed into

reciting at the Fuller Follies, the annual
seminary talent show.

In the meantime, Icenogle sees his

greatest challenge as not becoming too
passive or sedentary, a temptation he
recognizes as inherent with the success
of the D.Min. program. Hence the need to
"keep asking the hard questions," some-
thing he believes Fuller as an institution

has managed to do, and something
Icenogle by nature is prone to do as well.

"I’ve always felt most comfortable at

Fuller," he says. "Fuller is always willing to
take a risk to be on the cutting edge in

ministry"

Clergy Liability -

the "hot" topic for '88
The legal liability of pastors and church

related counselors is the topic of a series

of one-day workshops being offered in

January and February by attorney Dennis
R. Kasper, partner in the Los Angeles firm
of Caldwell and Toms. Workshops were
held in Pasadena and in Stockton,
California earlier this month. Other
workshops are scheduled for Bellevue,
Washington, Irvine, California, and
Honolulu, Hawaii.
The three primary goals of each session

are to explore issues of law where church
or religious organizations may be
vulnerable; to update participants on the
legal issues related to confessional,

counseling and disciplinary activities; and
to offer participants the opportunity to
find some practical solutions to those
problems.

Topics include competence, licensing,

supervision and confidentiality in coun-

seling; labor issues, including discrimin-

ation and wrongful termination; church
discipline; and insurance.

The remaining workshops will be held
at the Bellevue Red Lion, Bellevue,

Washington on Thursday, Jan. 28; at the
Airporter Inn, Irvine, California on
Thursday, Feb. 4, and at the Ala Moana
Hotel, Honolulu, Hawaii on Friday
Feb. 26.

To register for the Bellevue workshop,
write to Fuller in Seattle, 101 Nickerson,
Building A, Suite 200, Seattle, Washington
98109-1621. Or call (206) 284-9000
To register for the Irvine workshop,

write to the Office of Continuing
Education, Fuller Theological Seminary,
Pasadena, California 91182. Or call (8001

235-2222, x5340, or (818) 584-5340.
To register for the Hawaii workshop,

write to Fuller in Hawaii, 829 Pensacola
Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814-2291 Or
call (808| 528-2840.

the New Evangelicalism," also the subtitle

of his history of Fuller. The lectures
covered some of the highlights of Fuller’s

role in the evangelical movement over the
last several decades, and included a

lecture on the role of Edward John Came II,

Fuller's second president. This lecture was
followed by a revealing "Dialogue with
Friends of E. J. Carnell," which featured

panelists Paul King Jewett, Daniel P Fuller

and Ray S. Anderson

Commenting on the 40th anniversary,

President Hubbard expressed his delight
m and gratitude for the participation by
speakers, panel respondents and the mans
who coordinated the week’s activities.

"In our 40th year,' he said, 'we stand
confidently with those who remember
and those who hope. The past is of vital

importance, because our history provides
us with both a sense of perspective and a

sense of humility as we clarify our vision
for the future and grow in God’s grace and
purpose.'
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Dear Eileen,

March 12, 1988
A BIRTHDAY LETTER TO EILEEN MOFFETT

Ber and I count it a privilege and a joy to celebrate yourbirthday with your many friends in Princeton. We have chosenthe form of a letter instead of versification. But if wesought measured lines to convey our appreciation of your lifeand witness, we would select the lyrics William Wordsworthwrote at age 37.

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting.
And cometh from afar:

Not in entire forgetfulness.
And not in utter nakedness.

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home:

Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
-Ode on Intimations of Immortality V.

In our acquaintance with you over the years in Princeton
Seminary we give thanks to God for your friendship and
service. We rejoice at the influence of your warmth and lightbestowed upon so many in your partnership with Sam.

Prospecting for just the right words to express our gratitudefor your birthday, I reflected on three great writers whoshare your creative day and whose luminous careers, like
yours, suggest some of your attributes which we all celebratehere tonight.

Torquato Tasso, the Italian poet of the Catholic Reformation,lived from 1544-1595 and is remembered for a masterpiece,JERUSALEM. His intense life suggests qualities which you'havegraced on our campus: conscientiousness, commitment andconstancy. In these he was a model for John Milton, whobrought the light down to us through the Puritan movement, asyou have influenced many in the wealth of your experiences.
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Ita
i
ian P°et Was Gabriele D'Annunzio who livedfrom 1863-1938 and spanned a cultural change just as you havebrought together East and West. D'Annunzio was no saint, andhere my comparative analogy breaks down, but in sharing yourbirthday his writings suggest the vitality of your God-givenite m terms of initiative, imagination and inspiration Itwas he who persuaded Italy to join the Allies in the firstWorld War and thus maintained our tie to the Eternal Citywhere the Apostle Paul wrote his triumphant letters.

May God bless all your beautiful years with the awareness thatyou have benefitted many here and abroad. God give you alwaysthe assurance He is a light on your path into the future.

Y At
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TO EILEEN MOFFETT ON HER BIRTHDAY

The sweetest baby ever seen
Received a lovely name, "Eileen."
She grew up blessed by every grace
Of mind and music, heart and face,
You'd never see her as a menace
Until you challenge her at tennis.
I found out when I made a goof,
And played against her on a roof.
I started high, I ended low,
For she was fast, and I was slow.
She does so many things so well
And with such kindness, all can tell
Of how her many sorts of skill
Her kindnesses and her good will
Have done so much for all of us,
But without making any fuss.
Today is a day we celebrate
By thanking Heaven, and not fate.

Foem to celebrate the
A birthday of

Eileen Moffett on March 12, 1988-
Present j Wilma and Cullen St&r^y
Margie and Dick Armstrong,

Bernice an^ Bryant Kirkland,

Mary Handy and Creorge Sweazey,
Handy Sweazey

Eileen and Sam Moffett.
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KENNETH N HANSEN
Rivendell Blrnmn Wood (3
2072 China Flat Road

Santa Barbara . California 93108
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June 22, 1988

Dear Sam and Eileen,

It was good to hear your cheery voice on the phone this morning, Eileen.

This check is the reimbursement for your travel via air to LAX RT.
for handling it.

Simeon to Alamo, California with our dear Ann Elise with whom we will have been
exploring that castle a bit. We will be at the home of our foster-son, Vince
Nelson on Thursday night and returning by afternoon on Friday. Their phone ft
is 415/ 837-1914 in case you want to reach us by phone that evening.

There will be oranges on the Valencia trees and other food in the
refrigerator. Help yourselves. Bob Applegate, our gardener, will be available
to you if you have any questions. He will have left for one of his other
customers here m the Club by the time you arrive. He is here every morning of
the week days and all day Friday. Feel free to call him at home in the evening
if you need anything or have any questions: 962-0265. He knows more about the
home than I do. The brass colored key will open the doors of the home. Bob
will check in with you sometime in that afternoon too.

We are looking forward to this time with you here in the guest cottage and
in our home. You will be left to be as quiet as you wish. For your
information as to our schedule in that month I am enclosing a cc of our travel
plan schedule. Feel free to have house guests and use the home while we are

Your trip to Italy and Germany sounds as tho you will be busy AND happily

The reports of Beth’s and Steve’s achievements made our hearts glad for
them. They and their Jim and Alison are very special to us here in El
Montecito church. The Lord has fruitful life ministries for them, we believe.

There will be someone to meet you at the gate when you arrive 10:30 am
UAL #39 on Thursday, August 4th. Jean, Kenny and I will be driving from San

arrive 10:30 am via

The pool is there for use.

Office (312) 064-1300 Ext 201

SHI

'



Three of our couples headed for the mission field will be at the Zwemer

ftfdl W^h
SUmmer ' The P"mary professor for thls institute this summer,

Dudley Woodberry, is probably well known to you. He was here for Pentecost
this year and held a Muslim Seminar on the Saturday prior to Pentecost Sunday.
It was well attended and worthwhile for all of us who were there.

Jean joins me sending loving greetings. Kenny is already out with Bob in
the gardens working.

Yours in Christ Jesus’ glaji' service,

knh: '

cc:LH, SC

Dr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Moffett
150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, N.J. 08540
(609) 683-1268
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AiCHS ^*||^ A^S 136S tDGQQB-lIKDOD
O 334-9100, 332-9526

Seoul Korea Temple

# 500-23. Chang Chun-dong, Seodaemun-ku.
Seoul, Korea 120-600

Seodaemun P. 0. Box 136

O 334-9100, 332-9526

fS.*h**

Dr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Moffett
150 Leabrook Ln
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Sam and Eileen

It was wonderful to see Bob Kinney a fortnight ago here in Seoul

even t0 be 1>r“ble ’

- sa-rjs.'K.were thinking of putting together a quick trip to Pyonqyanq He
’

a„ h
d

i Tf « ir,ey and 1 wou,d be ^vited to go aZg^f itcan be pulled off In either event, it was good to hear of you

you both°^m
m
the firl

a

?
UPdate - AS y° U kn0W ’ we have admi ned

:d
S= cultural affairs. ^ ^

irL^a
a

n’w
t0

K
fit a

f
copy of W book °n Confucian Rituals in Korea’t has a good number of color prints of Confucian temples in Asia

ay travel 1 ed°repeatedly
P
to t^e^e^fLan

as**-
Berkeley, and if you haven‘t seen it I'll send you a copy.

Lr
a
ttLH

ry stimulatin 9 a " d inspring past summer at Cambridgeparticipating in a special senior scholar institute at the Center

o? the Nati^nll f°h
d Re

l
i !!°nS at Harvard > under the auspiciesof the National Endowment for the Humanities. We had all kinds

Mu
f

»HSs
e

1? h

1V

Je^
fr

e°?r

Var
ir

S C™ a " Persuasions!
1

Buddhists,iiusiims, oi khs , Jews, etc. The centra focus was Dilarimaoe anHscriptures m world religions. Each of us presented seJe^l papers

Smith
qUe

iH-

by S

°T ° f the most Prominent experts--the likes ofCantwell

Jnr
W
?wn

B° b
'

S
a

1

'

5
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WaS 3 Shot in the arm - Shi rley and I are here

and
W
/b

arS
i

h

r
,r

V
9 “b tbe

.

Morm°" Temple here. Its a lot of work,

its over.
ln the C,assr00m at Brigham Young when

Let's hope something can be worked out to make the trip to Pyongyang.

Love and best wishes to both of you, in which Shirley joins.
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Tiie Hermit Kingdom

Korea at the Crossroads: Imim.i-
cations i or American Policy.
Repori of tiie Korea Study
Group. Council on Foreign Re-
lations!Asia Society. 62 pp. $!.') 5 .

Reviewed by
Nicholas N. Eiierstadt

Tate in the I9ih century, Korea
Lj was known in the West as the
hermit kingdom." Remote, im-

poverished, and unwelcoming to
foreign visitors, it was a nation
neither greatly alTcclcd hy world
affairs nor particularly desirous of
participating in them, intervening
events have pushed Korea from the
wings of the international stage
toward its center. Over the past
generation, for example, South Ko-
rea has undergone a dramatic eco-
nomic transformation, largely on
the strength of a newly developed
acumen in international markets
for goods, services, and capital.

Korea's new-found prominence
also stems from a less happy set of
external contacts. Quite unexpect-
edly. the peninsula emerged as a
central front in the cold war. Un-
willingly partitioned after World
War II, the nation watched help-
lessly as a Stalin-style regime was
emplaced and consolidated within
the Soviet zone of military occu-
pation in its north. Soon there-
after, the peninsula was the site of
a Communist surprise attack; the
subsequent clash between Commu-
nist armies and United Nations
forces cost perhaps two million

—

mainly Korean—lives. Even thirty-
five years after a negotiated cease-
fire, the enduring state of war be-
tween the South and the Commu-
nist North requires -10,000 Amer-
ican troops and a IJ.S. nuclear de-
terrent (nominally under a contin-
uing United Nations command) to
maintain a precarious peace.

In December, considerable inter-

Nicholas N. Euerstadt is a visiting

fellow at Harvard’s Center for Popula-
tion Studies and a visiting scholar at
the American Enterprise Institute. He
was m Korea during last December's
presidential elections ns part of a
viewer team sponsored by the National
Endowment for Democracy.

national attention was focused on
South Korea's presidential elections—the first open and genuinely com-
petitive ones in the Republic’s for-
ty years (indeed, in Korea’s entire
history). Still more international
attention may be expected as the
Republic of Korea inaugurates its

new President—marking the first

peaceful transfer of internal power
in the peninsula since the days of
the Vi emperors—and as the 1988
Olympics open in Seoul in August.

I hough Korea's economic, polit-
ical, and strategic significance has
increased vastly since 1915, the
same cannot be said of foreign un-
derstanding of the area. Indeed,
there is a striking disproportion to-
day between Korea's international
importance and the capacity of
overseas "experts” to fathom the
region. The difficulty of the Korean
language, the hermetic nature of
the North, the jealous interest that
a succession of South Korean gov-
ernments has taken in managing

the truth." anil, until quite re-

cently, the informal but automata
denial of official access in Seoul to

writers and scholars who let the
chips lall where they might, arc
among the reasons lor the current
paucity ol useful and informative
literature about Korea. As a result,
readers searching for reliable guid-
ance in this consequential and po-
tentially volatile peninsula will
find it generally lacking.

A slim volume, recently released,
will be of assistance in this respect.
Korea at the Crossroads: Implica-
tions for .•/ merican Policy presents
the conclusions and recommenda-
tions of a sixteen-member Korea
Study Group co-sponsored by the
Council on Foreign Relations and
the Asia Society, and chaired by
Kenneth W. Dam, formerly Deputy
.Secretary of State in the Reagan
administration.

Many members of this seven-
month project had no prior exper-
tise in Korean .allairs. Several held

iiOnc of the hast reference works in the Waited States
and certainly the best in thefield ofJewish affairs."

JAl.OII It. MARCUS. UiriiKir. ,\iiii-rii;iii.K w i>|i Ari hi. v.>

“Even a smallJewish library should include the American
Jewish Year Book." IRM)\|) COHEN. (h.iKillor li,urilii\
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key diplomatic posts during the

Carter years—when U.S.-South Ko-

rean relations underwent a sudden,
sharp, and fortunately temporary
deterioration. Such seemingly in-

auspicious portents notwithstand-

ing, the report demonstrates con-

siderable knowledge of Korea’s

current situation, reflects some in-

sight into Korean affairs, and con-

tains a number of sensible recom-
mendations. No less important,

Korea at lhe Crossroads commits to

paper many of the commonplace
observations about Korea fre-

quently mouthed by diplomats but

almost never publicly uttered.

The report examines South Korean
politics, the Korean economy, and
the peninsula’s security questions.

Its economic section is the strong-

est of the three. Unlike some dis-

cussions of the Korean economy,
which have mistaken it for a "frcc-

market” miracle, Korea at the
Crossroads recognizes the pivotal

role of the stale in managing and
directing Korea's development.

"Saving foreign exchange and con-

trolling economic decisions,” in

the words of the report, "are hab-

its ingrained in the . . . bureau-
cracy.” Thanks in part to these hab-

its, South Korea is one of the few
Third World countries whose ex-

ternal indebtedness has declined
during the 1980’s (from $47 billion

in l9H.r> lo $.15 billion in mid-1987.
according to the numbers in the

report).

Hut foreign debt, evoking as it

docs emotive visions of "depend-
ence" in the Korean imagination,

is an issue of extreme political sen-

sitivity in the South. (The issue is

made all the more salient by the

fact that South Korea’s external
debt is overwhelmingly "public"

—

contracted for and borrowed by the
government itself.) Unlike in many
parts of the contemporary Third
World, where indebted govern-

ments can play upon the rhetoric

of repudiation, there seems in Ko-
rea to be a genuine groundswell

of opinion favoring the retiring of

foreign financial obligations. Yet

the urge to retire this debt comes
into conflict with American calls

for trade liberalization in Korea
(since trade liberalization would
probably lower the Republic’s cur-

rent-account surpluses, and thus re-

duce its capacity to amortize bor-
rowed funds).

South Korea's ongoing "democ-
ratization" is not likely to lessen

these tensions. As the report notes.

“Several Koreans told us that what-
ever the outcome of the (December
1987 presidential] elections, . . .

populist issues . . . will be more
important [and] one result of this

trend would be to make trade lib-

eralization more difficult. . .
.’’ Ac-

cording to "some Korean policy-

makers and scholars,” only U.S.

pressure has "brought about change
in Korean [trade] policies." To the

extent that this is true, domestic
relaxation in Seoul might raise the

prospects of economic confronta-

tions abroad—particularly with the

Republic’s most important ally.

The chapter on security recom-
mends that both American and Ko-
rean ground forces be placed "un-

der the operational control of a

Korean in peacetime," after South
Korea’s newly elected President

comes into office. That proposal is

offered not in order to improve the

operational effectiveness of the

combined defense forces but in-

stead with an eye toward quelling

what the report correctly takes to

be stirrings of anti-Americanism
in the South.

Unfortunately, Korea at the

Crossroads seems to pay less care-

fid attention to the political cli-

mate in the North—the source of

the threat that has occasioned the

American military presence in

Korea these past four decades. The
report acknowledges, for example,
the improvement in Soviet-North
Korean relations that has taken

place since late 1983, yet it seems
to ascribe no particular significance

to this warming trend. Much of the

language of the security chapter,
moreover, seems to suggest that
South Korea, and America, seek

something like "ddtente” with
Pyongyang. But relaxation of ten-

sions on the peninsula, if it occurs,
will derive not from Western at-

tempts to influence atmospherics
but through real changes in the
North, and corresponding emenda-
tions in its external behavior.

A sim U.AKI.V simple but basic point
eludes the report’s generally per-

ceptive discussions of what it terms
South Korea’s "turn toward a more
democratic future." Plebiscites may
have been held, constitutions
drafted, and legal codes enacted,
but South Korea is a country that

has to date been ruled not by laws
but by men. The gap between the

Republic's written laws and their

general enforcement is still pro-

found. (In Korean traffic accidents,

for example, the driver of the

smaller car is typically the one
booked and arraigned, no matter
what the facts of the matter.) Ironi-

cally, this circumstance is only once
mentioned in Korea at the Cross-

roads—and then in connection with
the problems that U.S. corporations
have encountered in exercising their

local rights under Korean law.

One might have expected that a

report so evidently interested in

encouraging Korea to proceed
along a democratic course might
have ascribed greater import to the

salutary properties of the rule of

law. It is striking (but perhaps not
surprising) that neither local op-

ponents of the Seoul government
nor "human-rights” activists over-

seas have made this an issue in

their many criticisms of South
Korea. The rule of law evidently

does not excite the utopian imagi-
nation, nor does it square with
ambitious visions of capturing and
overturning the state. Quite the

contrary: to the extent that it can
guarantee the protection of prop-
erty and person and secure inviola-

ble liberties for the individual, the
rule of law is antithetical to the
ambitions of would-be masters of

the people.

Without the rule of law, how-
ever, South Korea’s contentious fac-

tions cannot hope to coalesce into
a single political community. As
long as South Korea lacks the po-
litical cohesion that such a com-
munity would provide, North
Korea’s dictators can continue to

entertain plans of marching south

at some future date to pick up the
pieces when a Seoul regime col-

lapses into chaos. Unless and until

American observers and officials ap-
preciate the consequence of the
rule of law for Korea, the Ameri-
can approach to this heavily armed
peninsula will be dangerously un-
informed.
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JHOON RHEE MARTIAL ARTS SHOW:
AGEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
KOREAN BENEFIT PRESENTATION

Saturday , April 23 , 7 ; 30 p . m . :

George Washington University pre-
sents Jhoon Rhee Martial Arts Show
at Lisner Auditorium to benefit
the Korean Language and Culture
Fund. The 1988 GWU Korean cul-
tural activity, in the spirit of
the Seoul Olympic Games, will
consist of martial arts ballets
and demonstrations by one hundred
people, the majority of them black
belts. Tickets are $10, 15, 25,
50; checks are payable to "GWU
Korean Language and Culture Fund."
Ticket prices and additional

contributions are tax-deductible
to the full extent of the law.
For information: Dr. Young-Key Kim
Renaud, Director, Korean Program,
Dept, of East Asian Languages and
Literatures, Gelman 618, The
George Washington Univ., Washing-
ton DC 20052, tel. (202) 994-7107
(office), (703) 527-0115 (home).

SOCIAL INDICATORS REFLECT
RISING KOREAN EXPECTATIONS

According to the R0K Economic
Planning Board's "Social Indica-
tors in Korea 1987," published
Jan. 23 (reported in Korea Herald
of Jan 24), a quarter of urban
residents favor apartments, de-
spite traditional preference for
single dwellings. Over 47% of
Koreans want dwelling space of 66
to 96 square meters (710 to 1033
square feet). However, the housing
supply rate declined to 68.1% in
1986, compared with 74.5% in 1980.

Eighty-five percent of Korean
parents want their sons educated

(cont. on p. 2)

"ONCE AND FUTURE KOREA" EXHIBIT
TO OPEN AT NATURAL HISTORY
MUSEUM IN NEW YORK CITY

Images of modern and traditional
Korea will be the focus of an
exhibition, "The Once and Future
Korea," at the American Museum of
Natural History, April 7 through
Sep

t

. 25 .

The exhibition, in the Museum's
Akeley Gallery, will present 80
sepia-toned photographs and arti-
facts from t u r n - o f - t h e - c e n t u r

y

Korea, bracketed by color photo-
graphs and high-tech objects from
Korea in the 1980s. The contrast-
ing images offer a visual sense of
the nation's transformation from a
traditional peasant society to a
world class industrial power.

Included are photographs from
the Museum's collection, never
before exhibited, taken by the
explorer and naturalist Roy Chap-
man Andrews in 1912. They record
Andrews's expeditions to remote
villages in the far north of Ko-
rea. Also on view will be a video
presentation of archival film tak-
en by Andrews in 1912 in Seoul.

Artifacts include costume pieces
and objects of everyday use such
as a paper hat cover, good luck
talismans, fans, ironing sticks, a
wash paddle, a wooden doll.

The gallery will be decorated to
suggest an old Korean peasant

— house; Korean music provides an
audio accompaniment.

Dr. Laurel Kendall is curator
for the exhibit, which is suppor-
ted in part by the Korean Cultural
Service .

BACK ISSUES OF BULLETIN AVAILABLE SEE
LAST PAGE



in college (up from 56% in 1977);
70% want college for their daugh-
ters (33.6% in 1977). [A Korea
Herald editorial of Feb. 16, com-
menting on the "overdrawn zeal for
education" on the part of parents
and educators, noted a poll show-
ing that 97% of responding child-
ren reported being beaten, 4 . 5 %
almost every day.J

Among other EPB indicators were
the following:
—Population growth rate in 1987

was 1 . 21 %.
--Per capita food consumption in

1986 was 9.8 Kg of beef, 21.1 Kg
of pork, and 145 eggs; per capita
caloric intake was 2,746 calories.
--The work week in 1986 was 52.5

hours (men 51.9 hours, women 53.6
hours ) .

--Average monthly salary was
342,420 won (about $428); produc-
tion line workers averaged 261,786
won, compared with 832,373 won for
administrative and managerial
workers .

--Piped water supply reached
68 . 1 % in 1986, up from 51.5% in
1 9 7 8 #

Over 41% of Koreans drink
alcoholic beverages. Nearly 5 %
drink every day.

Related to the social indicators
is a November poll of 2487 senior
college students at 40 institu-
tions by the Korea University
Behavioral Science Research Center
and the University Cooperative
Association. Students scored, on
an ascending scale of 7 points,
which professions enjoyed highest
prestige. Respondents also scoredtheir job preferences, on a de-scending scale of 11 points.
“Cores (showing that prestige andjob preference do not correlate)
were as follows (Korea Newsreview
Jan. 2, 1988, p. 25):

Job
Pref

.

PRINTING COSTS OF THIS ISSUE OF THE BUL-™
TfRE PAID BY THE MID-ATLANTIC REGION,

ASSOCIATION OF ASIAN STUDIES, INC itsSUPPORT IS GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGED.

Ciergymen 5. 10 />i#1
Men of letters 4.87 5.40College teachers 4.58 2.76Teachers 4.53 5>27
Journalists 4 45 4 6

P
octors 3.91 6.*37

Lawyers, judges,
prosecutors 3.82 5.94Businessmen 3.77 5 17Civil servants 3.’50 6.*69

professional soldiers 3.46 9 64Politicians 2.87 7.23
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KOREAN IMMIGRANTS TAKE ON AMERICA
IN WASHINGTON STAGEPLAY

"Seoul House", staged by the
Washington (D.C.) Project for the
Arts, March 3-5, was billed as "an
electronic rap opera in VII tab-
leaux." Playing to a full house
in a small downtown theater,
Seoul House" was a sensitive and

highly successful dramatization of
an immigrant Korean family’s
struggle to make a living as
owners of an inner-city grocery.

Wearing vivid masks reminiscent
of Korean folk drama, the six
characters (storeowner Kim, his
son, his mother, a successful
A m e r i c a n - K o r e a n businessman, a
salesman, and a deliveryman who
alone wore no mask and used his
own singing voice) mimed their
roles while a prerecorded sound-
track provided the lyrics.

Action took place against a
starkly drawn black-and-white

backdrop representing inner-city
Washington (see photo).

"Seoul House" was the collabora-
tive work of Y. David Chung, vis-
ual artist, who painted the scene;
Charles Tobermann, composer; Pooh
Johnston, e t h n o m u s i c o 1 o g i s

t

; and
Clearance Giddons, singer/song-
writer also known as Black Elvis.
James Turner, James Lee, Sun L i m
Yun, Andre Lee, Tom Wall, and
Black Elvis, respectively, played
the six roles.

The performance was enthusiasti-
cally reviewed by Joseph McLellan
1 n The W ashington Post on March 5:

. • . this short, powerful piece
takes its audience behind the
bulletproof glass and into the
souls of its subjects: their memo-
ries, hopes and fears, the day-to-
day pressure and ennui of selling
to strangers in a hostile, imper-
fectly understood environment.
The music is eclectic, including a

(cont. on p. 4)
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STAGEPLAY (from p. 3)

bit of Korean ethnic flavor but
also rap, blues and a stark modern
clasical idiom. ... It is a real
opera, though unconventional."
The Washington Project for the

Arts published a magazine, Cut/-
Ac ross , January 24-March 5, "1 9 8 8,
with articles on art and society.
Included are an interview of David
Chung by Margo Machida and bio-
graphies of the artists.

f

1* o r information concerning
"Seoul House" and the Washington
Project for the Arts, contact Ms.
Mel Watkin, Curator, 434 Seventh
St. NW, Washington DC 200024, tel.
(202) 347-4813.

Korean Airlines flight 858 van-
ished in the vicinity of Burma on
a flight from Abu Dhabi to Bangkok
on Nov. 29; it was destroyed by a
bomb. A man and a woman with
Japanese passports, apprehended
for planting the bomb, attempted
suicide; the woman survived, and—
identified as Kim Hyon-hui— sub-
sequently confessed to complicity
as a North Korean agent. . . . The
ROK opened a trade office in
Hungary in December; Hungary was
expected to reciprocate in March.

Roh Tae-Woo, candidate of the
government’s Democratic Justice
Party, was elected President of
the Republic of Korea (ROK) on
Dec. 16, with 36% of the popular
vote. His three main opponents,
Kim Young-Sam (Reunification Demo-
cratic Party), Kim Dae Jung (Peace
and Democracy Party), and Kim Jong
Pil (New Democratic Republican
Party) won 27%, 26%, and 8% of
the vote, respectively. A total
of 23 million votes were cast,
representing 89.2% of eligible
citizens. Roh was inaugurated as
President on Feb. 25; ex-president
Chun Doo Hwan became the first
chief of state in Korean history
(except for 1960 interim President

Huh Chung) to leave office peace-
fully. . . .

The ROK Ministry of Labor on
Dec. 24 announced minimum wage
rates of 111,000 and 117,000 won
($140-147) per month for firms
with over 10 employees in 28 spe-
cified industries. Labor repre-
sentatives opposed the rates as
inadequate. . . .

ROK Deputy Prime Minister Chung
In-Young visited Washington Jan.2-4 in an effort to resolve the
ongoing dispute over reduction ofROK obstacles to import of USproducts, especially cigarettes,
beef, and insurance, and the US
demand for increased value of the
w o_n against the dollar. Little
progress was reported. . . . Po-
lice quelled a 113-day student
strike against Choson University
in Kwangju on Jan. 9; 45 leaders
were subsequently arrested, but
student demonstrations resumed.
The Ministry of Education on Jan.
27 approved a reshuffling of the
university's board of directors;
the students resumed classes, but
activist leaders continued pro-
tests. . . .

A Pan-National Council for the
Promotion of Democracy and Nation-
al Reconciliation, sponsored by
the Democratic Justice Party, was
inaugurated Jan. 12, with over 50
members. . . . The ROK Education
Ministry Jan. 14 announced "sweep-
ing" changes in the han'gul (pho-
netic alphabet) spelling system,
to take effect in March 1989.. .

By Jan. 17, 161 countries had
announced their participation in
the 1988 summer Olympics in Seoul,
according to International Olympic
Committee chairman Juan Samaranch.
North Korea, Cuba, Ethiopia, and
three other countries had refused
participation or failed to re-
spond; the Soviet Union, China,
and other Communist countries were
among the participants. . . .

The U.S. on Jan. 29 announced
that exemption from import tariffs
for products from South Korea,

(cont. on p. 5)
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Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore
under the General System of Pre-ferences (GSP) for developing
countries would be cancelled, ef-

C
Vk

V<
l
Jan ?*’ 1989 ‘ • • • DPRK

CNorth Korean) authorities identi-
fied the remains of two U.S. sol-diers missing in the Korean War,
but would not release the remains.
he two were named as Cpl. Arthur

L. Seaton and 1st Lt. Jack J .Saunders, both listed as missing
in action since Feb. 1951.

Amnesty was declared for 7 234persons on Feb. 27, marking theinauguration of Roh Tae Woo asPresident. However, many of thoseamnestied were not in prison, andnotable detainees such as Kim Kun-tae and Chang Ki- pyo were not
"eluded. Critics maintained thatthe amnesty included only 125 ofmore than 1,300 prisoners. .

The U.S. -Korea Society sponsored aseminar on Korea’s Presidential
Election: Assessment for the U.S.-Korea Business Partnership" onJen 29 at the Waldorf-AstoriaHotel, New York City. TheSociety also arranged a seminar
and dinner on March 2 on "FairTrade vs. Protectionism: U.S.-Korea Business Partnership underCrOSS

i

f
J

lre '" The dinner featured
an address by Clayton Yeutter,
u.b. Irade Representative. (Forinformation: Susan Youn, U.S.-Korea Society, 725 Park Av., NewYork NY 5 1 7- 7 7 30)...

"Easing Tensions between North
and South Korea" was the subject
of a Merrill House luncheon spon-sored by the Carnegie Council onEthica and International Affairs
on Feb. 19. A summary is avail-
able from the Council, 170 E. 64th
St., New York, NY 10021.

RO^tR ’
the annual jointkuk-us defense exercise, will beheld during 2 weeks in March,according to a joint R0K-US

announcement on Jan. 28. Therehad been some discussion ofsuspending the -exercise indeference to the 1988 summer
Olympics in Seoul. . . . "Discover
Korea: From the Hermit Kingdom to

the Olympics" was the subject of
an all-day symposium March 19
sponsored by The Asia Society at
its headquarters, 725 Park Avenue,
New York NY 1 002 1 ....

Coming Events--Sprinq 1 988
Dr. Bertrand Renaud of the World

Bank will talk on "Urbanization
and National Settlement Strategy
in Korea" on April 4 in the publiclecture series on Korean Studies
at the University of Maryland.

T

Ct
,
Ure

’ 3t 6:00 P* m ‘ in R °°*
166, Lefrak Hall, is open to thepubiic; for information on this

f/

nd
.

f
nu

UVe lecture s, call Prof.

r 3°n°,\
U13

’ LeFrak Hall,
(30i) 454-5718, or Ms. Lear or Ms.Olds at (301) 454-2241..

An exhibition, "The Once anduture Korea, will open at theAmerican Museum of Natural HistoryApril 7 (see separate story).
The Asia Society's Washington Ce’n-ter will hold its first annualAsia m Washington" dinner onThursday April 14, at the Madison
Hotel, under the patronage of Mrs.George Bush, co-sponsored by AT&Tand the Lucky-Goldstar Group (Ko-rea). For details: The Asia So-
Mu

et
u’ i

785 Massachus etts Avenue^Washington DC 20036, tel. 387-
6500. . . . The George WashingtonUmversity presents a Jhoon Rhee
M a_r 1 1 a 1 A.r t s Sho w on April 23 (seeseparate story). .

The Korean Symphony Orchestra ofNew York, Kyung-hum Shim, MusicDirector, presents a Celebration
Concert for the Seoul Olympics onMay 14, 8 p.m., Avery Fisher Hall,Lincoln Center, New York. .The American Enterprise Institutesponsors a symposium, "Democracy
and Development: Taiwan, SouthKorea and Philippines", May 18-19,

2003°6
1?t

R
h St

”c
Washin gton DC

i
,

For information: Prof.
l.W. Robinson, (202) 862-7187.

Summer 1 988
The 10th international symposium

on Asian Studies, sponsored by theInternational Center for AsianStudies (division of Asian Re-
(cont. on p. 6)
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EVENTS (from p. 5)

search Service) will be held July
25-28 at the Hotel Furama Inter-
Continental, Hong Kong. For in-
formation, write the Center at GPO
Box 2232, Hong Kong.

RECENT MATERIALS ON KOREA
Kay Won Lee and Donald Macdonald

Books .Monographs,
Collected Papers

Appleman, Roy Edgar. East of
Chosin: Entrapment and Breakout
in Korea, 1950. College Station:
Texas ASM Univ. Press, 1987.

Bibliography of Asian Studies
1982. Frank Joseph Shulman, ed.
Ann Arbor, MI: Association for
Asian Studies, 1987. $30 ( A A S
members $18).

Blair, Clay. The Forgotten War;
America in Korea, 1950-1953. New
York: Times Books, 1988. 1,136
pp., $29.95. (Reviewed in The
Washington Post Book World, Jan.
31, 1988, and New York Times Book
Review, Feb. 28, 1988.)

Burmeister, Larry L. Res ear ch.
Realpolitik, and Development in
Korea; The State and the Green
Revolution. Boulder, CO: West-
view Press, 1988. 220 pn
$26.50.

Cho, Dong Sung. The General Trad-
ing Company: Concepts and Strate-
gies. Lexington, MA: Lexington
Books, 1987.

Chung, Okwha, and Monroe, Judy.
Cooking the Korean Way. Photo-
graphs by Robert L. and Diane
Wolfe. Minneapolis: Lerner Pub-
i

t i o n s , 1988 (forthcoming,
$9.95).

Doctoral Dissertations on Asia,
Winter/Summer 1986. Vol. 9, Nos.
1 and 2. Frank Joseph Shulman,’
comp, and ed. Ann Arbor, MI:
Association for Asian Studies
1986. 170 pp. $13 ( A A S members
$8 ) .

The Foreign Relations of North
Korea; New Perspectives. Park,
Jae K y u . Koh, Byung Chul, and

Kwak, Tae-Hwan, eds. Boulder,
LU: Westview Press, 1987. 491

aqV
tabl

*
S
/o

biblio « ra Phy, index.
491 pp. $43.

Han, Pyo-Wook. The Problem of
Koreaji Unification: A Study ofthe Un^f i c a t i on Poli cy of the
Republic of Korea 1948-1960. Ko-rean Unification Studies Series
1. Seoul, Korea: Research Centerfor Peace and Unification ofKorea, 1987. 181 pp. $13.00.

Hastings, Max. The Korean War.Englewood Cliffs, N

J

: Simon and
Schuster, 1987.

H u r h. Won Moo and Kim, KwangChung. Korean Immigrants in theChicago Area: A Sociological Stu-dy of Migration and Mental
Health-L Interim De script ive R e -

Prepared for National In-stitute of Mental Health, U.S
Dept, a f Health and Human Ser-vices. Macomb, IL: Dept, ofSociology and Anthropology, Wes-tern Illinois Univ., 1987.

Ill Search of an East Asian Deve-
1 o p m e n_t Mo del. Berger, Peter L.,and Hsiao, Hsin Huang Michael,'
eds. Ethics and Foreign Policy
Ser

i
e »! Vo1, 6 » Carnegie Council

on Ethics and International Af-

l
ai

l
S ' Y ° rk: Transaction

Books, 1988. 243 pp. $29.95
(cloth), $16.95 (paper). Ana-
lyzes the economic success ofJapan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
and Singapore. Kim, Kyong-Dong,
The Distinctive Features of Ko-

rea s Development," pp. 197-219.
International Business Hand-

book^ Republ ic of Korea. Arling-
1°"’ VA: Global Quest, Inc.,
1988. $ 100 . (Orders: Global
Quest, Inc., 2101 Crystal Plaza

22^2 )

^ 238
’ Arlln S ton VA

Kang, Young Woo. A Light in MyHeart. Atlanta, GA: John Knox
Press, 1987.

Kim, Young Jeh. Toward a Unified
Korea; History and Alternatives.
Korean Unification Studies Series
2. Seoul, Korea: Research Center

(cont. on p. 7 )
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for Peace and Unification, 1987.
224 pp. $17.00.

K^reaj. The Year 2000. Han Sung-
j o o and Myers, Robert J., eds.
Ethics and Foreign Policy Series*
#5, Carnegie Council on Ethics
and International Affairs. Lan-
ham, MD: University Press of*" er * ca ’ 1987 - 275 pp., index.
$28.50 cloth, $15.75 paper.

Korean Poetry. rev. ed. Lee
Young -gul, Im Yong-jik, and Kim
Seong-kon, eds. Seoul: Korean

198R
tUr

?/,7
and V tS Foundati °n,

1988. 247 pp. (not for sale).

Kojean Unif icati on: Source Mate-
rials witji an Intro duc tion ( 1979-
19 8j^. V o 1 . 3. Seoul, Korea:
Research Center for Peace and
Unification of Korea, 1987.

Koreajis in the Sov iet Union. Oc-
casional Paper no. 12, Center forKorean Studies. Honolulu: Dis-
tributed for the Center for Ko-
rean Studies by Univ. of Hawaii

?iToV(p\£V).
$17 -°° (Cl ° th)

'

Lee, Chong-Sik, tr. and ed. Mate-
rials on Korean Com munism^

J^ 945 -
1947. Occasional paper no. 7,Center for Korean Studies. Hono-
lulu: Distributed for Center for
Korean Studies by Univ. of Hawaii
Press, 1977 (reprint, 1987). 268
PP.

Levine, Harold, and Kim, Yong-no.
Koreaone Vocabulary 22,000.
Seoul: Koryowon, 1987.

Mangiafico, Luciano. Conte mporary
American Immigrants: Patterns
Fili£ino_,. Korean, and Chinese
Settlement in the United States
New York: Praeger, 1988 (forth-
coming; est. $34.95).
Mukerjee, Dilip. Lessons from£orea s Industrial Experience.
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: Institute
of Strategic and International
Studies of Malaysia, 1986. 81 pp

Nemeth, David J. The Architecture
of Ideology

; Neo-Conf ucian Im-
printing on Cheju Island, Korea.
Vol. 26, Univ. of California
Publications in Geography.

Berkeley: Univ. of Ca Hf n .
Press, 1987. 336 pp.

Callfor " la

S
p
n
1

8
1

» Saok C - 201 Korean Verbs-
FuJ^jr Conjugated in All AspectsMood Sj

_ Tenses, and Formality L e -

ltrf\forthc
P

oVinV).
NY: Barr ° n

'

s
’

Sputh Korea; Human Rights in theEmerging Politics. Report of a

UnftPd
n
c!*

y Mr * Stephen A- Oxman

,

United States; Prof. Otto Triff-terer
’M
Federal Re P u Blic of Ger-many; Mr. Francisco B. Cruz, Phi-lippines. Geneva, Switzerland:

international Commission of Jur-ls ts, [1987]. 95 pp. (For information: ICJ
, P0 Box 120, CH-1224

Chene-Bougeries, Geneva, Switzer-land.)

-h
U
r
±eS V Korea in Transition.

McCann, David R., Middleton, Johand Schultz, Edward J., eds.Occasional paper no. 9, Center
for Korean Studies (papers pre-
sented at conference marking 10thanniversary of the US Peace Corps
in Korea, Seoul, 1977). Honolu-
lu: Distributed for the Center
for Korean Studies by the Univ
of Hawaii Press, 1979. 246 pp.

U.S. Dept, of State. Country
Report s on Human Rights Practices
f^_r 1_9 8_7 (includes 15-page sec-
tion on South Korea and 8-page
section on North Korea). Wash-
ington, DC: U.S. Govt. Printing
Office, 1988. 1,358 pp.

Wang, In Keun. Rural Development
Studies: Korea and Developing
Countries. Honolulu: Distributed
for Seoul National University
Press by Univ. of Hawaii Press
(date not stated). 614 pp. Se-
lection of previously published
research papers by the author.

Watkins, Yoko Kawashima. So Far
from the Bamboo Grove. New York
NY: Puffin Books, 1987. 183 pp.,’
$3.95. Fictionalized account of
11-year-old Yoko's escape from
Korea to Japan at the end of
World War II.

Wheeler, Jimmy W. Beyond Recrimi-
nation: Perspectives on U.S.-

(cont. on p. 8)
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MATERIALS (from p. 7)

Taiwan Trade Tensions. Indiana-
polis, IN: Hudson Institute,
1987. 218 pp. (For information:
Hudson Institute, PO Box 26-919,
Indianapolis, IN 46226.) In-
cludes material on U.S. -Korea
trade relations.

Articles and Papers
Note: The Bullet in policy on list-
ings of articles in this section
is to omit references to articles
appearing in journals wholly de-
voted to Korea, except for a few
deemed of particular importance.
A list of such journals was in-
cluded in Bulletin issues of May
and September, 1985 (No. 3 and 4).

Baker-Carr, Katharine T., "Anger
Over Election" (letter to edi-
tor). The New York Times, Feb.
26, 1 988.

Bandow, Doug, "Korea: The Case for
Disengagement." Policy Analysis
No. 96, CATO Institute, Washing-
ton, D.C., Dec. 8, 1987. 31 pp.
(Argument for withdrawal of US
forces . )

Bennett, John T., "Korea's Third
Quarter Better than Forecast."
FYI, Korea Economic Institute of
America, Washington, DC, Dec. 28,
1 98 7. 4 p p.

Choi, Eric, "American and Korean
Education." Seoul International
School Highlights 4 (DecT
198 7^):np. (A high school se-
nior s thoughtful comparison of
American and Korean educational
systems and goals.) For informa-
tion: Seoul Internationa] School,
Kangdong P.0. Box 161, Seoul
(134), Korea.

Far Eastern Economic Review arti-
cles on Korea: see separate list-
ing.

Kim, Choongsoo, "Trends in Korean
Wages, Employment, and Producti-
vity." FYI (Korea Economic In-
stitute of America, Washington
D.C.), Feb. 1 9, 1988. 4 pp .

Manheim, Jarol B., "Korea: The
Second Generation Gap" (regarding

anti-American feeling;. The
Wasjiington^ Post

.
Dec. 30, 1987.

Neary, Ian, "The Paekjong and the
Hyongpyongsa: The Untouchables of
Korea and Their Struggle for Lib-
eration." Immigrants and Minori-
ties 6 (No. 2, July 1987): 1 17-50.

"New Directions for U.S. Policy."
A policy statement of the Nationa
Council of the Churches of Christ
in the U.S. A., 110 Maryland Av.
N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002. 2
pp .

"Peace and the Unification of
Korea." National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U.S. A.,
110 Maryland Av. N.E., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20002. Pamphlet, 2 pp.

Plunk, Daryl M., "North Korea:
Exporting Terrorism." Back-
&.L£t nd_e r_ No. 74, Asia Studies
Center., The Heritage Foundation,
Washington, D.C., Feb. 25, 1988.
9 pp.

Shinn, Chang Min, "Capital Imports
in Economic Development: The Ko-
rean Case, 1962-1985." Journal
o_f_ Econo m ic Develop m ent 12 (No.
1, June 1987):49-63.

Whang, In-Joung, "The Role of
Government in Economic Develop-
ment: The Korean Experience."
Studies of Asian and Pacific
Economic Issues. Asian Develop-
ment Revie w 5 (No. 2, 1987): 70-
88 .

Winchester, Simon, "Social Climb-
ing on Mount H a 1 1 a " (article
about tourist excursions to Cheju
Island). The New York Times.
Feb. 21, 1988.

Zarub, Ross B., "Distortions
Abound on Life of Koreans in
Japan" (letter to editor). The
New York Times . Feb. 26, 1988.

Book Reviews

(all the following are in the
Journal o f Asian Studies 47 (No
1, Feb. 1988)
Koh, B.C., Review of the follow-
ing, pp. 15 8 — 61 :

(cont. on p. 9)
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After One Hundred Years: Continu-
ity and Change i n Korean-American
Relations . ed. Han, Sung-Joo.
ARC Foreign Policy Studies 3.
Seoul: The Asiatic Research Cen-
ter, Korea University, 1982. 402
pp.

One Hundred Years o f Korean-Ameri-
can Relations, 1882-1982 . Ed.
Lee, Yur-bok, and Patterson,
Wayne. University, AL: Univ. of
Alabama Press, 1986. 188 pp.,
$24.95.

Nam, Joo-Hong. America's Commit-
m ent t o South Korea: The First
J^iLiLiliLe. £f_ _th.e^ N_ i__x o^ji j) o^c__t £_£££ .

LSE Monographs in International
Studies. Cambridge: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 1986. 218 pp.,
$34.50.

HjlA_t£ _d S^a^£ s^K.£L®_ .a R elations .

Ed. Scalapino, Robert A., and
Han, Sung-joo. Research papers
and Policy Studies 19. Berkeley:
Univ. of California, Institute of
East Asian Studies, 1986. 226
pp., $20.00 (paper).

Henderson, Gregory. Review of

Kim, Dae-Jung. Prison W ritings ,

tr. Choi, Sung-il and McCann,
David. Berkeley: Univ. of Cali-
fornia Press, 1987. 333 pp.,
$25.00.

Reference and Teaching
Materials

Discover Korea : Fam ily and Home.
First in a series of 3 videotaped
programs, with teacher's guide
and poster. New York: The Asia
Society, 1988. $22.95+$2.00 hand-
ling .

Easter, Maud and David, "Korea:
Time for a Change". 25-min.
slideshow (daily life in north
and south Korea and the impact of
U.S. policy). Asia Resource Cen-
ter, P0 Box 15275, Washington DC
20003. Rental $15, plus 10%
shipping .

Luce, Don, and Lee; Sun-ai, "The
Wish: Poems of Contemporary Ko-
rea." Poetry by farmers, work-
ers, children. Korean and Eng-

l ls h script, illustrated withtraditional Korean art. AsiaResource Center, P0 Box 15275
jh\n .

8ton DC 20003 - $3.00 plus10 % shipping.

PERSONAL NOTES

Prof. CHUNG Han-sook of Korea
University won the Samil Cultural
foundation Award for 1987 for hisliterary work, including his re-cent Foggy Streets," a collection
of short stories. Other award
winners, recognized in a ceremony
on Feb. 2, were Dr. SHIM Sang-chol
of the Korea Advanced Science
nstitute, for his research onreaction of optical material on

organic properties; CHANG Rak-yong
of Hyundae Motor Co. for raising
the productivity of his motor
plant through automation; and YANG
Ki-won, team head of the brass
workshop at Hankook Heavy Con-
struction Industrial Co. . . .

LEE Hyun-jae, former president
of Seoul National University, be-
came Prime Minister of the Repub-
lic of Korea in February; HONG
Sung-chul

, former President of the
International Cultural Society of
Korea, became presidential secre-
tary-general. . . .Prof. KIM jihn-
e of Seoul National University
received the Ministry of Science
and Technology's Grand Prix of 50
million won for his research on an
elementary particle. . . .

YOON I-sang, renowned composer
residing in West Germany, received
a Koussevitsky Foundation Award
from the Library of Congress. . .

KIM Keun-tae, imprisoned South
Korean human rights activist, was
given the 1987 Robert F. Kennedy
Human Rights Award in a ceremony
at Georgetown University.
CHUNG Ju-yung and LEE Byung-chull
were listed by Forbes Magazine
(Oct. 5, 1987) among "the world's
billionaires." . . . Soon C H 0

,

Professor of Economics, Seoul Na-
tional University, is a visiting
fellow at the Institute for Inter-
national Economics, Washington,

(cont. on p. 10)
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PERSONAL (from p. 9)

D.C. He addressed an Asia Society
Development Roundtable Jan. 29 on
"Korea: Will Democracy Diminish
the Economic Miracle?" Dr. Cho
also spoke at the University of
Maryland on "Comparative Study of
Korean and Taiwanese Economic Dev-
elopment". . . .

Karl M0SK0W1TZ spoke at a semi-
nar of the Woodrow Wilson Interna-
tional Center for Scholars, Jan.
25, on "Science and Technology:
Korea’s Challenge for the 1990s...
Dr. John Kie-chang OH, Vice Presi-
dent, Catholic Univ. of America,
spoke at the Univ. of Maryland on
Feb. 22 on "South Korean Politics:
Post-Election Observations." . . .

Ann-Myongsook LEE (Mrs. David I.
Steinberg), soprano, joined by
Stephen Wellman (baritone), Fran-
cis Conlon (pianist), and William
Wright (clarinetist), presented a
faculty music recital at George
Washington University on Feb. 29,
including works by Purcell, Faure,
Cornelius, Mendelssohn and Spohr.

. . . Wongi SUL was one of 9
artists whose works were included
in "Selections 41," a group exhi-
bition at The Drawing Center, 35
Wooster St., New York, Feb. 25-
March 16. ... Ronald A. MORSE has
been appointed Development Officer
of the Library of Congress; his
acting replacement as Secretary of
the Asia Program at the Wilson
Center is David SHAMBAUGH.

SNU STUDENT ANTI-AMERICANISM
SURVEYED

Anti-American attitudes of
freshman students at Seoul Nation-
al University are intensified by
books, college seniors, friends,
mass media, and faculty lectures,
in that order, according to a
Student Guidance Center survey in

Prof. Cha Jae-ho, Center direc-
tor, said 100 students of the
college of social sciences (out of
a total of 4,600 entering freshmen
at SNU) participated in each of
four surveys from last March (the
commencement of classes). Nine

questions were asked about anti-
Americanism; responses showed in-
creases in anti — American feeling
from 70.78% in March to 80.86% in
October .

On the other hand, 57.33% said
they had an amicable feeling for
the U.S. in March, but the figure
declined to 52.33 % the next month
and then stayed fairly constant.
According to the Korea Herald

account on Jan. 28, of the stu-
dents responding to the question,
"’What is the most noticeable
characteristic of the United
States?' depending on the month,
60 to 67% answered pragmatism, 10
to 27% answered racial discrimina-
tion and 11 to 23 percent said
individual freedom."

THE TUESDAY LUNCHEON GROUP

Washin-gton, DC, as the center of
diplomatic activity in the United
States, for many years has had
various formal and informal inter-
national groups to promote under-
standing of foreign countries.
Until the mid-1960s, however,
there was no such group focusing
on Korea.

To remedy this gap, Key P. Yang,
director of the Korea Section of
the Library of Congress, and
Eugene Knez, former curator of the
East Asian anthropology section of
the Smithsonian's American Museum
of Natural History sponsored a
series of informal luncheon gath-
erings which came to be called the
Tuesday Luncheon Group.

In recent years, the Tuesday
Luncheon Group has met on the
third Tuesday of each month at
11:45 a.m. in the cafeteria of the
Library of Congress to hear a
great variety of speakers on var-
ious aspects of K o r e a - -c u 1 t

u

r e ,

history, language, art, economics,
and politics.

On April 19, Dr. Arthur Bloom-
field, "father of the Bank of
Korea act," will talk on "Banking
Reform in Korea: Then and Now."

(cont. on p. 11)
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Meetings are open to the public
without reservation. The Tuesday
Luncheon Group has no organiza-
tion, no dues, no agenda, and no
financial support except for the
collection taken every month to
cover mailing costs. For informa-
tion: Mr. Key P. Yang, Korea Sec-
tion, Library of Congress, Wash-
ington DC 20540, tel. (202) 287-
5424.

ECONOMIC NOTES

South Korean domestic saving
reached 35.8% of gross national
product in 1987, according to the
ROK Ministry of Finance. This
figure exceeded the total invest-
ment ratio of 29.3% (reflecting
repayment of foreign loans).
Household savings were 14%, com-
pared with 13 percent in 1986.
he 1987 investment performance

exceeds the target of 33.5% set by
the 1987-91 Sixth Five Year Econo-
mic Plan.

Jll
e Ministry also announced that

1987 foreign investment in the ROK

or!n
alled $ 1,069 million, nearly

200 percent higher than the 1986
figure of $354 million. Of the
1987 total, Japan accounted for
$494 million, the U.S. $225 mil-
lion, Europe $210 million. Hotels
f

(
J
:tract

.

ed the largest investment
($2 9 million), followed by machi-
nery and electronics ($208 million
each), chemicals ($153 million),
transportation equipment ($120
million) and pharmaceuticals ($34
million) .

Overseas investments by Korean
firms totalled $397.2 million,
bringing the cumulative total in-
vestment abroad to $966.1 million.
Of the 1987 investment, $202 mil-
lion was in mining and 157.7 mil-
lion in manufacturing. Investment
in North America amounted to
$177.2 million; in Southeast Asia,
$131 million.

South Korea's current account
surplus for 1987 reached nearly
$10 billion— the third and largestm the Republic's history. It was
credited to soaring exports ($46.2

billion, up 36% from 1986), in-creased tourism revenues, and in-

abroad' from Greensbroad. The domestic budget also
due

W

to
aSUrplus of $252 million,ue to above-expected tax collec-tions and belo w-budget spending.

South °f
ficials stated that

itS ?987 n?
° btained 41 Percent of

P x 8 iron imports (240 000metric tons) f rom
P
the

onsoYs
° f Chi " a

' 120,000

Union rt

P lr<”’ from the Soviet
South' K„?„°

nStratin * the mowingo o u t h Korean opening toward Com-munist countries. ...

KOREA RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ACADEMIC INFORMATION

SETS UP
BANK

am iui mation banknewly established by the KoreaResearch Foundation includes dataon 13,000 Korean scholars andthe^ research activities, accord-

12
8

19°8 7
~ rea

~ —

~

- revie w of Sep.

Listings comprise personal back-grounds, major fields, and aca-demic achievements, as well asresearch activities.

The listed individuals were cho-sen from among 50,000. The number
of listings is scheduled to in-crease to 22,000 in 1988. TheFoundation is investing 130 mil-
lion won (about $150,000) per yearm the program.

The Korea Research Foundation is
funded through the Ministry of
Education of the Republic of Korea
to support scholarly activity both
within and outside Korea.

SEOUL OLYMPICS TICKETS

Summer 1988 Olympic Games
ticket sales started in October
through national Olympic commit-
tees. Prices range from US$200
each for first-class seats at
opening and closing ceremonies to
$3 for shooting and canoeing. The
main stadium seats 69,841. Alto-
gether, 4.3 million tickets are
to be sold. ( KTB Newsletter

[ Ko-
(cont. on p. 12)
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(trom p. li)
rea Travel Bureau, Inc., Seoul],
September 1987.)

F °r ticket information in the
US contact Olson Travel World
Q
td " 22” Greem Valley Circle,

Suite 300, Culver City CA 90230
tel. (213) 670-7100.

NORTH KOREAN POPULATION:
THAN WE THOUGHT?

LESS
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The Coming of Age for

Korean World Missions
by Dr. Myung Hyuk Kim

A n historic conference in the life

of the Korean church took place

25-30 July at the Billy Graham Center,

Wheaton College, U.S.A. Korean

World Mission '88 brought together

1,400 delegates from North America,

Korea, and around the world in unprece-

dented unity. The purpose: to challenge

the Korean church to rise to its responsi-

bilities in world evangelization.

The initial plans and preparation for

the conference came from the Korean-

American church under leaders such as

Rev. Chun II Cho, Rev. Tuk Yul Kim,

Rev. Ilsik Choe, and Rev. Bong Rin Ro

together with Dr. James Kraakevik, di-

rector of the Billy Graham Center.

The church in Korea played an active

support role, primarily through Korea

Evangelical Fellowship and Korea Part-

nership Missions Fellowship. Such

pan-oceanic Korean unity for world mis-

sions is a First in the history of the Ko-

rean church.

Korean World Mission '88 has

brought a new awareness of the central

importance of the cross-cultural mission-

ary mandate.

Delegates, coming from Canada and

more than 40 U.S. states including Alas-

ka, California and Florida, eagerly trav-

elled thousands of miles. Among the

1,400 delegates were 120 church leaders

from Korea, 150 missionaries from 54

countries, 700 church leaders from

America, and nearly 450 Korean-

American youth.

The importance of world missions re-

ceived repeated emphasis during the con-

ference. Dr. Samuel Moffat
, life-time

second generation missionary to Korea,

pointed out in the opening service that,

through the grace of God, the Korean

church had made a good beginning of

church growth. Now, through the same

grace comes a second good beginning: a

beginning of world missions.

Rev. Chun II Cho, chairman of KWM
'88, also stressed in his opening message

that now was the lime for the Korean

Church in America to discover an essen-

tial part of its raison d'etre: the task of

world missions.

Similarly, Rev. Thomas Wang,
LCWE International Director, described

the distinctive mission of the dispersed

minorities of Koreans and Chinese.

Their mission includes channeling God's

spiritual blessing of salvation to the spi-

ritually impoverished Western world.

The conference generated inspiration, M
harmony, enlightenment, and resolution.

Each day began with 1,000 delegates ^
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meeting for prayer from 6:00 to 7:00
a.m. Each evening, 2,000 met at the
evening mission rallies, which included
praises, prayers, missionary testimonies,

and inspirational messages. The day
ended with testimonies and prayers in the

dormitories.

Harmony came through a central focus
on Christ and His commission. Partici-

pation was inter-denominational and in-

ternational. including an equal number of
clergy and laity as well as delegates from
around the world.

It was also a conference of enlighten-
ment and learning. The morning plenar-
ies and afternoon workshops dealt with
the primary and practical issues of mis-
sions.

Rev. Sun Hee Kwak stressed that mis-
sions should be focused on the gospel
alone and should not be confused with or
replaced by humanitarian projects. He
explained that missions should be fo-

cused on God, Christ, the Holy Spirit,

and the second coming.

Workshops examined, among other
topics, discipleship, expository preach-
ing, mission strategy, evangelism strate-

gy, missionary training, confronting
other religions, discipline in personal de-
votions, ethics in missions, children's

education, missionary children (MK's),
sports evangelism, and issues facing pas-

tors' and missionaries' wives.

The conference ended with resolution

and new dedication. At the last evening
rally, delegates made a solemn promise
to dedicate themselves to the cause of
world missions. Delegates offered fer-

vent, audible prayers all at once on be-
half of the missionaries.

The conference adopted a declaration
which affirms the essential role of world
evangelization for all believers and par-
ticularly for the Korean church. It recog-
nizes the need for cooperation in this

task both within the Korean church and
throughout the world. Lastly, it an-
nounces plans for a Korean Worid Mis-
sion conference every four years.

The final communion service, led by
Rev. Chang In Kim, deeply touched
those present. Many of the missionaries
wept throughout the service, renewed and
strengthened by the Holy Spirit and the
strong support they had experienced all

week.

A number of participants confessed
their past failure to recognize the impor-
tance of missions in God's plans, and
they returned home with new awareness
and motivation to get involved.

Yet even in recounting the results of
KWM, it is important to remember that

this conference is not an end in itself.

The KWM '88 steering committee has

given Dr. Chun II Cho, Dr. Tuk Yul
Kim, and Rev. Ilsik Sam Choe the re-

sponsibility of establishing a continuing

committee to oversee the on-going work
of KWM.
From my perspective as an observer

and participant, this conference was a

signpost of the Korean church's coming
of age. Now is the time for the Korean
church to unite and mobilize all availa-

ble resources for carrying out Christ's

great commission: world evangeliza-
tion.

Dr. Myung Hyuk Kim is General Secre-

tary ofK.E.F. and the Korea Committee
ofKWM '88. He is assisted by Dan
Moul, Research Coordinator at the Insti-

tute ofEvangelism, Billy Graham Cen-
ter.
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A talk on Korea’s old religions
Korean-born Princetonian

Samuel Moffett, once a Presby-

terian missionary in North Korea
and expelled by the Communists,
said the world was only beginning

to see the emergence of the North-

east Asian countries as the domi-

nant manufacturing — economic— financial centers of the world.

"We should expect to see the

emergence of Korea, Taiwan and

of course, Japan in the Pacific Rim
as well as the cities of Hong Kong
and Singapore holding a grip on

the future — the dominant ones in

the 2 1st century, just as Western

Europe was in the 18th and 19th

centuries and the United States is

in the 20th century.

"

Moffett, who lived in Korea for

44 years, said the proud boast of

the Koreans today is however that

"We are still Koreans after 4,000

years of our civilization and not

Chinese or Japanese” although

they have suffered invasions from

both countries in the long course

of their history. And they still

have their own culture and
language.

Moffett’s interesting talk to the

Rossmoor Old Guard earlier this

year dwelled mostly, however, on

the ancient religions of Korea —
Buddhism and Confucianism —
and their inevitable declines in the

face of rising popularity of

"Shamanism" — meaning the

Shaman leaders of some of the

people who practice a sort of

"animism” or worship of the

physical world around them. And,

of course, the Christian religion in

the 20th century has also edged

out the more ancient religions of

•Asia (Buddhism from India and

Confucianism from China). Chris-

tianity, he guessed, was now fol-

lowed by 30 percent of the popula-

tion of Korea, though he did not

mention whether this meant both

the North and South Koreas.

Moffett classified Buddhism
historically in Korea as a religion

of the females, but while some
may still practice it. it is a religion

that largely went into a state of

decline 600 years ago. "Its great

days are over It lost its popular

appeal when the Buddhist monks
and leaders became too political

and lost their ethical appeal."

As for Confucianism, the other

great ancient religion of the

Koreans, it too declined although

it had fostered great social and

family values and preached the

powers of thought and learning.

Both religions, he indicated, did

little to advance the standing of

women, kept them inferior as the

carriers of burdens "Stand, obey

and serve" he said was their fate,

while the dominant male ran their

place, in other words.

Today's South Korea, Moffett

declared, was "a modem mir-

acle,” its factories turning out

exportable cars where great ruin

had laid waste not 25 or 30 years

before in a devastating war. He
said the "work ethic” belongs to

Korea more than to today’s

America, that Korea has the larg-

est middle class for its population

in the world and can boast a much
higher rate of literacy than this

country.

All in all, Sam Moffett did a

spell-binding piece on the Korea

of today and its ancient traditional

religions of the past while showing

some great color slides of the

countryside, mixed with some
great shots of the religious temples

which he used so intelligently in

his presentation.
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ALUMNIDAY REUNION PHOTOS
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1948

Row 1: Robert "Bob" Campbell. Mary Jenna Herzog Campbell, William Moon. Deryl Johnson. Frank Farrell, Marjorie Breaden Farrell. Betty Brabazon Paine, Bob
Rune, Helen Komfield, Isabel Aigner Reihmer, Madalene Krafft Hams. Marian Wfelch Jones, David Jones. Betty Ritchie Francis, Robert Francis, Lynn Morrison
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Lois Dahlin Nelson, Beth Watson Crazier, Robert Keesey, Marion Rodgers Keesey. Jim Maxson, Don Gunderson, Tootie Lange Benson, Jeane Witthoff Patterson,
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We're a Four-Year School Again!
Eighteen Seniors Earn B.A.s, 50 A.A.s; Dean Maxwell, Dr. Harry Bryan Are Honored
“Be a witness to the Truth,” entreated Dr. Samuel H. Moffett, in his baccalaureate/

commencement address to Montreat-Anderson graduates on May 7. He suggested that

we have strayed from the search for truth to placing an emphasis on practicality. "Use-
fulness is good, but the real science— pure science— is a search for truth, not methods
of production, “ continued the noted theologian.

His remarks were directed to the first four-year class to graduate from Montreat-

Anderson College since the baccalaureate program was rcinstituted. The occasion was
noted with a colorful procession of graduates and faculty wending its way from the Bclk
Campus Center down the hill to Anderson Auditorium under sunny skies. Professor Don
W. King, commencement marshal, carried the brilliant gold and blue college banner,

and Dean Elizabeth H. Maxwell, faculty marshal, carried the newly-crafted wood and
silver mace.

President Vaughn and Dr. Moffett Chat After Commencement

Eighteen seniors received Bachelors of Arts, four with honors, at the ceremonies in

Anderson Auditorium. Fifty sophomores were awarded Associates in Arts and Associ-
ates in Science.

“Jesus Christ is the Truth, and to believe in Jesus is to begin to find the truth,” Dr.
Moffett told the graduates. “The truth remains when useful tilings have withered and
decayed. The truth is that there is a difference between being in Christ and being
without Christ; the truth is that there is a difference between faith and unbelief; the truth
is that there is a difference between right and wrong; the truth is that there is a difference
between the creator and the created,” emphasized the distinguished scholar.

Dr. Moffett told the graduates that their first job is to win people to the truth, and their

second job is to lead lives of service. “It is the beauty of Christian service that makes the
Truth belicvcable," he concluded.

The Distinguished Service Award was presented to Dr. Harry Haywood Bryan of
Montreat for his friendship and support of Montreat-Anderson College, his service to the
church, his love shown to others as a member of the community, and his belief in and
support of Christian higher education. President Silas M. Vaughn described Dr. Bryan
as “a man with a generous and loving nature, (who) is constantly thinking of others.”
A devoted servant of the college received special recognition at the ceremonies. Dean

Elizabeth (Betty) Houston Maxwell, also of Montreal, who is retiring after 38 years of
service as professor and dean, was designated Professor Emeritus. She will now share
this honor with two cherished friends, Virginia Buchanan and Elizabeth Wilson, who
were previously named to emeritus status.

President Vaughn read the resolution from the Board of Trustees of Montreat-Ander-
son College, which says, in part: "Elizabeth Houston Maxwell has consistently exempli-
fied excellence in leaching, distinctive leadership among the faculty, administrative
insight and expertise, and many years of loyal support for Montreat-Anderson College.”
Two parents had the privilege of presenting diplomas to their children. In the presen-

tation of diplomas to Michael Riddle and Priscilla Maxwell President Vaughn deferred to
the Rev. Mr. John R. Riddle, pastor of Grace Presbyterian Church in Conway, SC, and
the Rev. Mr. Jack Maxwell, associate pastor of Perrow Presbyterian Church in Cross
Lancs, WV, who took part in the commencement ceremonies.

Dr. Samuel Hugh Moffett is the Henry

Winters Luce Professor of Ecumenics and

Mission. Emeritus, at Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary, and a member of the Center

of Theological Inquiry in Princeton.

Bom in Korea, the son of pioneer

missionaries to north Korea, Samuel

Moffett was educated at Pyengyang

Foreign School in Korea, then returned to

the United States to attend Wheaton
College, from which he graduated summa
cum laude. He received a Th.B. from

Princeton Theological Seminary; a Ph.D
from Yale University, and studied at the

College of Chinese Studies in Peking and

at Cambridge University.

He served several pastorates in Con-

necticut, was appointed to the Presbyte-

rian Boad of Foreign Missions, and taught

at Princeton Theological Seminary.

As a missionary he spent four years

teaching in China before his arrest and

expulsion in 1951; he returned to Korea

in 1955 to work there for the next 26 years

in national and international assignments.

Dr. Moffett was Professor of Church

History at the Presbyterian Theological

Seminary of Korea in Seoul, Dean of the

Graduate School, and is Honorary

President. He was a member of the U. S.

Educational Commission in Korea, and a

Commission Representative of the United

Presbyterian Church.

Dr. Moffett has received numerous

honors for his distinguished work, and he

has authored six books and written

numerous articles and book reviews.

Dr.

Harry

Bryan

Harry Bryan, a native of Birmingham,
AL, grew up in a godly home, attended

Hampden-Sydncy College, and graduated

from the University of South Carolina

with a Bachelor of Arts. He holds a

Bachelor of Divinity from Columbia
Theological Seminary and a Master of

Sacred Theology from Hartford Theologi-

cal Seminary. The Doctor of Divinity was
conferred on him by Rhodes College

(formerly Southwestern at Memphis).

Dr. Bryan and his wife Margaret served

at the First Presbyterian Church in

Marietta, GA, for two years before they

began ten years of missionary work in

Japan in 1931. Forced to return to the

States in 1941 because of the war with

Japan, Dr. and Mrs. Bryan returned to

Bessemer, AL, where Dr. Bryan served at

the First Presbyterian Church until 1953.

He pastored Beverly Hills Presbyterian

Church in Huntington, WV, from 1953-

1957, and he was associate pastor of

Covenant Presbyterian Church in Char-

lotte, NC, from 1957 until his retirement

as a full-time minister in June 1969. In

“retirement” he has served thirteen

congregations as interim pastor, continued

his community and church service, and

traveled extensively. Mrs. Bryan passed

away in May 1987. Dr. Bryan lives in

Montreat, NC.

Special Tributes for Dean Maxwell
It seemed like no one could do enough

to show his esteem for his or her friend,

colleague, former professor andmayor.

Upon the occasion of her retirement after

38 years of devoted service to Montreat-

Anderson College, Dean Betty Maxwell
received honors and accolades from

friends, the College and the Town of

Montreat for her many years of wise

leadership to these institutions.

Mr. Andy Andrews, the Mayor of

Montreat, declared April 25 Betty

Maxwell Day, and the college community
honored her with a reception and a

surprise dinner on that special day.

Tributes from friends and alumni

were compiled in a book of memories,

and Miss Maxwell was presented with

gifts from the Board of Trustees and her

colleagues.

President Silas M. Vaughn announced

that The Elizabeth H. Maxwell

Scholarships for rising juniors and

seniors had been established in her honor,

and the title of Professor Emeritus was

bestowed upon Professor Maxwell by Dr.

Vaughn at commencement ceremonies.
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and sears the conscience. The Gospel continues to be good
news for terrorized consciences; 3) Today is the day that shapes

the future, yet preoccupation with futures can lead to ignoring

the present, which, says Jesus, has sufficient trouble for just that

one day. Not until a person says: "I am going to change,'' will

significant future change occur.

ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSORS OF MISSION
ANNUAL MEETING REPORT

The APM, erstwhile antecedent of the ASM and continuing
conference partner, met two days prior to the ASM's annual
gathering. Major papers on the history of teaching missiology
and on the substantive content of the discipline were presented
by William Richey Hogg and James A. Scherer, respectively.

Honored by the APM with Certificates of Recognition "for con-
tributions in scholarship, teaching, and support of Christian

Mission Studies" were E Luther Copeland, William J. Danker,
Richard H. Drummond, Charles W. Foreman, Arthur F. Glas-

ser, William Richey Hogg, Norman A. Horner, J. Herbert Kane,

and Samuel H. Moffett.

New officers lor the APM are: President, Darrell L. White-
man; Vice President, Steven Bevans; and Secretary-Treasurer,

Dana L Robert.

OVERSEAS MINISTRIES STUDY CENTER

The OMSC marked the relocation of its program from Ventnor,
New Jersey to New Haven, Connecticut with a service of ded-
ication on October 5, 1987. Bishop Lesslie Newbigin, Bir-

mingham, U. K. brought the dedicatory message. Gerald H.
Anderson, founding president of the ASM and director of the

OMSC presided. Dean Leander Keck of Yale Divinity School
welcomed the members of the Center to the New Haven aca-
demic community.

ASM HISTORY

Wilbert R Shenk, the society's Secretary-Treasurer has pro-

duced a 47-page history of the ASM's first 1 5 years, The Amer-
ican Society of Missiology 1972-1987. Interested parties may
obtain a copy from the society office at Box 1092, Elkhart, IN
46515.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION

REPORT
by Roland Robertson, President

To what degree and in what manner should we be active in

promoting the study of religion in other organizational, profes-

sional and pedagogic contexts? The Council of the ASR has been
discussing this important issue at its recent meetings.

Many thought that with the increasing conspicuousness of

religion in international and political affairs—particularly since

1 979, when religion appeared to be closely bound-up with the

Iranian and Nicaraguan revolutions and the "protorevolution"

in Poland—there would be a corresponding enhancement of

interest in religion in "mainstream" sociology. But that has not

happened. Indeed, I sense that religion is getting less rather than

more attention in the "major" sociology journals—at least in

the USA. The Executive Council will be exploring ways in which
the ASR could be less insular professionally and more con-

cerned with the paucity of discussion of religion elsewhere in

sociology and related disciplines.

In fact the treatment of religion outside organizations which

specialize in the study of it is in a very complex state in the USA.
On the one hand, the televangelists and their friends, enemies

and consorts have focused media and public attention on re-

ligion; on the other, one of the consequences of such interest

has been to damage not merely the reputation of religion but

also the standing of those who spend a lot of time studying it.

Specifically, I fear that recent scandals have inflated the wide-

spread view that religion is at best a reactive phenomenon—at

worst simply a cover for very mundane activities. We know very

well that religious journalism in this country and nearly all other

countries is pretty amateurish and that, moreover, even when
religion appears (at least from our point of view) to be of con-

siderable relevance to a crucial public issue there is a strong

tendency for the media to downplay or even completely ignore

the religious element. A major recent example of the latter was
provided by the almost total neglect of the "religious message"
aspect of the Iranian President's speech to the United Nations

General Assembly. Yet, on the brighter side, the steps which
are being taken to improve teaching about religion in Ameri-
can public schools are greatly to be welcomed. (See Religion

in the Curriculum published by the Association for Supervision

and Curriculum Development, 125 North West Street, Alex-

andria, VA 22314-2798.)

ASR's Council has suggested that we make a special effort

to discuss such matters at our meeting in Atlanta next August.

This will be the fiftieth anniversary meeting of ASR. Frank
Lechner, the program organizer, has already been very active

in preparing an interesting program, a small part of which is to

be held in conjunction with the Sociology of Religion section

of the International Sociological Association. We are also in-

viting all past presidents of ASR to attend. Consider joining us

for this memorable occasion!

ANNUAL MEETING

The 1 988 Annual Meeting for the ASR will be held August 2 1 -

23, 1988 in Atlanta, GA. The theme, "America, Religion and
the World," reflects the increasing salience of the global cir-

cumstance among students of religion, shifts in the mode of in-

volvement of the USA in global affairs, and the increased
prominence of religion in American public life and the world
as a whole. In view of the fact that this will be the fiftieth meet-
ing of the ASR, sessions on Catholicism (the original focus of

ASR) are being planned as are contributions dealing with the

history of the organization. The meeting's location in the South
creates the hope also to have sessions devoted to the black
churches, televangelism and Southern religion generally. The
deadline for submission of papers has passed (February 1,

1988), but interested persons should send inquires to Frank
Lechner, ASR Program Chair, Department of Sociology, Emory
University, Atlanta, GA 30322.

COMPETITION

The ASR announces competition for the Annual Robert I

McNamara Award for the best student paper in the sociology
of religion Students who have not received the doctorate by
April 1 , 1 988 may submit unpublished papers on any aspect of

the sociological study of religion for consideration. Papers
should be journal length (no longer than 30 pages double-
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spaced) and suitable for presentation at the Association's an-
nual meeting. The author of the winning paper will receive a

$400 cash prize and will present the paper at the 1988 ASR
meeting in Atlanta, August 21-23. To enter the competition,
submit (our copies of a completed manuscript to Frank Lech-
ner, ASR Program Chair. Department of Sociology, Emory
University, Atlanta, GA 30322 no later than March 1 ,

1988.

CATHOLIC BIBLICAL
ASSOCIATION

The fiftieth general meeting of the Catholic Biblical Associa-
tion of America was held at DePaul University, Chicago, Au-
gust 1 7-20, 1 987. This being the golden jubilee of the CBA, the

meeting was a particularly important one; since it had been ar-

ranged for by Bruce Vawter, who died December 1, 1986, it

also had something of the character of a commemoration of
him.

The presidential address, "The Theological Significance of

New Testament Pluralism," was given by Pheme Perkins of
Boston College. Other major papers were: Jerome T. Walsh,
St. John's Provincial Seminary, Plymouth, "The Contexts of 1

Kings 13"; Bernard B Scott, St. Meinrad School of Theology,
"Jesus the Sage: Innovation in the Wisdom Tradition"; James
W. Flanagan, Case Western Reserve University, "Abraham and
Moses: The Two Faces of David"; Mark S. Smith, Yale Uni-
versity, "Yahweh and the Other Deities of Israel" (read by Wil-
liam Hollady); Adela Y. Collins, Notre Dame University, "Jesus

and the Son of Man"; Robert F. O'Toole, S.J., St. Louis Uni-
versity, "The Literary Genre of Luke-Acts A Biography?";
Lawrence E. Boadt, C.S.P., Washington Theological Union,
"The Function of the Salvation Oracles for Ezekiel's Overall
Strategy"; Halvor Moxnes, University of Oslo, "The Economy
in the Gospel of Luke in Light of Social Anthropology. "

The topic of the panel discussion was "The Next Fifty Years:
The Future of Catholic Biblical Scholarship", it was moderated
by Don C Benjamin, O.Carm., Rice University, Houston, and
the panelists were Dianne Bergant, Catholic Theological Union,
Gerald P. Fogarty, S.J., University of Virginia, and Robert B.

Robertson, University of Missouri—Columbia.
The Task Forces, which met from 9:00 to 10:45 each

morning of the meeting, were as follows: "Deuteronomy and
the Former Prophets," convened by Jerome T. Walsh, St. John's
Provincial Seminary, Plymouth; "Old Testament Textual Crit-

icism," convened by Eugene Ulrich. University of Notre Dame;
"The Literary Study of Matthew," co-convened by Karen A.
Barta, Seattle University, and Richard A. Edwards, Marquette
University; "Aspects of Christology in the Letter to the He-
brews," convened by R. Francis Martin, Dominican House of
Studies, Washington, D C.; and "The Social Sciences and New
Testament Exegesis," convened by Bruce J. Malina, Creighton
University.

The Continuing Seminars, which met during the same pe-
riods, with their moderators, were: Lawrence E. Boadt, C.S.P.,
St. Paul's College and Anthony R. Ceresko, O.S.F.S., Univer-
sity of St. Michael's College, Toronto, "A Discussion of Robert
Alter' s The Art of Biblical Poetry, with Attention to Specific Po-
etic Texts", Barbara Cullom, Wesley Theological Seminary, and
E. Springs Steele, University of Scranton, "Feminist Herme-
neutics"; Daniel Harrington, S.J., Weston School of Theology,
"Studying Maccabean Sources", Alan Jenks, West Virginia

University, "Old Testament Perspectives on Ecology"; Betty
Jane Lillie, S.C., "Development of the Wisdom Tradition in the
Old Testament and the New Testament", and Robert B. Rob-
inson, University of Missouri—Columbia, and Harry P. Na-
suti, New York University, "Literary Theory—Hermeneutics."

There were four sessions of Research Reports with six si-

multaneous sections in each; the following papers were given
and discussed: Joseph A. Grassi, Santa Clara University, "Na-
thaniel and Jacob's Ladder: Key to the Book of Signs (John I 45-
51 )"; Augustine R. Stock, O.S.B., Conception Abbey, "Is Mat-
thew's Presentation of Peter Ironic?"; Joseph Plevnik, S.J., Re-
gis College, The Center of Pauline Theology". Daniel J.
Harrington, S.J., Weston School of Theology, "Birth Narra-
tives in Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities and the Gospels",
Thomas L. Thompson, Minneapolis, "Is the Priestly Tradition
an Acceptable Hypothesis"; Anthony R. Ceresko, O.S.F.S., St.

Michael's College, Toronto, "The Sage in the Psalms"; Mark
Kiley, University of St. Jerome's College, Waterloo, Ont

, "A
Sign for the Woman: Joshua 2, John 2"; Dennis Hamm, S.J ,

Creighton University, "Luke 19:8 Once Again: Does Zac-
chaeus Defend or Resolve?"; Earl J. Richard, Loyola University
of New Orleans. "A Lexical, Stylistic, and Rhetorical Study of
2 Thessalomans"; David P Wright, Brigham Young Univer-
sity, "Leviticus 1 1 Textual Development and Inner Biblical
Exegesis"; Richard S. Hess, Cambridge, "Canaanite Scribal
Tradition in Jerusalem: Continuity in Rhetorical Forms"; Wil-
liam S. Kurz, S.J., Marquette University, "The Johanmne Fare-
well (John 13-17): Narrative Functions"; John T Carroll,
Louisiana State University, " 'We Ate and Drank in Your Pres-
ence': The Literary Function of Meals in the Gospel of Luke";
William G. Most, Loras College, "Reflections on Romans 2:6",

J. T Forestell, C.S.B., St. Joseph's College, Edmonton, "The
Christological Dimension of Ministry in the New Testament",
Luigi Pautasso, St. Michael’s College, "Neofiti's Chiastic
Structure of Gen. 44:18 and Its Bearing for the Setting of the
Final Editing of Targum Neofiti in theGaonic Era". William M
Soil, The School of the Ozarks, "Exile and Lack in Tobit"; Frank
J. Matera, St. John's Seminary, Brighton, "The Significance of
Jesus' Death in the Fourth Gospel", Paul G. Mosca, University
of British Columbia, "The Word Spoken Through Angels (Heb
2:2)"; Frederick W Danker, Christ Seminary-Seminex at Lu-
theran School of Theology, "The Greco-Roman Stamp on St.

Paul's Second Letter to Corinth"; Robert Hodgson, Jr., South-
west Missouri State University, "Valerius Maximus and the New
Testament"; Bernard F Batto, Irving, Texas, "The Sleeping
Deity An Ancient Near Eastern and Biblical Motif of Divine
Sovereignty"; and Conrad E. L'Heureux, University of Dayton,
"The Book of Tobit, Jungian Archetypes, and Contemporary
Spirituality."

During the Business Session 40 candidates were elected or
advanced to active membership and 24 were elected to asso-
ciate membership. The grants announced included five Me-
morial Stipends for students with scholarships in graduate
Scripture programs, two Young Scholars Fellowships, and Vis-
iting Professorships to the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome
and to the Ecole Biblique in Jerusalem. Executive Secretary Jo-
seph Jensen reported on attempts to provide placement service
for members through data now in office computers and on pro-
gress made by the CTS, CTSA, and CBA in forming the Inter-

societal Committee on Ecclesial Responsibility and Academic
Freedom and plans for its future direction. Bruce J. Malina was
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SCHOOL OF NURSING
!
UPASANA HOSPITAL, OUILON - 691 001

(Recognised by the Kerala Nurses &
Midunve’s Council)

t

Applications are invited for admission to Female
^Health Workers 18 months certificate course for
.women commencing from July 1988.

Requirements: Should be a resident of Kerala State,

'should have passed S.S.L.C. or its equivalent with an
aggregate of not less than 45% marks for Malayalam,
Mathematics and Science. Age should r.ot be less

than 18 years or more than 30 years as on 1-1-88 with
|usual relaxation to S.CyS.T. and O.B.C. Minimum
Height: 147 cm. Weight: 38 kg., should be a single/

•widowed or legally divorced.
* Application forms can be had from the under-
signed on payment of Rs. 15/- in cash and Rs. 20/- by
M.O. The last date for receipt of application is

45-4-88.
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JOB GUARANTEED
DIPLOMA COURSE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

New Batches lor the following

courses Commences from

5th March 1987

1 DIPLOMA IN AOVANCEO
BASIC & SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING

2. DIPLOMA IN ADVANCED
COBOL PROGRAMMING

a CERTIFICATE COURSES IN

BASIC COBOL FORTRAN,
PASCAL C. WORD-
PROCESSING, O-BASE &
LOTUS 1-2-3

with a placement if found

suitable, otherwise refunds o

pert of the fees collected The

application forms & detailed

prospectus can be had either

by sending a postal order tor

Rs 12 m favour of Oirector

RCC or directly fromour office

by paying Rs. 10.

Regional

Computer College

(Member of Computer Society Of India)

Mrs & Mr. Varghese
Excuse Delay
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Thank You
St. Jude’s Novena
May the sacred heart of Jesus be

adored, glorified, loved and pre-
served throughout the world now
and forever Sacred Heart of Jesus,
ihy kingdom come St. Jude worker
of miracles pray for us St. Jude
helper of hopeless pray for us

Say this prayer nine times a dav
By die 8th day your prayer will be
answered Say it for nine days. It has
never been known to fail Publica-
tion must be promised Thank You
St Jude.

Aleykutty, TVM.

RENJINI

COLD STORAGE
PALAYAM

We meet your require-
ments of

Farm Fresh Broiler Chicken,
Country Chicken,

Mutton,

Beef,

Pork,

Fish,

M.P.I. Products etc:

Cut Chicken Our Speciality.

Working time:

7 A.M. To 8 P.M.

NEAR RENJINI TRADERS,

PANCHAPLRA JIN:

PALAYAM. PHONE. 68522.

L GEORGE
TRIVANDRUM
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Jessy Thomas
Thumpamon.
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‘DISCIPLING ALL NATIONS
JANUARY 1988 ?= ’

—

"

ATT'“

JANUARY
IMPERATIVES OF MISSION TODAY
• Imperatives of the Gospel
• A Case Study in Witness
• Foreign Policy & Christian Faith
• Models of Christian Mission
• Mission in Africa Today
• Mission Spirituality

JANUARY
CHALLENGES OF MISSION TOMORROW
• Christian & National Identities
• Challenges of Catholic Mission
• The Future of Mission
• East & West in Theological Perspective
• Sacramental Basis for Missiology
• Ecumenism and Mission

• Registration/Tuition: $25 per week for
students from cosponsoring seminaries
(others pay $50 per week). Academic credit
may be arranged through student’s own
seminary.

• Participants will have lodging, meals, and
seminars at the beautiful MERCY CENTER,
Madison, Connecticut (see Registration form
for housing and meal costs).

OVERSEAS MINISTRIES
STUDY CENTER

For further information and Registratior
Forms, contact your dean or write:

James M. Phillips, Associate Director
Overseas Ministries Study Center
490 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511-2196

Samuel Moffett

Princeton Sem.

Alan Neely

Southeastern

Baptist Sem.

Thomas Mooren

Capuchin College

Indonesia

James Phillips

OMSC
Zablon Nthamburi

Nairobi, Kenya

THE GOSPEL IS NOT FOR SALE:
MY JOURNEY IN WORLD
EVANGELISM

Rev Raymond Fung

Secretary for Evangelism

World Council of Churches

Geneva, Switzerland

T. Trevisan

Charles Forman Sr. Mary Motte

Yale Dlv. Scl. U.S. Catholic

Mission Ass'n.

Andrew Walls

University of

Edinburgh, Scotland

Lamin Sanneh Kosuke Koyama

Harvard Univ. Union Theo. Sem.

New York City

Norman Thomas

United Seminary

Dayton, OH

JANUARY 18-22

BASE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES:
A WORKSHOP IN MISSION DYNAMICS

Rev. Jose Marins,

Sr. Carolee Chanona, &

Sr. Teolide Trevisan

BCC specialists in

Latin America

C. Chanona

JANUARY 25-29

- MATT. 28:19

V

for SE RIANS
by OMSC, New Haven, Connecticut
Cosponsored by 30 Seminaries
Held at MERCY CENTER,

Madison, CT
(on the shore, 20 miles east of New Haven)



instances, however, significant findings are casually
dismissed and left unexplored.

SAMIR KHALAF

Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

•' ERRAND TO THE WORLD: AMERICAN PRO-
TESTANTTHOUGHT AND FOREIGN MISSIONS.
By William R. Hutchison. Chicago: University of
Chicago. 1987. 227 pp. $24.95.

Professor Hutchison of Harvard picks his way
with lucidity, scholarship and literary flair through a
prickly field. He sets out to describe how independent-
minded American Protestants have defined mission
from the days of Eliot in the 1640s to the three-

cornered liberal- moderate-conservative debates of the
1980s. and in so doing has produced the best and moat
readable analysis of the subject in decades.

One of the virtues of Hutchison's methodology is

his spare and focussed use of categories. Without
minimizing the diversity of issues involved, he
manages to frame them within the context of three
hundred years of tension between two answers to the
question, what is the fundamental purpose of the mis-
sionary? Is it to Christianize or to civilize? As he con-
trasts them. Christianization is the narrower evangel-
istic and conversionist answer, civilizing is the broader,
humanizing, society-changing view. Within a flexible

chronology of overlapping periods of American history,

he finds significant variations in the dominance of one
or the other of these controlling emphases.

Little tension was preceived between the two goals
in the colonial period of American Indian missions.
Catholics and Protestants alike soon concluded that
however purely evangelistic their motives might be. in

practice it was impossible to communicate the gospel
to seemingly imperfect and impermeable tribal cultures
without changing the cultures, combining “civility
with Religion.'' as Eliot put it.

In the next period, roughly to the War of 1812.
Hutchison describes how the intoxicating sense of a
' new American nationalism" altered both the civiliz-

ing and evangelistic motifs in missions. Americans
freely criticized the old European culture into which
they had once sought to bring their converts, but were
led in turn into a dangerous new assurance that West-
ernism purified by the American revolution and the
Christian religion could save the world "Christian
obligation and American obligation were |seen as|
fundamentally harmonious, says Hutchison.

Beginning about 1810 the pendulum began to
swing the other way. "Christ, not Culture" Is the title

of Hutchison's third chapter. One reason for the
change was the failure of moat missionary efforts to
bring Indian culture into the American mainstream,
a failure that weakened confidence in "civilizing" as
an effective model of mission. Another was the startl-

ing initial evangelistic successes of the mission to
Hawaii which seemed to be God's seal of approval on
direct proclamation of the gospel. The greatest Ameri-
can mission statesman of the century. Rufus Ander-
son, advocated "gospel only" missions and produced
a textbook plan for world mission: the planting of in-

digenous churches "self-governed, self-supported and
self-propagating."

"On the whole," says Hutchison, “a subsequent
era . . . repudiated Anderson," but the change same
slowly. As the 19th century closed the motto of the
Student Volunteers was still evangelism triumphant.
"The Evangelization of the World in This Generation."
But new leaders were emerging. Anderson's successor
as the outstanding missions spokesman in the new cen-
tury was Robert E. Speer. Enthusiastically supportive
of Anderson's focus on evangelism and indigenixation.
he nevertheless refused to accept the separation of the
evangelistic from the social and educational tasks of
Christian mission, and though he opposed "untamed”
western colonialism he could promote missions as the
spiritual expansion of the Kingdom of God. Hutchi-
son's title for chapter four aptly catches the missionary
spirit of the age: "A Moral Equivalent for Im-
perialism."

The missionary movement passed what Hutchison
rightly calls its "watershed" at the great World Mis-
sionary Conference at Edinburgh in 1910, and its

statistical high-point on the eve of the great depres-
sion. An era of radical polarization followed in which
once more the marks of separation revolved around the
familiar issues of evangelizing and civilizing. On one
side it produced a two-pronged assault on the activist,
liberal civilizing concept of mission. Hutchison traces
this attack to independent strains of European pietism
and American fundamentalism, a label which he some-
what misleadingly applies to J. Gresham Machen.
From the other side, came a devastating assault on
traditional evangelism-centered mission by such
diverse figures as Pearl Buck. William E. Hocking and
Hutchison's own favorite. Daniel J. Fleming who
championed softer evangelism, and mission by service
and example.

By the end of the 1950s it seemed that victory had
been won by neither side, but by a centrist coalition
led by Robert E. Speer and the misaionary boards of
mainline denominational America. Statistically, how-
ever. as Hutchison points out, the victory was surpris-
ingly short. Liberalism retreated and regrouped but did
not grow within the church context. Mainline mission-
ary personnel shrank, and as if in mirror-image rever-
sal. the forces of evangelical missions, both conser-
vative and fundamentalist, exploded around the world.
The result, observes Hutchison, is an "Ecumenical-
Evangelical standoff

"

V>-
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Perhaps "standoff la the right word, but there Is
some movement stirring, and to this reviewer at tut!
it seems to be that It is moving with the statistics and
not in the direction that Hutchison's final chapter
would suggest. He hopes for a future in missions that
will blend "Christian effectuality within the new
religious and cultural pluralism.”.Cultural pluralism,
of course. But adding religious pluralism to the debate
involves a shift of categories from culture as civiliza-
tion to a profounder category, truth. If religious
pluralism means something more than freedom of
religion; and if the pluralism he hopes for is the equaliz-
ing of the truth claims of all the great religions, then
that is not the basis of whatever encouraging signs
there may be of an emerging ecumenical/evangelical
consensus, a consensus that gladly finds truths in all
religions but stands on the common affirmation that
the source and center of truth is not "religion" but
Christ,

Meanwhile, as the debate continues and consensus
waits, there is no better book on the American history
of that debate, and no fairer, livelier description of the
controversies and the controversialists, than this first
rate volume by one of this country's most respected
historians of religion.

Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, New Jersey

specti
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iPaccafaureate /(Commencement Program

Wjnntreat - ^dnderion College

^djnderion \iditorium

Wontreat, Worth Carolina

10:00 a.m., Saturday, Way 7, 1988

THE PRELUDE

THE PROCESSIONAL

THE DOXOLOGY

THE INVOCATION AND THE LORD'S PRAYER

“The Love of God”

“Christ of the Upward Way”

Fred Bock

George Lomas

Old Hundredth

The Reverend Dr. Calvin Thielman

Chaplain, Montreal-Anderson College

THE HYMN NO. 310 “Take My Life and Let It Be Consecrated"

Senior Class Hymn
Cesar Malan

THE APOSTLES’ CREED

THE ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INTRODUCTIONS

The Reverend Dr. Calvin Thielman

Dr. Silas M. Vaughn

President

THE SCRIPTURE READING John 18: 33-38 The Reverend Mr. John R. Riddle

Pastor, Grace Presbyterian Church, Conway, South Carolina

THE ADDRESS “What Are Christians For?" The Reverend Dr. Samuel Hugh Moffett

Professor Emeritus, Princeton Theological Seminary

THE SPECIAL MUSIC “Let There be Praise"

The General Assembly Singers

Dick and Melodie Tunney

THE PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES

THE CONFERRING OF DEGREES

THE PRESENTATION OF AWARDS

THE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
The Reverend Dr. Harry H. Bryan

Dr. C. Larry Wilson

Vice President/Dean of the College

THE WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Dr. Silas M. Vaughn

Dr. C. Larry Wilson

Dr. Silas M. Vaughn

Mr. Williard M. Sessler

Director ofDevelopment and Church Relations

THE ALMA MATER (See back of program)

THE PRAYER FOR THE CLASS OF 1988 The Reverend Mr. Jack Maxwell
Associate Pastor, Perrow Presbyterian Church, Cross Lanes, West Virginia

THE RECESSIONAL “Rejoice! The Lord Is King” John Darwell

THE POSTLUDE “I Will Sing of My Sure Redeemer” Rowland Prichard



/ 988 graduated

Way 7, 1988

Kristine Marie Buckwalter 2 ’ ‘

Monique Adele Dugas
Lynnette England '

Janet Lynn Grogan 2

Deana Laurie Henderson 2

Lisa Renee Jenkins
Karen Lee Jessee

_ Associate in -^Irh

Jeffrey Glenn Kuhn 1 1 ’ ’ *

Andrew Michael Lakin 1,14

Yong Chi Lim 4

Amanda Catherine Meneely
Nancy Joy Nichols

Maria del Rosario Redlich-Galindo

Rebecca Noelle Smith 1 2

Michelle Renee Thomas
James Sonny Waldroupc
Rebecca Noelle Wildes
David Stanley Wilson
Richard Scott Wirz 4

Brian Donovan Bailey

Janet Beth Brank
Candace Irene Brignoni

1

Judith Elaine Brown
Rebecca Pleasants Burke
James Oeland Camp
Candace Leah Cooke
Robert Tracy Dowman
Sherry Dawn Enloe
Eric Leon Ford
Carol Ann Fox
Gary Alan Greenly

^Mnociate in Sc,

Noel Dee Helms
John Derek Helton
Michael Ray Hicks
Jinghai Cheng David Hu '

Jingsong Cheng William Hu '

Christopher Anthony Johnson '

George Theodore Karres
Sherry Denise Kocsis ‘

Susan Kathleen Levinsky 2

Randall Eugene Lipps
Walter Erdman Love, III

Jeanne Michelle Marshall

Deborah Ann Mier
Gregory David Morgan
Michelle Elizabeth Morton
Aaron Steve Powers
James Steven Pritchard

1 1

Jerry Kevin Ricketts

Michael Randolph Riddle

Robert Earl Smith '

John Whitney Stiles
2 ’

Tadashi Takahashi
Tomoko Takahashi
Soo Mie Yuh

Davina Michelle Calloway 6

Qiiociate in Science, 1^/atura(Sc,

Ian Addison McAlexander You Joseph Zeng 2

James Roderick Bowles

liiociate in Science, f^ecrea lionai cjCeaderihip

Mary Leanne Howe

Joi Anita Britton

Christopher Allen Broaddrick
Mindy Lou Clinard 6

Todd Douglas Cost
Monique Adele Dugas
Richard Edward Franks 1

Robbie Jane White Franks ’

ddachelor of ^4rh

John Kennette Hayes, Jr.

Peggy Ann Leis

Priscilla Maxwell
•Melvin Bryant McEntire
Robert Collier Rahaim '

Scott Richardson
••Melinda Maden Robinson

Pamela Sue Taylor ' 4

Spurgeon Clayton Tucker 4

•Dawn Elaine Weidman 4

Nancy Winifred Weitzel

Anita Beth Westmoreland
Anne Renee White
Crystal Kaye Wilks

Summa cum laude
•• Magna cum laude
• Cum laude
1 Scholarship Pin

5 Scholarship Certificate
1

Phi Theta Kappa
Mu Lambda Chapter

‘ History Award

’ Faculty Service Award
“ Who’s Who Among Students

in American Colleges

'To be completed June. 1988



ALMA MATER

How dear to our hearts will the memory be

Of the days we have spent in thy .care.

When within thy dear halls we have lingered awhile

All thy gifts and thy blessings to share.

So the memory of thee will ever remain

While we think of each dear hallowed scene;

And the bonds of true loyalty, blest through the years,

Our affections will ever keep green.

Then, to thee, Alma Mater, we’ll ever be true,

Though the coming years scatter us far

And the ideals you taught us will ever be bright

Shining out as our life’s guiding star,

We will cherish thy name wherever we roam,

And forever thy praises repeat.

Hail to thee, Alma Mater, our happiest days

Are the days we have spent in Montreat.

Armistead

Pianist - Professor Thomas S. Stierwalt

THE MACE AND THE BANNER

The College mace symbolizes the authority of the President and is present at all official College con-

vocations. The new Montreat-Anderson mace, designed and made by Jim Southerland, is of walnut

and silver, representing the simplicity and strength of the Cross of Christ, the open Bible, and the

lamp of knowledge, transcendent over the seal of the College. The new banner was conceived, design-

ed, and created by Jim and Buni Southerland. The Celtic cross, the open Bible, and the word
TRUTH represent the focus of Montreat-Anderson College.

MARSHALS

Linwood Guy Bishop

Monica Renee Jackson

Pandora Lynn Linder

Alice Stuart Martin

Stephanie M. Schaefer

Yoki Suzuki

Kimberly Annette Thompson

Dean Elizabeth H. Maxwell, Faculty Marshal

Professor Don W. King, Commencement Marshal
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A MEETING OF SOME PRESBYTERIANS
May 16-18, 1988
Proposed Agenda

MONDAY. MAY 16 PM

" 0AL

:

IP CLARIFY PURPOSE OF MEETING AND NATURE OF CONCERNS BEHIND TT
IHREE MAJOR QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED :

— • concerns do we have about the church ?
2. What, if anything, do we wish to say to the church ?
3. What kind of organization, if any, do we need to keep these

concerns alive and/or promote this agenda in the church ?

5.00 - 6.00 B. Clayton Bell presiding: Opening prayer;, introductions; prelimin-
ary statement of purpose/concerns as understood by convenors; explana-
tion of agenda/process for the meeting.

6:00 - 7:30 Dinner

7:30 - 8:30
8:30 - 9:50

9:50

Biblical considerations and small group discussion (8-10 per group)
In smaller groups (8-10 per grp), each group is to come up with a
statement/list of concerns using opening statement of concerns as
starting point, adding to, deleting from, expanding, clarifying, or
substituting an entirely different statement. Each group to outline
its product on newsprint and designate a reporter to present results
at morning session.
Closing Prayers

TUESDAY. MAY 17 AM

5:00 - 8:45 Opening Devotions, John Huffman, presiding:
Small group discussiop and prayer

8:45 - 10:15 Report back on newsprint from previous evening's small groups
General Discussion:
1. Identify areas of consensus
2. Discuss areas of difference; try to resolve
3 Identify most important concerns (each person write their own list
of 5 most important, ranked in order.

Break

Plenary: Presentation of three models for possible alternate kinds
of future organizations . WILL NOT DISCUSS MODELS AT THIS TIME.

Lunch

10:15- 10 :45

10:45- 12 : 00

11:45- 1:00

TUESDAY. MAY

1:00 - 1:: 30

1:30 - 3: 30

3:30 - 4: 00

Writing group present report of consensual statement of concern (no
group discussion at this time)
Divide into smaller groups (12-15 each). Task: Design the best
organization to carry forward the concerns agreed on. Could be based
on one or more of the models presented, or a totally new model.

Break

I

%*bi



A MEETING OF SOME PRESBYTER TANS
, Proposed Agenda, page 2

4:00 - 6:30

6:45

SOAL. TO PRODUCE A TENTATIVE STATEMENT OF CONCERNS AHn INTENTIONSGeneral discussion: What we wish to say toTErTtarA
1. about this meeting and its purpose?
2. about our concerns?
3. about our intentions for this fall and the future?

(do not try to reach conclusions in this plenary)Appoint 3 person writing team to prepare statement)

Even?nlT
SeS barbecue at Ewin6 Ranch * host, Finley EwingEvening spent in eating and fellowship

S

WEDNESDAY. MAY 18. AM

8:00 - 8:45 Opening Devotion, Murray Marshall, presiding
g

.

a c . 1n . nn
group discussion and prayer

Team'
dlSCUSS and reach c°n==nsus on report from Organization Writing

Break

Writing^eam
5 ^ reaCh C °nSenSUS on rePort fr°” P"bUc Statement

10:00-10:30
10:30-11:45

11-45 -1:00 Lunch

1:00 - 2:50 General Discussion: Where do we go from here?
GOAL: TO REACH ACRFEMENT ON THE NEXT STEPS TO BE TAtfFM

1. Assuming consensus has been reached on a new organization to carrvforward concerns, procedures for initiating if
nizatlon to carry

here?
31161^ COnm,it:Cee t0 develoP Plans based on agreement reached

b. are there special problems to be worked out? i e if an

problems? '^o^handle?
1116 C°n^gat-ns

, what are the BOO/legal

a la^e Senera l meeting at some future date?
d. Staff? How selected?
e. Financing?

. What use to be made of Statement to the Church?
a. procedure for releasing to press?
b. other ways to exploit it?
c. how maximize impact?

2:50 3:00

3. What ongoing committee/st
areas? What are its tasks?

ructure needed to follow through in these
Plan and implement gathering in fall?

Closing Worship and Prayer time.



Lausanne Leaders’ Update
A Bi-monthly Communique from the International Director of the LCWE

1 Maritime Square, #12-06, World Trade Centre, Singapore 0409. Republic of Singapore.
Telephone: 278-0911, Fax number: 274-2077

April 1988

Dear Lausanne Partner

I am writing this letter to you from a new office here at World Trade Center in
Singapore. After eight months of "squeeze" in the sitting room of my apartment, this
is a really pleasant change. Sitting in the new office, we feel we are bathed in God’s
blessings and care.

Many new and exciting things have happened since I wrote to you in February. The
Lausanne movement is really moving. The Executive Committee which met in January took
some courageous steps in pulling us ahead. Let me share with you some up-to-date news
about Lausanne.

Lausanne Pastors Consultation — February 16-18, 1988 Singapore

For the first time in the history of the Lausanne movement, leading pastors from 13
countries came together to discuss, inter-act and pray for the ministry and direction
of the Lausanne movement and its coming second Congress.

In my Word of Welcome, I had the privilege to spell out the purpose of the
Consultation, "Lausanne is and should be a church-centered movement, although in the
past, this has not been highlighted as it should. The church is God’s agent on earth
for the advancement of His Kingdom. When we talk about world evangelization, we are
primarily talking about world evangelization through the church..." I went on to say,
"This is the purpose of this Consultation - let the church speak up and offer
suggestions to Lausanne’s agenda, Lausanne’s possible contribution to the church on
world evangelization, and Lausanne’s programme and direction in the future,
particularly in view of the coming second Lausanne Congress in July, 1989. We want the
church to feel ’ownership’ of the Lausanne movement."

These words were echoed by the Consultation Chairman Dr. Paul Cedar, senior pastor of
the Lake Avenue Congregational Church of Pasadena, California who gave the keynote
address on The Role and Need of the Local Church in World Evangelization, "We are
facing a changing time... a smaller world as well as a bigger world. The church is
commissioned by God to call this world to Him."

Rev. Shin Funaki, senior pastor from Tokyo, Japan, spoke on the second topic, The
Role of the Lausanne Movement to the Local Church on World Evangelization. The third
topic, Pastor, Church and Lausanne Movement Together for God’s Kingdom was dynamically
presented by Dr. Kriengsak Chareonwongsak

, senior pastor of the Hope of Bangkok Church
Bangkok, Thailand.

A time of Open Discussion was provided at the last day of the Consultation. To
achieve closer involvement of local churches to the Lausanne movement and to hasten the
latter s process of internationalization, Bishop Hakon Andersen of Norway suggested to
LCWE three practical steps:
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Make tte church more visible by having local churches economically responsiblefor the need of the Lausanne movement.
responsible
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inter-actions and communication between churches of differentcountries, cultures, iangu^g-^r^ti^Uires —
to

.

this challenge Dr. Sun Do Kim of Korea, senior pastor of the largestthodist church in the world, pledged a donation of US$50,000 from his church and

;
n™1Vem^ tD Bishop Bjorn Bue of No™y alsochurch an Norway will support two -for overy^^part^rpan^t'rcm

There was great joy in the Consultation. It was concluded by the Presentation ofSfZ V":' ^^ Whi
°r

h “ accepted an^ ^y^“Lfbythe Ht. Rev. Moses Tay, Bishop of the Anglican Church of Singapore and Malaysia

World Evangelization — AD 2000 and Bevond

V
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3j°n °f world evangelization by the year 2000 and beyond is becoming
J
u
lnt SUrvey Barrett shows that there are at least 200 such

to bHnff ^
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y
rches or Para-church groups today. It would seem appropriate therefore

nmurnmo
together a consultation of churches and agencies with worldwide AD 2000programs. Such a consultation will take place in October 1988. Its outcome couldstrengthen and feed into the second Lausanne Congress in 1989.

tothis.a anall international steering committee will be selected to be

/October 25-28 ?q«?Tn
the *l<*al CONSULTATION on AD 2000 AND BEYOND,

of Sih ?5
ap° ê - U 13 h0ped that this leering conmittee will bede^up or both third world arid western leaders.

It is hoped that the results and findings of the October Consultation will feederand enrich the AD 2000 TRACK of the second Lausanne Congress, July 11-20, 1989.

hf W
!
“ noW standing at the threshold of a worldwide ingathering ofharvest for the Kingdom? Could it be that the Spirit of God is leading^Tch^ intoa concerted direction and effort for the fulfillment of the Great Con^ssion?

TARGET 2000: GREAT COMISSION TORCH RUN

currently^being^n^nnn^H ^Share wi“ f>
u a significant and exciting event which is3^ &is^d°[raS.

by Youth with A Mission (ywam » “ s^rt °f «“

^AM is now mobilizing worldwide to stage the Target 2000: Great Conmission Torch

iT« JXyV ?

f

L3^6 33 3 f0CUS to link the <*««* in all nations of the worldmajor thrust toward the completion of the Great Commission.

ApJdl 3^1988^? haia ^ lit
.

on
1

the **** of O^ves in Jerusalem on Easter Sunday,April 3, 1988. I have the privilege to be invited to be present at the Lighting
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ANA UTHOR1TAR1AN PAST
May 1948: Elections for National Assembly held in South under
UN supervision.

July 1948: National Assembly elects President Syngman Rhee.

August 1948: Republic of Korea formally established in South.

1952, 1956: Rhee reelected.

I960: Rhee reelected, with widespread fraud. Student revolt

follows; 142 students killed by police; Rhee resigns April 27. Ci-

vilian constitutional government set up under Yun Po Sun.

May 1961: Military coup led by May. Gen. Park Chung Hee
overthrows parliamentary government.

October 1963: Park narrowly defeats former President Yun in

presidential elections, receiving 47 percent against Yun’s 45
percent. Fraud widely suspected.

May 1967: Park defeats Yun, gamering 61 percent of the vote.

1969: National Assembly amends the Constitution, removing
two-term restriction on the presidency.

1971: Park narrowly defeats Kim Dae Jung, who charges fraud.

1972: Park declares martial law, enacts Yushin Constitution

with indirect election of president, unlimited number of terms.

October 1979: Park assassinated by head of Korean Central

Intelligence Agency.

December 1979: Gen. Chun Doo Hwan leads intramilitary coup.

May 1980-,-Martial law declared.

August 1980: Chun declared President by indirect vote.

June 1987: After widespread protest, Chun government agrees

to restore direct election of president

December 1987: Roh The Woo elected President in direct

elections.

April 1988: Parliamentary elections; opposition parties achieve

a combined majority in National Assembly.
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Seoul

OR almost twoK » decades the
South Korean
economy hasJ defied grav-
ity. And it

shows no im-
mediate signs of coming down to

|

earth,

The economy has grown ct a
nearly continuous double-digit
rate. The average income of Ko-
reans has risen 20-fold in the
past 20 years. The country has
become a m^jor exporter, even
challenging Japan. Western mar-
kets are filling up with Korean-
made cars, VCRs, and televi-
sions, producing a balance-of-
payments surplus since 1986.

The transformation of South
Korea from a poor, agrarian de-
veloping country into a modem
industrial nation is trumpeted
by economists as a “miracle.”
But serious new challenges have
come with success.

The Korean economy has
grown behind a wall of protec-
tion, encouraging exports while
building up domestic industry.
The government, both directly
and indirectly, has played a
strong role in Korea’s industrial-
ization. Government policy has
favored the formation of large
private conglomerates at the ex-
pense of smaller business.

As South Korean products
flood into foreign markets, par-
ticularly the United States, pres-
sure has mounted on Se ul to
open its own markets to f: reign
competition. "How Korf : will
accept more internationaliza-
tion" is one of the two m^jor
tasks for the future, says Koo
Bon Oh, the president of the
prestigious government-funded
Korea Development Institute.

As it faces demands to open
up, Korea is struggling to reduce
trade barriers, to limit the role of
the government in the economy,
and to curb the growth of big
business. The aim is to shape an
economy that can face global
competition with less protection.

These reforms must be car-
ried out at the same time that
Korea is facing a wave of labor
militancy. Since last summer,
millions of workers have staged
often-bitter strikes to form
unions and gain higher wages.

Despite the visible improvement
in living standards, Korean
workers have suffered low
wages and the longest average
workweek (about 54 hours a
week) in the industrial world.

Every day Koreans can see
evidence of a growing gap be-
tween rich and average workers.
While almost every Korean
household now has a television
set, the men who manufacture
the Hyundai cars for export to
America still have little hope of
owning their own car. Their
bosses, however, lead lives of
affluence.

“How to combine this new
tide of political and social de-
mocracy with more economic
growth and more economic liber-

alization” is the second major
task for the future, Dr. Koo says.
Korean economists worry that
rising wages will slow growth,
undercutting the advantage of
cheap labor that has made Ko-
rean exports so competitive.

Korea's development has
gone through discernible stages
since the Korean war “After the
war, it was basically a US aid-
dependent economy," says Koo.
“If there was no US aid, thou-
sands and thousands of people
would have starved to death.”

But during the 1950s, Korea
laid the basis for industrializa-
tion by investing in public edu-
cation, up to the college level.

Compared with other countries
at similar economic levels, Korea
achieved a far higher percentage
of literacy and advanced educa-
tion, including sending thou-
sands to the United States for
specialized training.

“Korea has no raw materials
and is very poor in natural re-
sources," explains Kim Dae Ki,
deputy director of planning with
the Economic Planning Board
(EPB). "The only source of our
economic development is high-
quality labor.”

Starting in the 1950s, strong-
willed entrepreneurs like Lee
Byung Chul, founder of the
Samsung group, built up huge
conglomerates called chaebol.
Groups like Hyundai, Goldstar,
Lucky, and Daewoo are still run
today by the families that
founded them.

Korean development started
to take off after the military-led
takeover of 1961. The govern-
ment of former Gen. Park Chung

Samsung television-manufacturing plant: South Korea's economy has grown at a nearly constant double-digit ra

Hee, who ruled until 1979, pro-
vided political stability and
strong leadership aimed at pro-
moting exports and industrial-
ization. The new government set
up powerful planning institu-

tions, notably the EPB, which
controlled both government
budget planning and the alloca-
tion of credit.

"There were no private finan-

cial resources in this country;
therefore we decided our econ-
omy would be government-led,"
recalls Park The Jin, a former
major general who headed the
military government’s Com-
merce and Industry Commission.
Mr. Park, who now runs the
country’s largest steel company,
contends that if they had let the
private sector determine the
pace, "it would have taken
longer.”

During the 1960s, Korea em-
barked on a strategy of export-
led growth. Korea’s hardwork-
ing labor force churned out
cheap light manufactured goods,
such as textiles and shoes. The

government offered strong in-

centives for exports, including
automatic loans. “Export above
all” was the slogan, and it was
realized in the form of 30 to 40
percent annual growth in ex-
ports.

“Japan was the model of eco-
nomic growth," says opposition
party leader Kim Jong Pil, a key
figure in the military govern-
ment and an advocate of plan-
ning. "Through the export-ori-
ented economy, Japan has be-
come an economic superpower -

despite the fact they have so
little resources."

In the 1970s, Korea, like Ja-
pan before it, moved to use its

success in light industry to build
a base of heavy industry. The
government invested huge sums
of money in creating the autr
steel, shipbuilding, construction
chemical, and other industries.
High tariffs meant that Koreans
would buy cars made at home
rather than foreign ones. But the
cars were made in collaboration
with foreign companies, using

imported technology and parts.

While private business made
the goods, government planners
decided what would be made
and by which companies. Ac-
cording to Koo, who worked as a
planner at that time, a special
committee under President
Park’s direction effectively "set
how much [money] for each
industry.”

Through the government-con-
trolled banking system, says
Koo, “effectively government al-

located the funds to particular
firms and industries. It was cap-
ital rationing."

The government intervention
of the 1970s produced high rates
of growth. But it also produced
inflation, bloated industries that
could not survive without gov-
ernment-subsidized loans, and
an economic structure domi-
nated by the chaebol at the ex-
pense of small and medium-size
businesses. The share of total

manufacturing produced by the
top 30 chaebol grew from 32
percent in 1977 to 40 percent in
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1985, according to EPB planner
Kim. Also, “income distribution

became more unequal in the

1970s because of this," he says.

The close ties between gov-
ernment and business also bred
corruption. There have been
spectacular cases of companies
paying off officials to ensure the
flow of loans.

“Korean economic perform-
ance was really remarkable, but
many Koreans felt bitter about it

because some got too rich by be-

ing too close to the government,”
Koo observes.

The 1980s, Korean econo-
mists say, have been the era of
change toward an economy
based more on the free market
and less on government controls.

The shift was aided by a rare
downturn in the Korean econ-

omy in the early 1980s, sparked
by the oil crisis of 1979.

The government has dropped
many trade barriers, reducing

tariff rates on many goods. The
commercial banks were dena-

tionalized in 1981 (although the

government retains effective

control by appointing top bank
officers, most experts say). The
powers of the Economic Plan-

ning Board were reduced. Gov-
ernment began to pay more at-

tention to social needs.

The direction is clear, but the
pace is still too slow for many
critics, including those outside
South Korea. Change is now
complicated by democratization,

which imposes the pressures of
constituency politics on govern-
ment bureaucrats used to having
their own way Recent demon-
strations at government offices

by farmers angrily demanding
that barriers to foreign beef and
fruits be maintained are only
one example.

Many Koreans take comfort
n the fact that these are the
pains of maturation. Fortu-
nately for South Korea, the
problems of the 1990s will be
those of success, not failure.

Coming tomorrow: Seoul
dons Olympic dress

Empire OfSteel
Pohang, South Korea

When Shim Chang Sup
joined Pohang Iron and Steel

Company in 1973, he was seek-

ing the challenge of "creating

something new out of nothing.”
At that, time, “the first blast

furnace was just completed.
We were literally building the
steel industry in Korea for the
first time,” he says.

Just 11 years later, Yang
Jong Su entered the company
out of college. Then the attrac-

tion was different. Jobs were
harder to find, he said, "so I

looked for stability, the chance
for promotion, and good pay."

In that short span of time,

South Korea has gone from its

fledgling first steps to becom-
ing one of the world’s major
industrial nations. Since Mr.

Shim started work in Pohang,
the countryhad become the
seventh-largest steel producer
in the world.

Since 1984, POSCO, as the
company is called, has become
the world’s second-largest
steelmaker. POSCO's steel is

sold around the world.

Third-world nations study
POSCO as a model for their

own industrialization. Even
neighboring communist China
wants POSCO to help it build a
modem steel industry.

All this holds a certain irony
for the men who built POSCO.
When they started back in the
1960s, they were told that
South Korea was too poor and
too lacking in resources to be

able to profitably create and
manage a capital-intensive in-

dustry like steel. When Korea
was divided after World War
II, the factories and mineral re-

sources for industrialization

were almost all in what became
communist North Korea.

But the military-led govern-
ment was determined to build

an industrial base. “Our under-
standing was that without
steel, there would be no ma-
chinery, there would be no
ships, no cars, no construction
at all, and no electronics indus-

try," recalled Park Tie Jin, a
former general who was called

on in 1968 to head POSCO.
The early efforts of private

industry, at government urg-
ing, met with failure when for-

eign companies rebuffed their

search for technology and in-

vestment. The government
took on the task, forming a con-
sortium with foreign firms and
requesting financing from the
World Bank. In 1969 the World
Bank, as Mr. Park put it, “said

Korea was not capable of hav-
ing an integrated steel mill."

Park then sought help from
Japan. It supplied technology,

loans, and aid - reparations for

40 years of colonial rule. "Some
Japanese leaders . . . thought
without economic develop-
ment, there would be no peace
in the Far East,” Park said. “As
Japan had colonial experience
in this country, they rightly as-

sessed the capacity of the Ko-
rean nation.”

Of course, Park said, "they
would not have imagined that

Korean steel industry would
have developed to such an ex-

tent. Their original intent was
that Korea would follow Japan
from a far distance,”

Park gets much of the credit

for his single-minded leader-

ship of POSCO. Although the
government retains a large por-

tion of company shares (half

its holdings have recently been
sold to private investors), I*ark

has run POSCO virtually as a
private firm.

The company bears the
mark of his tough but paternal-

istic management. Near the
mills is well-kept company
housing, surrounded by neatly
trimmed gardens. Wage levels

are higher than the South Ko-
rean industrial average.

POSCO also has a reputation

as a fierce opponent of trade
unions. POSCO has no union, a
fact the company attributes to

the satisfied needs of its work-
ers. Mr. Shim, who manages
the Pohang cold rolling mill,

says of 230 people working for

him, “very few, like one or two,

are having some thoughts
about the union.”

Still, Shim admits to having
had a “little trouble" during a
nationwide strike wave last

summer, but says those work-
ers have now "come around.”
Just in case, POSCO got itself

classified as a defense indus-

try, a status that restricts the
rights of unions. - D. S.
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HOW ONE KOREA BECAME TWO
To expedite the 1945 Japanese

surrender in Korea, the peninsula was
split temporarily into two zones, with

the United States occupying the area

below the 38th parallel and the Soviets

the region above it. In the South.

Washington established a government
run by the US military, while in the

North, Moscow installed a communist-
dominated government.

In December 1945, the US and the

Soviet Union signed the Moscow
Agreement, which provided for a four-

power trusteeship (including China

and Britain) to govern a unified Korea

until a national government could be

set up. When no agreement was
reached on a government by 1947. the

US referred the matter to the United

Nations.

The UN proposed creating a na-

tional assembly through supervised

elections in both the North and South.

When the North rejected the plan, the

UN went ahead with elections in the

South. The vote was held in May 1948,

and the new assembly drew up a dem-
ocratic Constitution and elected

Syngman Rhee President. The Repub-
lic of Korea was formally established

on Aug 15. 1948

The North followed with Soviet-

style elections, and declared the es-

tablishment of the Democratic Peo-

ple's Republic of Korea on Sept 9

Kim II Sung was installed as President.

Soviet and US troops were withdrawn.

On June 25. 1950, North Korea

launched a military attempt to unify the

peninsula, capturing the South Korean

capital in four days At South Korea's

request, US forces soon arrived and

were later joined by UN troops from 1

6

countries. The North Korean Army
pushed so far south that the UN forces

were left holding only a small area of

the peninsula around Pusan. Ameri-

can reinforcements arrived and were

able to drive the communists back. UN
forces then captured the North Korean

capital and later reached the Yalu

River. Eventually Chinese troops

came to the aid of the North Koreans

and fighting centered on the 38th

parallel.

An armistice, though not a peace

treaty, was signed on July 27. 1953.

Forty percent of South Korea's indus-

trial facilities had been destroyed. In

the North, grain production had fallen

by 88 percent and industrial produc-

tion by 50 percent. Total casualties are

estimated at 2 9 million; the US lost

54,200 men
Today, the two nations remain

technically at war. South Korean

troops, bolstered by a US presence of

42,000, stare at North Korean soldiers

across the demilitarized zone that was
established under the armistice. An
uneasy peace reigns across the no-

mans-land

Korean war (1950-53)
UN troops advanced to

Chinese border
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Photo in box
Looking from North to South the truce line be-

tween the two Koreas runs through the middle

of these buildings in Panmunjom. a village in

the demilitarized zone
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Text by Alice Hummer

HISTORY OF AN ANCIENT KINGDOM
Archaeological evidence suggests that

the Korean Peninsula was first settled 5,000
years ago when Tungusic tribes migrated to
the area from Manchuria and northern
China. Historians believe the first Korean
state - Koguryo, in the northern part of the
peninsula - developed around AD 100. Two
other kingdoms, Paekche in the southwest
and Silla in the southeast, emerged in 250
and 350. The three struggled for several
centuries for control of the peninsula.

Silla unification period (668-892)
Aided by Chinese troops from the north,

Silla was able to conquer Paekche and
Koguryo by 668. Ruled by an authoritarian
throne. Silla flourished. Trading centers de-
veloped in Kyongju. the capital, and later in
provincial towns Korean ships carried a
large part of the region's sea trade.

The active practice of Buddhism, estab-
lished as Silla’s state religion in the 5th cen-
tury, brought the construction of lavish tem-
ples and tombs. Korean monks traveled to
China for study and returned with new ideas
and beliefs, including Zen Buddhism.

Woodblock printing was developed for
the production of religious texts. From the
6th century onward, Korea had an important
cultural influence on Japan, including the in-

troduction of Buddhism there.

Koryo Dynasty (918-1392)
The kingdom of Koryo emerged in the

central region of the peninsula in 918 and
overthrew Silla in 935. (Korea is the West-
ernized version of the name Koryo.)

Although Buddhism remained the official

state religion, Confucianism developed as a
major force, influencing government ethics
and political structure.

During the 1 1th and 12th centuries. Koryo
fought periodic battles with invading forces
from the north: the Khitan Liao people from
China and Manchuria and the nomadic
Jurchens. In 1231. Mongol armies moved
into the peninsula. After 30 years of war,
Koryo became a vassal of the Mongol Yuan
Dynasty in China.

Yi Dynasty (1392-1910)
The Yi Dynasty, a succession of 26 mon-

archs. was established after the fall of Chi-
na's Yuan Dynasty. Yi rulers voluntarily con-
tinued their tributary relationship with China.
They moved their capital to Seoul and
renamed the kingdom Chosun in 1392

During the first century of Yi rule, Confu-
cianism replaced Buddhism as the state reli-

gion, and culture flourished. The world's first

moveable metal type was developed for the
production of religious documents. The first

Korean alphabet emerged in 1446.
Japanese forces invaded the peninsula in

1592 and 1597 Although the Yi armies were
able to push the Japanese back with the
-help of Chinese forces, many cultural treas-
ures were destroyed. The invaders forced
Korean artisans and scholars to teach
Chosun's advanced technology in Japan.

In the first part of the 17th century, the
nomadic Manchu invaded the peninsula and
brought Chosun under their control.

The 17th century also brought the arrival
of Europeans and Roman Catholicism to Ko-
rea. From the outset, Confucian and Catho-
lic beliefs came into conflict. A savage per-
secution of Catholics followed.

By the mid-1 800s. Korean politics and the
economy were in shambles. In an effort to
bring order, the Korean ruler adopted a
policy of national isolationism in 1864 All

non-Chinese influences were spurned until
1 876, when Japan forced Korea to enter into
a commercial treaty. Soon after, the United
States and several European nations also
opened trade relations with the Koreans.

During the last quarter of the century,
China, Japan, and Russia struggled for con-
trol of the peninsula. The Russo-Japanese
War (1 904-05) saw Japanese troops operat-
ing in Korea as they moved toward the war
front in Manchuria. Tokyo emerged
victorious, and formally annexed Korea in
1910.

Japanese Occupation (1910-1945)
The Japanese modernized Korea's

transportation, communications, and indus-
trial infrastructure, but most resources were
sent back to Japan, and Koreans enjoyed no
democratic freedoms.

Nationalist feelings ran strong, and in
1919, a group of Korean leaders met in

Seoul and declared the nation independent.
In response, an estimated 2 million peaceful
pro-independence demonstrators filled the
streets of the capital Thousands were ar-
rested, wounded, or killed in the brutal Japa-
nese crackdown A month later, nationalist
leaders established a provisional Korean
government in Shanghai.

During World War II. Tokyo drafted thou-
sands to join the Japanese forces or to work
in factories. The Korean language was
banned, Koreans were forced to worship at
Shinto shrines and adopt Japanese names.

Near the end of the war, Korean inde-
pendence fighters joined the Allies fighting
Japan in China. Japanese rule in Korea
ended when Tokyo surrendered in 1945

HUM I ac vvuu
South Korea

NORTH
KYONGSANG

Pueblo incident
^North Korean patrols seized the USS Pueblo, a

US intelligence ship, as it moved off the coast of
North Korea on Jan 26, 1 968 The US maintained

that the ship was in international waters, but
Pyongyang insisted its territory had been violated
and held Pueblo's 82 crew members hostage for
nearly a year Although it is unclear how much
classified information the North Koreans ob-

tained, the incident triggered an ongoing contro-
versy over whether the military's code of conduct
- which only allows servicemen to disclose their
name, rank, and serial number - should be altered

for wartime or hostage conditions

SOUTH
KOREA

Korean war (1950-53)
UN troops pushed back
to small area of penin-
sula around Pusan

TSegu • Kyongju •

SOUTH
KYONGSANG

MasaiT, Pusan

OLYMPIC SITES

0 Miles 50

Labor unrest
Site of massive 1987 strikes at the

factories and shipyards of the nation's
largest and most powerful corporate
conglomerates, including Hyundai,
Samsung, Daewoo Urged on by last
summer's atmosphere of political pro-

test, strikers called for higher wages and
unionization, for a larger share of South
Korea's "economic miracle '' Clashes
between workers and police were re-

ported across the country.
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The Frederick Forsyth style is unique.
Frederick Forsyth is a mem-

ber of that very exclusive group
of authors whose books you will

find on sale in virtually every'

countryyou care to visit.

And not only on sale but,

year in year out, proving to be
enduringly popular.

Classics oftheir kind.

The Day of the Jackal’

made Forsyth one ofthe world’s
best-selling authors. Subse-
quently The Odessa File,' The
Dogs ofWar,’ The Devil’s

Alternative’ and The Fourth
Protocol’ have each proved to

be a phenomenal success.

Yet it is quality rather than
quantity that has always been
Forsyth's primary^ concern. Just
a handful of books is hardly a

prolific output, but read one
and you wall realise why.

The Forsyth style - a blend

of uncannily authentic detail,

superb story-telling, a meticu-

lously' constructed plot - takes

a long, long time.

Quality' is also the principle

behind Frederick Forsyth’s

watch. A Rolex Oyster Day-
Date Chronometer in 18et.gold.

"For me, this is simply the best

watch there is," he says. “It’s

very' tough, waterproof and
completely reliable so I never
have to take it off whatever I in

doing. It’s also very well design-

ed and obviously a great deal of

time, care and effort have gone
into its construction. That ’s why
the idea works so supremely
well.”

And, as Frederick Forsyth

knows very well indeed, a famous,
international sue- Jr,

cess starts with a W
perfect idea . ROLEX

ofGeneva
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WEEK

It is fashionable these days to talk ofAmeri-
ca in decline. Trade deficits, the falling dol-
lar and waning global influence are seen as
signs the American Century is ending. But
that erosion is only relative to the rise of a
handful of Asian countries—Japan, the so-

called "four tigers" and, increasingly, Chi-
na—that are remaking the global economic

landscape. Newsweek’s Special Report ex-
amines the prospects for a Pacific Century.
It explores the profound impact Asian in-

vestment and immigration will have on the
United States, identifies 25 leading "Asia
hands" and assesses whether America is

fated to go the way of other fallen empires.
Special Report: Page 8

Stepping to theforefront ofeconomic influence: Workers at South Korea ’s Hyundai Shipyard

The Pacific Century

Special Report
The dawn of a Pacific

Century 8

Looking East: a Newsweek
Poll

|3
The Asia-bashing impulse,
by Robert J. Samuelson 15

Can the U.S. cut its military
burden? ie

How Asia is changing
America is

America’s top 25 Asia hands 21

Is America in decline? 22

Europe
Sunrise in Brussels
Waldheim and war crimes
TV or not TV the House
ofCommons

World Affairs
Different drummers 28

"I have had my finger on
the pulse" 29

Kaddafi: the fire is

burned out 30
What does loyalty demand? 31

Kalmanowitch connection 32
Gorbachev's Afghan gambit 33

24

20
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U.S. Affairs
j

Turmoil on the right 34
Dole: the struggle within 30

Robertson: media master 38

World Business

A temperamental candidate

Dole’s Demons

Throughout his career Bob i

Dole has been plagued with
|

questions about his tempera-
ment. His aloof, acerbic style

hasn 't dampened his success as

a senator, but it has hampered
his campaign—and could cre-

ate real problems should Dole
become president.

U.S. Affairs: Page 34

North Africa

Looks West

Beset by problems, Algeria
and Tunisia are moving closer
to the West—while keeping a
wary eye on Islamic fundamen-
talists at home. Even Libya’s
Muammar Kaddafi seems com-
paratively subdued these days.

World Affairs: Page 28

Old ways: Veils in Algeria

Youth movement: Bale

Coming of Age

Child actors are lighting up
movie screens with vivid por-
trayals of youth coming of age.

In "Empire of the Sun" Chris-
tian Bale plays a prisoner of
war, while Sebastian Rice Ed-
wards captures the indomita-
ble spirit of London during the
blitz in "Hope and Glory.”
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Moscow visit: Deputy Foreign Minister Yuli Vorontsov meets Saud

Soviet Overtures

H
oping to capitalize on his

promise to withdraw Soviet

forces from Afghanistan, Mi-

khail Gorbachev is stepping

up a courtship of moderate
Arab nations, particularly Sau-

di Arabia. Diplomatic sources

say that Moscow hopes to re-

store diplomatic relations with

Riyadh, cut in the 1930s.

Despite some lingering cau-

tion, Saudi rulers think the So-

viet overtures can no longer be

ignored. Prince Saud, the for-

eign minister, and Prince Ban-

dar, ambassador to Washing-
ton, met with top Soviet leaders

Nixon: ‘London
Columnist’

A
personal approach by me-

dia magnate Rupert Mur-
doch several weeks ago got

Richard Nixon to agree to write

"about politics” this election

year in 10 to 12 columns for The
Sunday Times of London. Still

wary of ties to the American
news media, however, Nixon
was not interested in offers

from U.S. syndicators for same-

day publication. Instead, The
Times itself will offer U.S.

rights to reprint the pieces—at

least one day after they run in

London. "As far as President

Nixon is concerned, he’s a col-

umnist for The London Sunday
Times,” says the ex-president’s

spokesman John Taylor.

in Moscow last month—the

first such visit by senior Saudi

officials since 1982. The Sovi-

ets recently purchased 300,000

tons of Saudi wheat, and the

Saudis are reportedly consider-

ing a reciprocal purchase of So-

viet timber. Diplomatic sources

now say the Soviets also have

promised Saudi and other Arab
leaders that they will support

the U.S.-backed United Na-

tions resolution for an arms
embargo on Iran—which may
be introduced this week—and
drop their demand for a U.N.

peacekeeping force in the Gulf,

unacceptable to the West. If

Moscow keeps its word in

the Gulf—and Afghanistan

—

an exchange of ambassadors
with Riyadh may follow.

Unlikely Allies

B
ritish Foreign Secretary

Geoffrey Howe travels to

Moscow this week to sign a

memorandum of understand-

ing for a wide-ranging joint ef-

fort to combat drug smuggling

and treat addicts. The major
benefit to the West may be the

reduction of heroin shipments

from Afghanistan through the

Soviet Union to Europe. Soviet

officials and British health and
law-enforcement agents met in

July and agreed to exchange
information and personnel.

Lucy Howard with bureau reports

Pullout Plan

F
aced with a zero-growth

budget and a costly modern-

ization program over the next

five years, the U.S. Army is

drawing up contingency plans

for removal of an entire divi-

sion from West Germany. The
most likely scenario, military

sources say, involves pulling

back one of the Army’s two

mechanized divisions, strip-

ping it of tanks, armored per-

sonnel carriers and other heavy

equipment to convert it into a

"light division," based in Alas-

ka. There, the Army reasons, it

would be under the budgetary

protection of Sen. Ted Stevens,

ranking Republican on the Ap-

propriations defense subcom-

mittee. The plan is not expected

to be sent to the secretary of

defense until next year.

CAMPAIGN ’88

Conventional-Wisdom Watch

O
n Feb. 9 NBC revealed that

the networks managed to

count only 70 percent of Io-

wa's Democratic vote. NBC said

a more complete sampling

showed Paul Simon may have
lost by only halfa percent. That
was too late for the CW, which

had already branded Simon a

bridesmaid . . .

To help assess the effect of

New Hampshire’s vote, the

chart again lists what counts as

"better than expected" (BTEi

or "worse than expected”

(WTE) for each candidate.

1 DEMOCRATS
|
Conventional Wisdom

Dukakis BTE. Over 45 percent; big Super Tuesday
bounce. WTE: Wins by less than 7.326 percent.

Gephardt BTE. Comes within a Hyundai-length of Duka-

kis. WTE: Third; flattened by flip-flop charges.

Gore BTE: Nobody notices he tried in N.H.

WTE: Loses to Babbitt.

Simon BTE. Any kind of second. WTE: Third; changes

to regular tie in desperation move

Cuomo BTE: Fear of Robertson presidency stirs draft.

WTE; Dukakis or Gephardt juggernaut.

Jackson BTE: Double digits; gets more press than Pat.

WTE: Less than 5 percent.

Babbitt BTE: Close fourth lets him go South. WTE: Fails

to come up with witty exit line.

Hart BTE: Withdraws gracefully. WTE: Stays in race,

claims wrong people have decided.

REPUBLICANS

Dole BTE: Wins going away.

WTE. Loses by any margin

Bush BTE: Wins.

WTE: Loses (it's not always this simple).

Robenson BTE. Second to Dole, Armageddon in GOP.
WTE: Ties for third with Kemp.

Kemp BTE: Strong third puts Pat in place.

WTE: Loses to du Pont.

Du Pont BTE. Beats Kemp for Old New Right vote.

WTE; Gets under 700 votes; joins 700 Club.

Haig BTE. Soars in N.H tally after he drops out.

WTE: His support of Dole throws N.H. to Bush.
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ntury
As the year 2000 approaches, Japan and the

other trading powers of Asia are moving into

position to dominate the world economy. For

Americans, adapting to the loss of U.S. pre-

eminence will pose unprecedented challenges

SOUTH KOREA
The challenge ahead will be

to move from growth to

economic leadership

The next generation will

know nothing but growing
prosperity and influence
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S
ometime early in the 21st century,

on a Friday afternoon after the

stock market closes, the U.S. De-

partment of Commerce will an-

nounce the latest trade statistics.

For the 100th month in a row, Japan, South

Korea and China will all have sold more
goods to the United States than they

bought from it. To stop a run on the dollar

and keep Asian capital needed to finance

America’s $500 billion deficit, the Federal

Reserve Board will announce yet another

hike in interest rates. A young, ambitious

presidential candidate will blame the Fed

for caving in to pressure from the Bank of

Japan. All that Japan’s financiers are in-

terested in, he will charge, is the profit

margins of institutions like Nippon Life

—

which hold so much American debt that

they virtually own the U.S. government.

Shuttling to Tokyo, U.S. diplomats will

convene a three-way meeting aimed at per-

suading the Japanese to defray some of the

costs of defending South Korea. But grow-

ing trade tensions between all the parties

will cause the talks to break down. In Con-

gress and on editorial pages across the

country, a debate will intensify over wheth-

er Uncle Sam can still afford the military

presence it has sustained since World War
II. Perhaps, the arguments will run, it may
be time to leave South Korea’s defense to

the South Koreans.

Not long ago, the idea that the world

could look like this in the next century

seemed unthinkable. Americans, protect-

ed for two centuries by vast oceans, en-

riched by natural resources and a risk-tak-

ing spirit, have never taken easily to

changes beyond their control. Vietnam
drove home the bitter lesson that the Unit-

ed States was no longer a hegemonic power,

and the oil shocks of the 1970s showed its

resources were not sufficient enough to in-

sulate it from economic calamity. But dur-

ing Ronald Reagan’s tenure, Americans

yearned to roll back the clock—and for a
time, Reagan succeeded in making the

country believe that he had. The economy
expanded, the 9tock market soared, the

United States won a minor skirmish on the

island ofGrenada, Reagan stared down the

Soviet Union—the only other nation most
Americans think of as a superpower—
and brought them to the nuclear bargain-



JAPAN
Tokyo will spend more on defense, but
the shadow of the past will cause it to
move only incrementally

ing table. America, it seemed, was back.
That moment of confidence and security

didn t last long, As the 20th century draws
to a close, the world is in the midst of a
profound geopolitical shift. Moving to the
fore today is a nation that just under 45
years ago wasextricated from the wreckage
ofwar by its conqueror. Now Japan is argu-
ably the world’s most powerful economic
actor, ready to assume leadership in an era
of rising Asian power—a period that ex-
perts have already dubbed the Pacific Cen-
tury. "If things continue as they are now,"
predicts Richard Rosecrance, professor of
International Affairs at Cornell Universi-

f ty, "it won't be much beyond 2010 before
Japan becomes the leading power in world
politics." Reinforcing the Asian Pacific's

1 rising economic influence are the so-called
four tigers—the newly industrialized coun-
tries (NIC’slofSouth Korea, Taiwan, Singa-
pore an3 Hong Kong. And stirring ever
more energetically after decades of eco-
nomic idleness isChina, a once and perhaps
futuresuperpower. With Asia coming on so
strong, says William Qverhol t, a Bankers
Trust economist in Hong Kong, the United
States in the next hundred years could "be-

I comeagiant Australia.”
Korea bashing: Asia's rise, and the chal-

lenge it poses to America, is no longer just
the stuff of academic seminars In a pecu-
liarly themeless presidential campaign,
the only candidate to turn passion into
votes has been Democratic Rep. Richard
Gephardt. He has done it with a television
commercial threatening to stick Korean

10

automaker Hyundai with a harsh tariff.

Asian angst has overtaken Wall Street and
investors across the country When the
New York stock market crashed last Octo-
ber

, everyone waited nervously for an even
bigger plunge in Tokyo, the world's largest
equity market. When it never came, it only
reaffirmed the idea that something was
wrong in New York—and right in Tokyo.
The most-talked-about book of 1988 so far
may be Yale professor Paul Kennedy’s
The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers,” a

scholarly treatise that examines the de-
cline ofAmerican power in sobering detail.

Growth

A
lthough the United States
still has a higher per capita

GNP than Japan, Tokyo is

closing the gap and the NIC's
are scrambling behind.

Increase in

Per Capita GNP

Per Capita

GNP. 1986
IS UK >1 SAMI
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Visitors to the Orient find a level of pros-
perity and vitality that almost anyone else
in the world would envy In Japan, a nation
that the West believes doesn't buy import-
ed goods, the young roam the streets
of Tokyo’s trendy Roppongi district in ex-
pensive European fashions, serenely com-
fortable in their burgeoning affluence. In
South Korea, a grimly determined group of
huge corporations have turned their shop
floors, in economist Overholt’s words, into"
the m°st efficient economic machine the

world has ever known." In a shop in nTral
China, dozens of peasant women work late

into a cold night, stamping met-
al pieces with crude, rusting

machines. They are preparing
to assemble bright blue power
saws for export. "We have a
great future," says manager
Zhou Weiliang, "Everybody
here wants to work hard, be-
cause the harder we work, the
more money we make.”

New generation: In the Pacific
Century, the world could be a
much more volatile place. Su-
perpower hegemony will be re-

placed by "the uncharted wa-
ters" of a multipolar world, as
Singapore's Prime Minister
Lee Kuan Yew puts it. Trading
rivalries could drastically in-

crease the chances for damag-
ing economic warfare. A News-
week Poll shows economic
nationalism rising in the Unit-
ed States: half of the respon-
dents said they would favor
trade barriers to reduce the
flow of "foreign” products into
the country Many in Asia now
view the United States with in-

creasing disdain. The change in

NEWSWEEK/FEBRUARY 22. 1988



HONG KONG CHINA
China’s takeover ofthe
prosperous colony in 1997
will have untold effects

IfChina is to fluorish,

Deng’s reforms must
endure

attitudes is most perceptible among the

Japanese, who have revered the United
States for most of the postwar period. Says
Japanese Parliament member Ichiji Ishii:

"For a new generation who never knew
what Gen. Douglas MacArthur did for the

recovery of Japan, we are wealthy and the

U.S. looks shabby.”

All the Asian nations have vulnerabili-

ties that could hold offthe Pacific Century,
or at least slow its arrival. Each will remain
very reliant for a long time on the U.S.

market, which absorbs, for example, close

to 40 percent of Japan's exports. Japan
musFdeal with a rapidly aging population

that will absorb some of its fabled savings.

And the younger generation seems less

willing to sacrifice completely for the

greater good of Toyota or Sony. Newly de-

mocratized South Korea may well face

more political instability if its transition to

democracy does not move forward. Hong
Kong, one of the NIC’s, will become part of

the People's Republic in 1997, a fact that is

already driving many of the best brains

away. And in China, Deng Xiaoping, the

brilliant architect of China's liberaliza-

tion, will soon pass from the scene. Once he
goes, few analysts are totally confident

that his reforms will survive.

Pa* Japonlca: Bitter quarrels within the

region are also possible. Any move by Ja-

pan, in particular, to increase its defense

capabilities could generate dangerous
sparks. Everyone should avoid pushing Ja-

pan into adopting "too independent" a

global posture, Lee Kuan Yew warns. Ja-

pan’s sensitivity to such anxieties, and its

own ambivalence about assuming more po-

litical responsibility, could hinder its evo-

lution into an international leader.

Now, however, in 1988, the statistics that

pour forth only confirm the obvious: the

economic performance of Japan and, in-

creasingly, the NIC's, has been astonishing.

Bythe year 2000, thesum total oftheGNP 's

of C hina, Japan and the NIC's will be at

least that ofthe United States. By 1995 the
Japanese government and Japanese pri-

vate investors will likely own SI trillion, or

as much as 10 percent ofall U.S. assets.

The statistics go on and on—made even
more staggering by the diminishing value

of the dollar against the yen. But the dawn
of the Pacific Century is even

more apparent in day-to-day

life on both sides of the ocean.

China’s economic ambitions

Trade

E
xports are

another area

where America is

still in front—but
all the Asian
powers are moving
ahead very

rapidly.

Increase in Exports

Market Share
IT.RC’KNTAOK OK
liliJBAL KXmKT
MAKKfrr in iw

are evident in a host of recent ventures,

including a spanking new bicycle factory

that sits in Jiangsu, a rural province on
the eastern coast of the country. The plant

manager, dressed in a thickly padded Mao
jacket and running shoes, supervises 500
employees every day. They arrive and
work tirelessly, producing goods for ex-

port to the rich markets in the West. "We
can meet any specs," says Tan Zhiren, "no

problem." Above him is a huge
billboard: "Customer above all.

Quality number one." Says

Frits Koopman, a Western ex-

ecutive who has done business

in the Pacific for 16 years:

"Once they (the Chinese] learn

how to make a product, almost

nobody can beat them on quali-

ty and price."

That, of course, is the reputa-

tion the Japanese established

in the United States in the

1970s, and the South Koreans,

more recently. Now the eco-^

nomic threat Seoul poses has

become a visceral ly potent is-

sue for Gephardt. But if Ameri-

cans are worried about Korea

now, just wait. The potential

for even greater Asian econom-

ic competition in the 21st cen-

tury has never been clearer:

consider that in 1984, thej

growth in China’s gross nation-

1

al product exceeded South Ko-

)

rea’s total GNP
For quite a while, the

primary challenge will come
from Japan, as Ronald Reagan

knows as well as anyone. Last

month newly appointed Japa-

nese Prime Minister Noboru

Takeshita came to Washington

100%

cL

ft**

f
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ifl their equivalent of the British Navy."
The only other Asian country that could

one day surpass Japan is China. Few politi-

cal analysts doubt that if it stays on its

present course ofeconomic liberalization—
admittedly a big if— it could emerge as the

1 Pacific's dominant nation late in the 21st

|

century, just as it was during the Tang
1 dynasty (A.D 618-907). "If we project be-

yond a decade or two, it is a country to

reckon with," says Assistant Foreign Min-
ister Park SooGil ofSouth Korea. Surpris-
ingly, 42 percent ofAmericans surveyed in

Newsweek's Poll shared that view. But
China must remain open to Western and
Japanese technology to emerge as a leader.

It has everything to lose from a return to

insularity.

Beijing acknowledges that its success re-

quires sustained interdependence. It is
j

committed to rapidly expanding its so-

called special economic zones along the
;

coast by offering foreign companies invest-
I

ment incentives. Already, the more devel-
oped countries in the region are taking ad-
vantage of those offers. South Korea has

j

about $2 billion in trade with China. A
senior Beying official insists there is no
chance that China’s open door will swing
shut anytime soon. "We will always be look-
ing for new technology," says Yang Guang-
qi, senior executive vice president ofChina
International Tradeand Investment Corp,

Market pressure: Even if China does turn
inward once again, it’s hard to envision a
scenario in which the pressure for protec-
tion will not increase in the United States.
South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, tough
as they are now, are all trying to follow
Japan into more sophisticated product
lines that will mean raised living standards
at home but more competition in the United
States. The isolationist impulse runs deep
in America, and even well into the 21st
century the country will possess the power
to hurt Asia by closing its market to them.
There are also dangers in Japan’s politi-

I

cal confidence growing at a time when it
j

perceives America to be falling behind. Ja- I

pan has become one of America’s closest
allies—"one of two relationships that are
especially close,” says former diplomat
Richard Holbrooke, "on a par with our ties
to Israel.” If the United States continues to
falter economically, says Holbrooke, that
relationship could be at risk as Japan’s
dissatisfaction increases.

The irritation on both sides of the Pacific
could grow more intense as an economical-
ly weakened United States calls on Japan
and perhaps the NIC’s to bear more of the
costs of defending the Pacific. Under in-
creasing pressure already, Japan has be-
gun slowly to boost its military spending
and presence. But the history of the re-
gion—Japan's past occupation of Korea,
parts ofChina and Southeast Asia—makes
that a nightmare issue for both Japan and

TAIWAN

Consumers will spend and import
more, in part because ofthe tastes that
come with rising incomes

its neighbors. Although it may sound easy
in the context of a presidential campaign,
getting extraordinarily rich Japan to de-
fray some ofthe burdens ofa strapped Unit-
ed States will be very difficult. At best
Japan’s contribution will increase incre-
mentally, not geometrically.
From a U.S. standpoint, however, the

security issue will only grow in impor-
tance. The Soviets, fearing they have been
dealt out of one of the most important
games around, have actively stepped up
diplomatic overtures to both Japan and
China in the last two years. Knowing that
his country’s economic destiny may hang
in the balance, General Secretary Mikhail
Gorbachev has sought to increase its Pacif-
ic trading ties, thus far without much suc-

I
cess. He is unlikely to achieve much success

I with a staunchly anti-Soviet Japan, but a
Sino-Soviet rapprochement is possible. The
Soviet overtures in the region only stiffen
the U.S. insistence that it will remain, no
matter what, the major Pacific military
power far into the 21st century. "It's essen-
tial,” says Holbrooke, "because if we are
not, the Soviets will be, and that would be
disastrous for our interests.”

Vast cultural differences between East
and West could also feed tensions. Joel Kot-
kin, coauthor of "The Third Century," a
forthcoming book on the rise of the Pacific
Rim, argues that no one in the United
States seems to pay attention to the fact
that Europe is as protectionist as anyone
else today. Try selling a U.S.-produced bot-
tle of wine in Italy, he says. The difference
is that "Americans do not feel as threat-
ened by European competition. We came

PfcTER CHARLESWORTH—JB PICTURES

from Europe; we feel kinship with them. It

will be a long time before we feel the same
way toward Japanese or Koreans."

Geography lesson: Still, the United States,
to be as powerful as Treasury Secretary
Baker believes it will be in the 21st century,
needs to try "We have got tostop looking at
Japan and the other countries as the Far
East, and start thinking of them as the Far
West,” says Aaron Martin Cohen, an econ-
omist for Daiwa Securities in Tokyo. "We
need to trade with them, not retreat." Both
sides have too much at stake to blow it—
and that may be reason No. 1 why, in the
long run, they won’t.

The Asian powers know how important
America will remain to them. They have
seen the future, because they are creating
it. Recently, in a Japanese restaurant in
New York City, Ko-Yung Tung, an attor-
ney for O'Melveny & Myers, the Los Ange-
les-based law firm, explained how Japa-
nese companies pick sites in the United
States for new assembly plants. Tung, born
in Beijing, raised in Tokyo and educated at
Harvard, guides Asian clients with money
to invest through the legal and regulatory
bog they face in the United States. In pick-
ing a site, he says, companies like Mazda or
Nissan look for areas in which the popula-
tion is relatively well educated, and where
there is not a lot of competition for labor.
Asked which part of America the Japa-

nese companies were eying now, he replied,
"The Northeast.”

The Northeast? Where land is expensive
and the demand for skilled labor particu-
larly intense?

No, no," he replied, "I mean up around
Washington, Oregon, around there . .

.”

"The "Northeast," that is, viewed from
Tokyo, Beijing and Seoul.
Bill Powell with Bradley Martin in Tokyo,
Melinda Liu in Hong Kong, Dorinda Elliot

in Beying, Carroll Bogert in Singapore and
Rich Thomas in Washington
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It’s tempting politics, but bad economics

BY ROBERT J. SAMUELSON

G
ive Richard Gephardt credit. He’s
crystallized an issue that nags most
Americans. We feel bewildered and

threatened by an increasingly competi-
tive world. The Democratic presidential

candidate has fashioned his campaign
around the theme that we’re a nation
slipping economically and that lax trade
policies are to blame. The temptation is

to get tough: to be more restrictive on
foreign trade, investment and, indeed,

almost anything foreign.

It’s the wrong impulse—maybe good
politics, but surely bad economics.

Our global entanglements boggle the
imagination. They spring not only from
trade and investment but also immigra-
tion, banking, technology and much
more. Even if we could undo all these

connections—and we can't—we’d risk

doing ourselves more harm than good.

The first step toward wisdom is to recog-

nize what can't be changed. The second
step is to acknowledge that many bene-

fits ofour growing international involve-

ment come mixed with drawbacks.
Consider this: about half the doctoral

candidates in engineering at U.S. univer-

sities are foreigners; roughly another
25,000 foreign students are earning un-
dergraduate engineering degrees. Are
we foolishly educating our global com-
petitors? Well, yes and no. A majority of

these students go home, where at least

some of them try to beat our brains out.

But many of the best students (including

60 percent of the Ph.D.'s) stay here.

American companies and universities

couldn’t do without them. Nearly one of

five U.S. engineers is foreign born. Most
are naturalized Americans.
The openness of American society is

our glory and curse. It helps keep us from
becoming stagnant. One of our best re-

searchers in superconductors, C. W Chu
of the University ofHouston, was born in

China. Stiff foreign competition has
forced U.S, manufacturers to cut costs

and improve quality. The new competi-
tive realities have compelled us to re-

examine our schools. But the same pres-

sures are threatening. They disrupt our
industries and settled ways of thinking.

The trouble is that we exaggerate the

menace because it comes from abroad.

Even Gephardt concedes that, at most,

20 percent of the U.S. trade def-

icit reflects "unfair” foreign

practices. Nor will you learn

from him that the volume of

our exports has risen a third

since late 1985. The notion that

we’re becoming a second-rate

economic power is simplistic.

True, we've lost our command-
ing superiority. As Europe and
Asia adopted our technology,

this was inevitable. But the pic-

ture of broad-based decline

doesn't fit the facts:

The U.S. economy is more
than twice as large as Japan’s

i and 15 percent larger than that

of the European Community (whose pop-

ulation is a third greater than ours).

Average American living standards
are still the highest among major na-

tions. German and Japanese living

standards are roughly 70 percent to 75
percent of the U.S. level.

The dollar’s depreciation is re-estab-

lishing the United States as the largest

exporter ofmanufactured goods. By 1989
the U.S. share of the world market is

projected to hit 18 percent, compared
with West Germany’s 13 percent and Ja-

pan’s 12 percent.

We are a magnet for foreign immi-
grants, investors and students precisely

because we are so wealthy and open.

Foreigners love the U.S. market for the

same reason our companies do: it’s the
world’s biggest. In 1986 it absorbed_39
percent of South Korea's exports, 67
percent of Mexico’s and 22 percent of

India's. Competition is easier here, be-

cause our institutions are so accessible.

Foreign executives go to U.S. business
schools as much for assimilation as for

classwork, "I’m supposed to [learn]

American culture," a Japanese student
told The Washington Post last year.

To some, the porousness of our society

seems the source ofour troubles. But the

truth is that most of our major economic
problems are homegrown. The severe
1981-82 recession resulted from the
1970s’ high inflation. Stagnating living

standards in the 1970s reflected poor pro-

ductivity growth. The idea that living

standards have gone into an unending
slide is a myth: since 1982 higher produc-
tivity has raised family incomes by about

1 11 percent.

It’s understandable, though, that we

JIM HEEMCTRA -PICTURE CROUP

The machopolicies Gephardt
proposes reflect our widespread fears

feel betrayed by the world about us. After
World War II, Americans championed
an open global economy. We assumed
harmony and pro-Americanism would
follow. Everyone would be grateful to us
for creating prosperity. It hasn't quite

worked out that way. The process of pro-

moting democracy and economic growth
fostered global competitors and subvert-

ed our own power.

Shared interests: The next president can
surely improve our international eco-

nomic policies. Foreigners need to open
up their markets more. But the spirit of

our policies matters as much as the de-

tails. All nations have lost some power to

larger global economic forces; every-

thing from shifting exchange rates to the

availability of oil. No nation alone can
control these forces. Together, the major

nations can sometimes influence them.

But cooperation requires trust and a
sense ofshared interests. We break these

bonds at our peril.

What Gephardt and others offer is a

national policy that's the equivalent of

an obscene gesture toward the rest of the

world. This pseudo-toughness may in-

spire some macho satisfaction. But it is

dangerous, because it proceeds from a

false view of the world economy. The
image is of a game in which some coun-

tries win and others lose. The truth is

more awkward. What’s at stake is global

economic stability. The world economy
is a game which, if played mindlessly,

everyone can lose.
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The Military Choices

Will Not Be Easy
Washington may have to reduce its role in Asia

M ilitary and economic power nor-

mally go together. Today the

strongest military power in the Pa-

cific is the United States. Like the Soviet

Union, America is a Pacific country, but

not a predominantly Asian one. And while

Asian economies are booming, America’s

(like Russia's) can no longer pay as readily

fora global military reach. So when will the

military balance change to reflect new eco-

nomic realities? Probably not very soon.

The Asian nations are in no hurry to re-

place the Western superpower with one of

their own number. Not even Japan or Chi-

na—the likeliest candidates for full super-

power status—yet believes that the Pax

Americana should give way to some sort of

Pax Asiana. "The dilemma we face,” says a

senior U.S. diplomat, "is that our relative

economic power is declining in the Pacific

region, but not the need for our dominant

military power."

Maintaining America’s presence in the

Pacific while its economic strength dimin-

ishes is only part of the infinitely tricky

challenge that now confronts Washington.

What Asians want from America is both

military protection and a voracious market

for their goods. Having it both ways is what

made Asia strong in the first place. With

the United States providing a large portion

of their defense, the Asians were free to

invest in productive capacity. Then, when
they had something to sell, Americans

obligingly bought. Each side was doing

what it does best. "We know how to raise

forces; the Japanese know how to make
money,” says a top U.S. official. Americans

became Asia's chief protectors and princi-

pal overseas consumers—Hessians with

credit cards. Now, if the United States

wants to remain the major power in Asia, it

must continue to play both roles at a time

when it cannot afford to play either ofthem

as openhandedly as it did in the past.

Corners will have to be cut, but where?

Compelling Japan to undertake more of its

own defense risks awakening the old de-

mons of Japanese militarism, a prospect

that makes all of Asia shudder. Ending the

U.S. presence in South Korea could invite a

North Korean attack. Giving up the U.S.

bases in the Philippines would cut deeply

into American muscle and might under-

mine the Filipinos’ economy or their frag-

ile experiment in democracy. Anywhere in

Asia, a U.S. pullback could enable the Sovi-

et Union to achieve by default the domi-

nance that it has failed to obtain through a

military buildup in the region.

As things stand now, the Soviet Union
and the United States operate in different

spheres; one is primarily a land power in

Asia, the other a naval power, Except for

the 43,000 troops in South Korea, most U.S.

garrisons in the region—47,000 men in Ja-

pan, 16,000 in the Philippines—serve the

air and naval presence that sweeps all

the way around to the Indian Ocean and
the Gulf. Moscow’s naval buildup in the

region tapered off about three years ago,

and now the financially strapped Soviets

may be trying to reduce their involvement

in Vietnam and Cambodia, just as they are

trying to get out of Afghanistan.

American pressure: The U.S. presence pro-

tects Asia from the Soviets and their allies

and also helps to inhibit local conflicts.

Asia pays relatively little for the service.

Although Japanese defense spending has

steadily increased under U.S. pressure, it

still amounts to only about 1 percent of the

country’s gross national product (chart). If

the NATO allies, who spend an average of

about 3.5 percent ofGNP on defense, can be

accused of not pulling their weight, the

Japanese are even more vulnerable to criti-

cism, despite their constitutional ban on

SUBIC BAY
It will be hard to match the advantages

of U.S. bases in the Philippines
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war-making capabilities. Some Asian al-

lies pay part of the cost of the American
forces that defend them. Japan, to take the

most lavish example, contributes $45,000 a

year to the maintenance of each U.S. serv-

iceman stationed there. Is that enough? "I

see no reason why the United States should

continue to pick up even a portion of the

cost of its military presence in Japan," says

rHRlSTnPWF.R MORRI^—RI APK OTAR

a senior Asian diplomat in Washington.

The next U.S. administration may per-

suade the Asians to share more of the bur-

den. It might be possible to thin out the

U.S. presence in South Korea, which now is

close to matching North Korea’s military

strength. The Japanese could pick up a

larger share of America’s Asian tab; al-

ready, they give more economic aid to the

Philippines than Washington does.

Full Japanese rearmament is not likely

to happen in the foreseeable future, unless

U.S. forces are withdrawn or the American
consumer market collapses. Japan would
then have two choices: to find a new patron

(presumably in Moscow) or to rearm in or-

der to ensure its own safety and its access to

other markets. Even without such provoca-

tion, the Japanese may eventually demand
a political and military role in Asia com-
mensurate with their economic clout.

"What many Americans really want the

Japanese to do is pay the bills and play no
political or strategic role,” says former as-

sistant secretary of state Richard Hol-

brooke. "But I expect that the next genera-

tion will want to play a political role.”

Covering the bases: Current U.S. strategy

in the vast Pacific is to place forces as far

forward as possible. Bases in Japan cover

the northern Pacific. In the south, Subic

Bay and Clark Field in the Philippines of-

fer advantages not duplicated anywhere

—

a plentiful supply of cheap, skilled labor

and a location near the choke points be-

tween the Pacific and Indian Oceans, off-

setting Moscow's huge base at Cam Ranh
Bay in Vietnam. The Philippine bases

agreement expires at the end of 1991. A
new deal probably can be worked out, but

the Pentagon has to face the possibility

that U.S. forces eventually may have to

move to less desirable accommodations in

Australia or Micronesia. The Americans
also may not be able to count on their Japa-

nese bases; Pentagon planners worry thut

in an all-out war, Japan might suddenly

move to neutralism. For that reason, the

Pentagon has been building up its strength

in Alaska, especially in the Aleutian Is-

lands. The aim is to give U.S. forces the

ability to strike at Soviet bases in Vladivos-

tok and Petropavlovsk even if Americans
are denied access to bases in Japan.

During its heyday, the British Empire
employed a maritime strategy in which

naval power served British military, politi-

cal and economic needs around the world.

Now the United States pursues a maritime

strategy in the Pacific, but its imperatives

are almost purely military. "The U.S.

hasn’t integrated the strands of its strate-

gy in the Pacific,” says William Arkin of

the Institute for Policy Studies in Wash-

ington. The United States is putting so

much money and effort into the military

strand that it has little left over for other

economic and political objectives. Eventu-

ally, Washington will have to decide how
much military, political and economic

power it will relinquish to Japan and oth-

er Asian allies—and how much it must

retain if it is to share in the promise of the

Pacific Century.

Russell W atson with John Barry
in Washington
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A
merican forces are stretched thin around the world at a time of declining

U.S. economic power. While they are keeping the peace, Asian economies

continue to grow—and sell their goods to free-spending American consumers,
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The ‘Eastern

Capital’ of Asia
Pacific money and immigration are transforming

L.A.—and much of the rest of the United States

I

n Los Angeles you can drive across the

Pacific without getting your tires wet.

Just fold the top down and cruise down

Olympic Boulevard into Koreatown. The

neighborhood looks like L.A. but reads like

Seoul, with precious few signs in English.

The tantalizing aroma of smoking meat

wafts out of a Korean barbecue restau-

rant—one of nearly 100 eateries in the 70-

square-block area. Driving past Buddhist

temples and bustling mini-malls, you

swing over to the San Bernardino Freeway

and head east to Monterey Park, a well-to-

do suburb where half the population is

Asian. Before running out ofgas you could

visit Japan, Vietnam, Thailand and the

Philippines. Now peer through the smog at

the skyline. According to the Los Angeles

Times, three-quarters of downtown L.A.

office space is foreign owned or controlled,

nearly a third of it by Japanese. Says Jack

Lewis, associate professor of internation-

al business at the University of South-

ern California, "Los Angeles is the east-

ern capital of the Pacific Rim."

L.A. is once again giving us a

glimpse into our future: in the

decades to come, virtually all

Americans will feel the dual

impact of Asian immigration

and investment. Japan Inc.

continues to reshape our cities,

buying up billions of dollars’

worth of buildings and busi-

nesses. It is remaking our work-

place, employing more than

250,000 Americans to produce

everything from Nissan cars in

Smyrna, Tenn., to chocolate

biscuits in York, Pa. Other

deep-pocketed Pacific Rim na-

tions will surely follow. Asian

immigrants—who will number

as many as 12 million by the

’ year 2000—could affect Ameri-

ca more profoundly than any

group since the first boat peo-

ple crossed over on the May-

flower. Americans not directly

touched by these trends will

feel them indirectly. Lester

Thurow, dean of the Alfred P.
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Sloan School of Management at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, says the

United States may be in for humbling les-

sons our neighbors have already learned:

"If you were raised in Canada, you know

that what those crazy Americans do has

more impact on your economy than your

economy in Ottawa does.” Ourhuge nation-

al indebtedness, Thurowwarns, could leave

the nation even more vulnerable: the "dan-

ger is that we’ll be treated like Mexico and

we’ll be told how to run our own country."

For Americans who can capitalize on ties

between East and West, the Pacific boom

will carry growing opportunity Asia hands

who have studied the region, know its key

players and understand its cultures will

become increasingly influential in every-

thing from business and politics to law,

academia and the arts. Alice Young, an

American-born child of Chinese diplomat

parents, recalls that when she took Japa-

nese in college, people thought her eccen-

tric—as if "one was studying Mahayana

LOS ANGELES

There will be a proliferation ofAsian

neighborhoods like Koreatown, which

looks like L.A. but reads like Seoul

NEW YORK
Asians and Asian-Americans will

continue to excel in the classroom,

stirring admiration—and resentment
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Opportunity will grow for Americans who can help
bridge East and West, like attorney Alice Young

Buddhism from the sixth and seventh cen-

tury. Interesting, but quite useless." To-

day, at 37, Young is a partner in the presti-

gious law firm of Milbank, Tweed, Hadley
& McCloy in New York City, with an office

that commands a stunning view of New
York Harbor and the Statue of Liberty.

Young heads her firm’s Japan Corporate

Group, conducting business for the Asia-

conscious firm throughout the Pacific Rim.

As the Pacific Century comes to be, the

economic forces shifting the world’s geopo-

litical balance will be played out from coast

to coast. The western tier of the United

States is fast eclipsing the East, a trend

recently noted by journals such as The At-

lantic Monthly. The ports of Long Beach

and Los Angeles handled 58.6 million tons

of cargo in 1986, surpassing the 21 million

that moved through the Port of New York
and New Jersey. Fifteen years ago bank

deposits in cities like Chicago and San
Francisco dwarfed L.A.’s; today only New
York exceeds it ifsavings and loan deposits

are added in. New York's days of banking

supremacy may also be numbered: while

the Big Apple's deposits rose less than 7

percent between 1980 and 1986 (to $192

million), deposits in the City of the Angels

leaped 65 percent to $145 million, accord-

ing to Jack Kyser, chief economist for the

Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce.

Tatami mats: Asia accounts for much ofthe

wealth tilting westward. According to a

report by the University of California at

San Diego's new Graduate School of Inter-

national Relations and Pacific Studies, a

stunning 82 percent of California’s $80 bil-
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lion in annual trade is with Pacific Rim
countries. California already has absorbed

more than 40 percent ofthe total Japanese

investment in the United States and boasts

more than 750 subsidiaries of Japanese

firms. The state has nine Japanese-affiliat-

ed banks with more than $10 billion in

assets. Eight ofJapan’s biggest car compa-

nies and South Korea’s Hyundai set up

their headquarters around Los Angeles.

Asian money is fast transforming many
other parts of the country beyond L.A. In

all, the Japanese will gobble up some
$10 billion worth of U.S. real estate this

year, according to Grubb& Ellis Brokerage

Services. They are best known for high-

profile, high-dollar ventures like Chicago’s

$76 million Hotel Nikko, a luxury hostelry

that features special $750-per-night Japa-

nese suites complete with tatami mats.

Japanese investors have also quietly made
inroads into almost every sector of the U .S.

economy—even agriculture. Last October

a Japanese Coca-Cola bottling company
plunked down $1.2 million for a 214-acre

almond orchard. The Japanese will buy

$100 million worth of California almonds
this year for snacks such as slivered al-

monds with dried sardines.

Businesses are priming themselves to go

after a piece of the Pacific action. Insur-

ance giant John Hancock is investing in an
Indonesian insurance company, while ETL
Testing Laboratories, founded by Thomas
Edison, puts products through rigorous

Japanese safety tests to speed them
through Japanese customs. Nineteen Wall

Street investment-banking firms have To-

kyo branches. Merrill Lynch also has of-

fices in Hong Kong, South Korea and Sin-

gapore, with a Taiwan branch in the works.

Despite Washington's penchant for

Japan-bashing, state and local govern-

ments are also scrambling for Asian cash.

Announcing a new study, Duome & Asso-

ciates, Ltd., says states are vying for

Japanese investors at "an almost frenetic

pace," sending trade delegations and politi-

cians on courting missions. Today at least

35 states have liaison offices in Tokyo and

Osaka. States have gone incentive-mad: Il-

linois offered automaker Mitsubishi $88.2

million to attract Diamond-Star Motors, a

joint venture with Chrysler. Some of the

money will fund a weekend Japanese

school and the extensive testing Mitsubishi

requires ofjob seekers. With 15-hourdirect

flights to Tokyo, Atlanta has become some-

thing of a hub for Japanese investment,

having attracted 168 companies—a $650

million investment. "Never mind geogra-

phy," said an Atlanta Constitution editori-

al. "Georgia can become a Pacific power
"

Will to succeod: Students, too, are gearing

up to meet the Asian challenge. Although

the figure of 23,000 students taking Japa-

nese in American colleges still pales in

comparison with the 275,000 taking

French, that represents a 45 percent jump

from 1983. The interest goes beyond lan-

guage: the Japanese Business Society, a

course at the University of California,

Santa Barbara, has never been more popu-

lar, reports Frank Gibney Sr., a UCSB
adjunct professor and president of the

Santa-Barbara-based Pacific Basin Insti-
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LOS ANGELES
As their numbers increase. Asian
immigrants are sure to become a more
cohesivepolitical force

tute. "The kids are fighting to get in.”
Many Americans don’t have to go to

school to learn about Asians; they have
only to look around their hometowns.
While Hispanics make up Los Angeles’s
largest and fastest-growing immigrant
group, the city is also believed to be home to
the largest communities of Filipinos, Viet-
namese and Koreans outside of their re-
spective nations of origin. Vast ethnic and
financial differences separate the Japa-
nese and Korean groups from the poorer
Vietnamese and Filipinos, but almost all

the immigrants show an awesome will to
succeed. Four years ago Korean Sam Lee
heard there was opportunity in El Paso, so
he bought a map, loaded a van with goods
and left L.A. for Texas. Now Lee's Discount
Store is one of nearly 50 Korean-owned
shops, many with Spanish names like
Casa Toro and Casa de Dama, which cluster
near the bridge to Juarez and sell every-
thing from underwear and Walkmans to
ginseng.

Bumper stickers: As their numbers in-
crease, Asian-Americans are sure to over-
come cultural differences and become a
more cohesive political force. The moving
and shaking has already begun in Los An-
geles: after failing to get a newly drawn
council district to encompass all of Korea-
town in 1986, local Korean activists backed
Chinese candidate Arthur Song against
black incumbent Nate Holden. Song lost,
but Holden mended fences by appointing a
Korean aide, former Song aide Charles
Kim. Two other council members also ap-
pointed Korean aides. Diplomacy was in
scarcer supply in Monterey Park, where a

ED KASHI

rancorous dispute that ostensibly con-
cerned development revealed a racist
taint: some local cars now sport bumper
stickers showing an Asian caricature
stamped with a circle-slash symbol.

Bigotry might diminish over time as suc-
cessive generations of Asian-Americans
become more assimilated, moving out of
concentrated neighborhoods. "It’s less easy
to stereotype someone you know personal-
ly than someone halfway around the
world,” says Robert Oxnam, president of
The Asia Society in New York. The genera-
tions that lived through three wars in the
Pacific are giving way to one that asso-
ciates Asia with Sony Walkmans and
Honda Accords. Gibney says his students
have "almost total receptivity” toward
working for Asian companies someday.
"The Pearl Harbor syndrome just doesn’t
seem to be there."

Asia’s mounting influence over Ameri-
ca won't always be greeted so cheer-
fully. Many Asian-Americans complain
that prejudice still holds them back.
Despite considerable academic achieve-
ment, Asian-Americans "have not been as
successful in the marketplace as profes-
sionals, " according to Oxnam. According to
figures collected by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, in 1985 Asian-
Americans accounted for 4.3 percent of
professionals and technicians but just 1.4
percent of officials and managers. Asian-
Americans could even become victims of
their own success in higher education, as
schools debate whether the "overrepre-
sented" Asian students should be subject to
quotas in order to keep other minorities
and even whites from being squeezed out of
colleges. At UCLA, where Asians make up
upwards of 18 percent of the student body,
Anglo students joke that the school's ini-
tials really stand for "United Caucasians
Lost Among Asians.”

Other Americans focus their anger on a
dangerous import: Asian gangs from Hong
Kong, Vietnam and other Asian nations.
Run like businesses, with tens ofthousands
of members, syndicates with names like
14K and Bamboo Union are following the
lead of legitimate businesses by going mul-
tinational. Notorious tongs, U.S.-based
Chinese groups, control gangs such as New
York’s Ghost Shadows and Flying Drag-
ons. "Business” ranges from heroin impor-
tation and gambling to extortion rackets in
Brooklyn amd prostitution rings in Califor-
nia. Their numbers are building as 1997
when Hong Kong changes hands—nears.
No matter what the salubrious effects of

Asian money flowing into the United
States, the specter of foreign ownership
and competition continues to give many
Americans chills. Citing the "curious com-
bination of awe, dread and admiration”
that dominates discussion ofJapan’s com-
petitiveness, Richard Samuels, director of
MIT’s Japan Science and Technology Pro-
gram, warns that manufacturers outside
the United States could have a "predatory
effect.” However, Samuels says, "name
calling, baiting and making excuses are not
going to fix the problem.” Wariness may be
appropriate, nonetheless. As the price of
investment, the Japanese tend to demand
training for their employees—effectively
buying U.S. know-how for a fistful of rapid-
ly depreciating dollars.

Delightful partners': For some American
businessmen, however, familiarity breeds
respect. New York builder John Tishman
has entered several partnerships with the
Aoki Corp., a construction-and-develop-
ment firm that owns luxury hotels like
New York's famed Algonquin. "They have
been delightful partners,” Tishman says.
He and Aoki president Hiroyoshi Aoki
have become personal friends, and Tish-
man says, "I'd rather have Mr. Aoki's word
than a 100-page document written by our
own attorneys.” He says jokingly, "Maybe
they’ll take us over in the year 2050—but
what do I care?”

Many other Americans will join Tish-
man in making the best of the Pacific Cen-
tury, if only because they will have little

other choice. If xenophobia drives Pacific
business away, the money will just flow
elsewhere: a great deal ofJapanese manu-
facturing is already going to less expensive
nations like Mexico and South Korea.
American consumers aren't about to stop
wanting the best goods at the lowest costs.
And U.S. companies will need to keep
studying the successes of their Asian coun-
terparts ifthey are to stay competitive. For
Americans, pursuing fruitful partnership
while protecting U.S. interests will be the
balancing act of the Pacific Century.

John Schwartz with Harry Hurt IIIm Los Angeles, Carolyn Friday in New York.
Frank Gibney Jr in Houston and

Sue Hutchison in Boston
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PETER KANN NINASIMONDS
Knowledge ofthe Orient will be key to advancement in everything from business and academia to the culinary arts

America’s 25 Top Asia Hands
Robert Oxnam, 45. President

A roster of leading players in the Pacific game £21££EEfcJS
derstand Asian culture.

Isaac Shapiro, 57. Attorney
with Skadden, Arps, Slate,

Meagher & Flom. Opened the
first American law office in

postwar Tokyo when he was
with Milbank, Tweed. Hadley
& McCloy.

William E. Simon, 60. Former
secretary of the Treasury. His
investment group, HF Hold-
ings. is building a financial-

services empire to span the
Pacific.

Nina Simonds, 35. Author of a
forthcoming guide to restau-

rants in China and organizer

of an exchange between U.S,

and Chinese chefs.

Stephan J. Solarz, 47. A Demo-
cratic congressman and ex-

pert on foreign policy, he is

completing a "mini-Marshall

Plan" for the Philippines.

David S. Tappan Jr., 65. The
China-born chairman of Flu-

or Corp., a California engi-

neering firm with oil and min-
ing ventures in China.

Ezra F. Vogel, 57. Harvard
professor and author of

"Comeback," a primer on how
U.S. business should compete
with Japan.

Henry Wandt III. 54. The head
of SmithKline Beckman, he
recently launched a pharma-
ceutical manufacturing ven-

ture in China.

the Pacific Century,
knowledge of Asia will

be key to advancement in

business, law, politics—even
the culinary arts. Here are 25
Americans in the forefront of
building bridges to the East:

Jamos C. Abegglen. 62. Found-
er of the Tokyo-based consult-
ing firm Asia Advisory Serv-
ice. Clients include Du Pont,
Kodak and Alcoa.

Morton I. Abramowltz, 55. As-
sistant secretary of state,

Bureau of Intelligence and
Research. Highly respected

career diplomat and former
envoy to Thailand.

Eugene D. Atkinson. 43. Gold-
man, Sachs executive who
helped the Wall Street firm
become one ofthe first foreign

companies to hold a seat on
the Tokyo stock exchange.

Gerald L. Curtis. 47. Director of

Columbia University’s East
Asian Institute and author
of "The Japanese Way of Pol-

itics.” Consultant to News-
week's Japanese edition and
other clients.

David M. Elsenberg, 32. Spe-

cialist in internal medicine at

Boston's Beth Israel Hospital.

An expert on traditional Chi-

nese medicine and coordina-

tor of a proposed medical
exchange between Harvard,
Johns Hopkins and Peking
Union Medical College.

Richard J. Ramson III, 59. Lead-
er of Los Angeles-based Secu-
rity Pacific Corp.'s aggressive

move into Asian banking.
Alexander Good. 38. Director

general of the U.S. and For-
eign Commercial Service. He
has aggressively promoted
U.S. trade to Asia and pressed
Pacific nations for trademark
and copyright protection.

Maurice R. Greenberg, 62. Pres-
ident and CEO of American
International Group, Inc. De-
scribed by some as a "bull in

a China closet," his tenacity

helped persuade Korea to

open its $5 billion insurance
market to foreigners.

Armand Hammer. 89. Ameri-
can industrialist who recent-

ly opened An Tai Bao, a coal-

mining operation that is one
of the largest Sino-American
ventures. "You don’t have to

introduce Dr. Hammer to

me," Chinese leader Deng
Xiaoping once said. "We all

know him in China."
Richard Holbrooks, 46. Former

assistant secretary ofstate for
East Asian and Pacific Af-

fairs. Explores Asian business

opportunities for clients of

Shearson Lehman Hutton.
Roy M. Hutflngton, 70. Head of

Roy M. Huffington & Co.. Inc.,

one of the largest U.S. in-

dependent oil and gas ex-

ploration and production

companies in Southeast Asia.

Virginia Kamsky. 34. Founded
Kamsky Associates, Inc. Has
helped China sign more than
$1 billion in joint ventures
and trade agreements.

Pator R. Kann, 45 Executive
vice president ofDow Jones &
Co. and first publisher of The
Asian Wall Street Journal.

Winston lord. 50. Ambassa-
dor to China and former head
ofThe Council on Foreign Re-
lations. Accompanied Henry
Kissinger to China for a secret

1971 mission to meet with
Mao Tse-tung. Husband of

novelist Bette Bao Lord.

Mike Mansfield. 84. The long-

est-serving U.S. ambassador
to Japan. Has focused atten-
tion on what he calls the "cen-

i

tury of the Pacific.”

Sam Nakagama. 59. A Califor-

nia-born economist who ad-
vises many of Japan's top

executives.

Michel Oksenberg. 49. Univer-
sity of Michigan professor
who helped shape Sino-Amer-
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SPECI AL REPORT

Is America in Decline?
Only our openness may save us from becoming the next fallen empire

B v EV AN THO M A S . W A SHI N ( - I 0N B l
' REAU CHIE I-'

i

n London after the second world war, parlor cynics liked to utter
a little prayer: Our Uncle, who art in America, Sam be thy
name. Thy Navy come, thy will be done, in London as it is in

Washington ” In Paris, the French National Assembly tried to
ward off creeping Americanization by outlawing the import and
sale of Coca-Cola. The Old World could chafe under the sudden
domination of the New, but resistance was useless. The United
States owned two-thirds of the
world’s gold reserves and all

of its atomic bombs. The Amer-
ican Century, as Henry Luce
dubbed the age, had arrived.

Four decades later, is the
American Century already
over? In Washington, seers and
savants are muttering darkly.

I

The United States "is a hege-
mon in decay, set on a course
that points to an ignominious
end," warns David Calleo, pro-
fessor at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced Interna-
tional Studies. Unless America
learns how to manage its loss of
influence gracefully, Yale pro-
fessor Paul Kennedy argues in
his provocative new book, "The
Rise and Fall of the Great Pow-
ers," it will collapse of its own - .

weight, like the profligate em- TOKYO BAY. 1945
pi res of 18th-century France
and 16th-century Spain. The Unlike other conquerors that exacted
foreboding is not confined to

ucu
thinktanksanddrawingrooms, penance, the United States rebuilt
Factory workers whosejobs are
threatened by foreign imports Germany andJapan after World War II
sense that America is no longer ——^
in control of its own destiny.
that new and unpredictable forces threaten the nation’s once
unquestioned preeminence. Ronald Reagan’s confident vow tomake the United States "stand tall” has given way to jitteryjokes
about Morning After in America."
Former secretary of state Dean Acheson, who presided over the

postwar transition from Pax Britannica to Pax Americana re-
marked at the time that Britain had "lost an empire, but not yet
found a role. The same might be said of America today. Can the
United States find a strong and secure place in the new world
order, where military commitments are straining its resources
J
., fs other countries are coming on as economic superpowers?
Much depends on whether Washington can persuade its allies to
share the burden of defense. More depends on whether the nation
can preserve the openness that sets America apart from all the
great empires that have come before.
By most measures, the United States remains the world’s domi-

nant power. English is still the international lingua franca; the
dollar, though weakened, is still the world’s currency The U S
economy is still twice the size ofJapan’s; the West is still protected
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by America s nuclear umbrella. America’s decline is relative, not
absolute. "America is not sinking." acknowledges Professor Cal-
leo. "The rest of the world is rising.”

That narrowing gap can be traced largely to America’s own
largesse. Unlike other conquerors that exacted penance and
tribute from vanquished foes, the United States rebuilt Germany
and Japan after World War II. Optimistic, generous and naive
Americans assumed that ifother peoples would just be more like
them peace and prosperity would reign. This civilizing impulse
got a little earned away at times: "A television set in every hut!”

vowed Lyndon Johnson’s na-
tional-security adviser Walt
Rostow, shortly before Uncle
Sam sank in the morass of
Vietnam. That dream ended
with the evacuation of the U.S.
Embassy in Saigon, which may
have marked the beginning of
the end of the American Cen-
tury. But for three decades the
global economy did advance
on a giant wave of American
know-how, spread from coun-
try to country by multination-
al corporations and the droves
of foreign students who came to
study in the United States. To-
day the United States can claim
victory in the great ideological

struggle between East and
West; all over the Third World,
Soviet-style Marxism is giving
way to the power of free mar-
kets, if not always the promise
of free elections.

The catch is that the United
States can no longer afford Pax
Americana. The America of
Ronald Reagan, like Queen
Victoria’s Britain, suffers "im-
perial overstretch,” writes Pro-e .. writes rro-

tessor Kennedy The Reagan administration disregarded Walter
Lippmann s classic dictum that a viable foreign policy requires a
balance between resources and commitments. Like other global
giants, America is loath to give up the vast military network
accrued at the apogee of its power. The United States maintains
vast fleets and armies abroad (520.000 soldiers, 65.000 sailors) but
refuses to pay for them. Instead, the government borrows—so
heavily that if the national debt continues to grow at the present
rate, by the year 2000 the interest payments alone will exceed the
entire federal budget of today. In just seven years America has
gone from the world’s biggest creditor nation to its biggest debt-or-a process that Peter Peterson, a Wall Street financier and I

chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations, describes as the
Argentming of America.”
The more the United States spends on its military might the

less it seems to buy Ronald Reagan’s annual defense budgets
have been 50 percent higher than Jimmy Carter’s, but the size of
U.S. forces has remained essentially unchanged. John Lehman
Reagan s Navy secretary for the first six years of the buildup,
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“KLM cable lifts?”

“Ofcourse, ifthat solves
the shipper s problem!’
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A shipper's transportation needs reach way beyond
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r^e a ' rPorT - And rhar is something KLM realizes

only too well.

Which is why they offer tailor-made solutions to
any transport problem.

Bur then, with nearly seven decades of experience
behind them, and strong partnerships with agents throughout

\i

the world, they have grown to understand the needs of shippers.

And have developed services which are really

comprehensive. Services which demonstrate that KLM Cargo
really does rake things further.

The Reliable AirlineKLM
CARGO
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Quantifiable technical progress
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Four outstanding values encapsulate <,

clear, easily read form of our "chip-on

the wide spectrum ot innovative technology from AEG on Inn-g,ax technology ,or measunngm,,uZn^n7oisPtey^
at sea, in air and in space (Shown in the

I

individual ele-

ments make up
Hie aerial ol the TRM-S radar. Elec-
tronic control allows defined ver-
tical scanning giving a three-
dimensional display.

SG5 . 000
. 000

iso. 000. 000 kilometres a-

way from the
earth by now the space probe
Giotto met up with Halley's comet
in March 1986. It is still relying on
AEG solar generators for its elec-
Irical power.

I pulses per sec-

ond can be
transmitted about 40 km without
amplification along the quartz-
glass fibre-optic cables produced
by AEG. This means a single cable
carries more than 7,680 conven-
tional or 4 digital television chan-
nels.

cubic metres of

oil per hourcan
now be transferred to a tanker even
m heavy seas. An electronic system
from AEG guides the transfer hose
lo the pipeline on the sea bed and
connects it under remote control.

Headquarters; AEG Akliengesellschall. Z 15. Theodor-aern-Ka, 1
, D-6000

Q 78,000 people work for

AEG in a total of 111

countries. 6.500 of them
are dedicated to research and
development in a senes of key
technological fields such as micro-
electronics, optoelectronics, power
electronics and drives, and in areas
of artificial intelligence and soft-
ware technology. The aim of all this
development is to arrive at innova-
tive solutions to communication,
information, industrial, energy and
transport problems.

Frankfurt 70. West-Germany AEG
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threats. Given the cost of high-
tech combat, the United States
ought do well to concentrate
its resources on the periphery
and let Europe play a greater
role in its own defense.

Joint dofense: The real ques-
tion is whether the allies
will pay their fair share. The
United States spends more
than 6 percent of its GNP on
defense; Europe 3 percent; Ja-
pan just over 1 percent. Wash-
ington spends $150 billion a
year to defend Europe; cutting
that commitment by a third
would make a $50 billion annu-
al contribution to reducing the
U-S. deficit. Politicians in Eu-
rope and Japan are not clamor-
ing to increase defense spend-
ing. Still, the allies have shown
some willingness to increase
military cooperation among
themselves. British, French
and Italian minesweepers fol-
lowed the U.S. Navy into the
Gulf to help safeguard oil tank-
ers from attack. Britain, West
Germany and France are mak-
ing tentative steps to overcome
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“ and join in a European defense force
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The evacuation ofthe U.S. Embassy in
Saigon may have marked the beginning
ofthe end ofthe American Century
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up protectionist walls against
foreign competition, turn away
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Fortress America. A wiser
course is to remember that in
an open society change is the
norm—and to welcome it.
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•A cloud ol deep gloom' gives way lo ao unexpected succnr. Thatcher, Mitterrand
. EC chairman Delors and Kohl “V '“ CA““ ,"-A,'

Sunrise in Brussels
In a rowdy encounter at the summit, Europe’s leaders eke out a budget deal

J
acques Chirac, the French prime
minister, hurled a barracks-room
obscenity at Britain 's Prime Minis-
ter Margaret Thatcher. Thatcher
described Chirac’s behavior as "as-

tonishing, absolutely incredible." Geoffrey
Howe, the British foreign secretary, de-
scribed one of Chirac’s remarks as "in-
sane.” Rarely in the rough-and-tumble his-
tory of European summits has the debate
become so rowdy, personal and off-color as
it did last Thursday and Friday in Brussels.
And yetthe Brusselssummit, which opened
under what one participant called "a cloud
of deep gloom,” ended with a totally unex-
pected success. A complex, last-minute
compromise ended a yearlongstruggle over
budget contributions and agricultural sub-
sidies—and gave the beleaguered Commu-
nity a needed breath ofnew life.

Helmut Kohl, the West German chancel-
lor and chairman of the Brussels meeting,
described the agreement as "the necessary
precondition for European advance." Jac-
ques Delors, chairman ofthe European Ex-
ecutive Commission and chief architect of
the compromise, lyrically praised the polit-

ical leaders for "accepting the philosophy
of reform in its integrality” and "allowing
Europe to speak with one voice on the world
stage.” The agreement’s fine print did not
not quite justify Delors’s dithyrambs. It did
not include the radical reform ofEC budget
procedures that the commission had pro-
posed. Nor did it take the radical approach
to cutting Europe’s chronicgrain surpluses
that Thatcher had advocated. But it will

allow the EC to pay its bills for the next four
years, and it does set limits on the produc-
tion of a wide range offarm products, even
if they are rather high limits.

At the start of the summit Thursday
morning, even those modest achievements
looked impossible. Before leaving their
home capitals, Chirac had announced that
Franee could not accept a limit on annual
grain production of less than 160 million
tons, and Thatcher had said she would not
go higher than 155 million tons. Giovanni
Goria, Italy's caretaker prime minister (his
government fell just before the meeting),
had said that he could never accept the
commission's new method of calculating
contributions to the EC budget, which I

would cost Italy an extra §1.5 billion annu-
ally. Spain, Portugal, Greece and Ireland
were demanding that the Community's
richer countries double their development
aid over four years. The British, French
and Germans—united on this point, if no
other—said they could manage no more
than a 50 percent increase.

Thursday’s sessions went as disastrously
as predicted. Thatcher, seconded by Ruud
Lubbers, the Dutch prime minister, insist-

ed that she would rather have no agree-
ment at all than a compromise that failed

to put a tight lid on the Community’s run-
away farm spending. Chirac and French
President Francois Mitterrand—who are
expected to run against one another in

presidential elections this spring—both ar-
gued for production limits that would cap
European farm production at current lev-

els but not roll it back. Kohl, whose party
faces tough local elections in two areas
with heavy farm populations, leaned to-

ward the French position. The talk grew
bitterer and the issues more complex. "We
are in the process of playing three-dimen-
sional chess," said one participant.
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When I became involved with

InterVarsity in the Philippines

as a young university student

thirty years ago, I met—through
reading—one of the great heroes

of the faith: Dr. James Hudson
Taylor. What a challenge and

inspiration his life has been to

me ever since!

Later, when I became General Secretary of the IVCF of the the Philippines

and had to accept much of the emotional and spiritual responsibility for the

support of a growing number of staffworkers, our experience followed that

of Hudson Taylor “God’s work done in God’s way will never lack God’s
supply.”

As IVCF General Secretary, when I recruited foreign workers to become
part of our staff, invariably we chose them from the OMF. The spirit of
humble service, the willingness to work long hours, the simplicty of
lifestyle that characterized these missionaries made them truly effective.

Diliman Bible Church, which I have been pastoring for the last six years,

was started by a Zimbabwean OMF missionary, Brian Gibson. He was
followed by an American OMFer, Ralph Toliver, then by an Englishman,
Philip Holder, also of the OMF. Now we in turn have sent the Laydas into

OMF as missionaries. We thank God for the OMF and send our warm
greetings to OMF in the United States on their centennary.

Isabelo F. Magalit, Pastor
Quezon City, Philippines

Pastor Bel Magalit
(r.) with Dr. Jim
Taylor, General
Director

It is quite impossible to

exaggerate the influence of

Hudson Taylor on the modern

missionary movement. In

addition to being the founder,

and for thirty-five years the General

Director, of the largest mission in the 19th

century, he was the father of the entire faith

mission movement. Many of the missions

that came into existence about the turn of

the century were a carbon copy of the

China Inland Mission. To this day, his

name is a household word in evangelical

circles. He was, indeed,

God’s gift to the church

and the world.

Dr. J. Herbert Kane,
CIM missionary,

professor of missiology,

world-renowned author.
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Sunday morning
crowds at one of

Seoul's large

churches reflect

the tremendous
church growth

in Korea In

recent decades.

/A (Pto®

by Mrs. Kim Yang-Jae
Church pianist

1111
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rom my birth I have been to church, and for the last ten

years have played the piano there. It is no credit to me,
but I have never missed one week. In my mission-
founded middle and high schools we attended Wednesday

and Saturday worship and took many Bible exams. Even during busy
university days I attended Christian meetings. At least outwardly my
Christian faith was exemplary.

Now I wonder how I could have done it all so zealously, with no
assurance of salvation.

I was bom again only after I had been married five years. What
joy! I had no doubt, with my level of Biblical knowledge and experi-
ence, I could sustain my new-found joy.

Yet I found it was not so. From revival meetings to Bible studies I

attended every possible group, finding it all very stimulating. After a
while, though, I lost my appetite for it all.

Though from childhood I was raised in a fami-

ly where it was “Jesus, Jesus" and “Bible, Bible”
to the point of boredom, actual praying and real

reading the Bible did not happen. I looked like a

fine Christian woman; actually I was not, and I

felt very frustrated. To God I must have looked
contemptible. My “Lord, Lord" was only words.

n 1982 I made a life-changing discovery: I

came across the Scripture Union notes

called Daily Bread. Through the SU read-

ing on Psalm 1 I realized I was a sinner

and not someone who meditated day and night on
God’s Word. After that I started to have a quiet

time. At first it was hard to put aside time every
day, but gradually I made the time and began to

meditate on God’s Word—the main theme of the

passage, what it said about who God was, and
the application to my own life. I read each day’s
portion many times, memorizing the main
verse. Before I was through, I could have
preached a sermon!

As I tried day by day to apply God’s Word to

my daily life, like Jesus' disciples I found my-
self being broken. I who had received grace only
by going to meetings found myself now daily

experiencing God’s grace without going any-
where. These were busy days, too, as my hus-

“In 1982 1 made a life-changing discovery:
I came across the Scripture Union

notes called DailyBread”
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band had opened a small hospital. Ap-
plication of God’s Word to our lives

came both through the words and
through the lives of the people in the

Bible. I cannot think of any better train-

ing for the end times than this daily
Bible reading.

Recently I was reading 2 Kings 21 and
thought about the contrast between Jeze-

bel and Naboth. What a woman wicked
Jezebel was! She produced a dynasty of
kings as well as being the driving force

behind the Baal worship. She ruthlessly

solved the problem of expanding her
husband’s estate. She was highly educat-

ed, honored, had everything. In her ivory

palace she spent sumptuous days never
knowing what it was to have a bad day.

In her high-powered life, however, she
probably never knew a day of real peace.

Then I thought about Naboth. Ahab
offered him the world for his vineyard.

But he simply refused to sell, as the

land was God’s gift to his family. As a

result he perished. His refusal was no
great noble deed, no heroic act. That'

s

it! I thought. The righteous life means
being obedient to God down to the

smallest detail. The story of Naboth’s
vineyard is the story of one man’s obed-
ience-recorded in the Bible for eternity.

What greater reward is there than that!

I see even Christians living like Jeze-
bel—driven to achieve their goals no
matter what the cost. What a contrast to

Naboth’s quiet obedience at the cost of
his life! His righteous refusal counted
far more than Jezebel’s whole aggressive

life. Sometimes it is hard to “do noth-
ing" when we want to be running and
active, but that is the way it often has
to be.

I now realize more than ever what life

would be like without my quiet time. It

makes me shudder. I really love God’s
Word. I praise God for helping me to

listen to Him. <y+<>

NOTE: Begun as the result of
the vision of early OMFers such as
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Pattisson,
Scripture Union Is today a mature
Korean ministry, promoting daily
Scripture reading and meditation
through seminars and Bible notes,
summer camps, book publication,
and teaching expository preaching.

Pastor Choi and schoolkids in Kwanggl.

Solving
the Problem
of Sagging
Enthusiasm
by Pastor Choi of
Child Evangelism
Fellowship

When I began to train

children’s workers, I realized

I had a big problem. Those
who received training as

child evangelists were eager

for one or two months, but

then they seemed to lose
their enthusiasm. I was concerned when I realized the root problem was that
they were not spending time with God’s Word every day. What could I do?
As God encourages us to do in James 1:5, 1 asked Him for wisdom.
The answer came when I met Mr. Yune Zong Ha of Scripture Union and

SU’s Daily Bread. Realizing how easily Daily Bread could be used to
encourage the CEF teachers to read their Bibles every day, I introduced the
little booklets to them. Many teachers’ lives were visibly transformed. Not
only so, but they were now well able to maintain their enthusiasm for
evangelism.

Also through Mr. Yune I met Nic Deane of OMF. Now each Wednesday
a group of about fifteen pastors meets in the CEF office to learn about the
application of the Word to our Christian lives through the quiet time and
expository preaching. Each week, too, at different times and places I am
now training up to 180 people in a daily walk with God and evangelism.
Also for the last five years, in winter and summer camps, both children and
teachers have learned about the quiet time. For as long as the Lord allows I

want to go on teaching and preaching His Word!



anuary 1984 was severely cold

in Korea. In a church in Seoul,

nl surrounded by a forest of apart-

v—" ments, God’s Spirit of truth

was working mightily. “Hear the word

of the Lord, you Israelites, because the

Lord has a charge to bring against you

who live in the Land: ‘There is no

faithfulness, no love, no acknowledge-

ment of God in the land. There is only

cursing, lying and murder, stealing and

adultery; they break all bounds, and

bloodshed follows bloodshed . . .

Denis Lane [from OMF’s international

headquarters in Singapore] opened his

expository-preaching seminar with

these words from Hosea 4:1-2.

“Without acknowledgement of truth

and without knowledge of God," he

went on, “we can’t expect security in

society. Hosea’s diagnosis was correct

at the time, and it’s true today. To the

leaders of the Korean church—where

there are many Christians, many pas-

tors and sermons, earnest prayer and

zeal for preaching—God says through

Hosea 4:6: ‘My people, because they

lack knowledge, will perish.’”

Denis Lane’s teaching gave deep in-

sight to the Korean church, where,

even though there are sermons in

abundance, there is no consecutive in-

struction and little change in lifestyle.

Many pastors wept in repentance. Af-

ter attending the seminar, I tore up all

my sermon notes.

The basic direction of my ministry

of God’s Word had been wrong. I came
to see that the pastor’s responsibility

starts from the analysis of God’s
Word; I saw a message which had to

be applied to one’s life.

This disillusionment was not only

my problem, but also that of the Ko-

I tore up
all my
sermon
notes

by
Pastor Kim Young-Su

rean church as a whole. Over seventy

percent of preachers depend on theme

sermons and are always thinking about

and trying to decide on their week’s

sermon titles, readings, and themes.

Most pastors think that this is just the

“Study time with
William Black on

Monday afternoon is

a time to taste joy

—

just like drinking

refreshing water
after a football

match”
Pastor Kim and
William Black
working together
on expository
preaching.

way it is. I had thought it was the pas-

tor’s responsibility and ministry to

find some readings. Because of insuffi-

cient time to prepare sermons from the

text, I could not help but copy from

commentaries and other people’s ser-

mons, then preach them. I painfully

remember a shameful thing which I did

in September 1983. Not having time

to copy the material, I cut the page out

of the book and preached it. The con-

gregation did not know, of course.

As was typical in the seventies, I

had not been introduced to expository

preaching in my preaching class in

theological college or in my own prep-

aration after graduation.

After hearing Denis Lane’s challenge

to preach God’s Word in a consecutive

way, applying it to everyday life, I

tried to learn the skill. I also started to

pray with other pastors who had the

same desire to preach God’s Word in a

way that would change the way we
lived. “God, please give us the resourc-

es and opportunity to study expository

preaching. Please give the Korean
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church the same vision you have to

English and Scottish pastors several

decades ago.”

hen we started to pray

and to prepare exposito-

ry sermons, though
lacking in skill, God had

already begun His own work. Using
OMF, God called William Black’s
family and prepared him to help teach

expository preaching in Korea. When I

heard this fact through my friend Doh
Moon Gap, who was working as part

of Korean OMF, I was very happy and
thankful. But would William Black
come to Pusan or work in Seoul? Sev-
en or eight of us not only continued

holding a study group for training in

expository preaching, following Denis
Lane’s method, but prayed to God con-

tinually that God would guide OMF
about sending William Black to

Pusan.

Thankfully OMF field council decid-

ed to send the Black family to Pusan.

My graduation thesis at university was
about CIM, and I believe the field

council’s decision came from a pioneer

spirit like that of Hudson Taylor, be-

cause pastors in Pusan and neighbor-

ing provinces have fewer opportunities

to receive further education than the

people in Seoul. This is reality in

Korea. I really appreciated the home
church in Britain sending the Blacks to

Korea, especially to Pusan churches.

ow William and Kathleen

Black are doing much impor-

tant work in the Pusan area.

William Black leads three

expository preaching groups for pas-

tors at Tyrannus Hall. In his house and
in surrounding areas he has another

four groups. He does this all in spite

of language problems; yet we respect

him and love him for his example.

Kathleen Black’s ministry is no less

important. She teaches pastors’ wives

in a discipleship training class. She al-

so leads Bible studies for housewives

and students. Not only is she a good
and humble Bible teacher, but she has

the image of an oriental mother. As

Lord, make them
alive in Christ

with us!
by Shin Hyun Hwak

Most of my time [as an OMF summer
missionary in Indonesia] I spent with

Paul and Joy Han, OMF missionaries

from Korea, observing and talking about

Paul’s work in the university. It was
wonderful to meet other missionaries al-

so and hear them talk of their vision for church planting in the farming areas
under the slogan, “Until the Lord’s glory fills Indonesia.” I learned about the
Indonesian church and felt the Gospel at work in that place.

In an English Bible study with university students we studied Jonah and
saw how God's love for the world could be spoiled through our disobedience
and racial prejudice. I experienced the daily life of a missionary family by
building a pond in the garden, repairing the fence, doing electrical wiring
the ordinary things of everyday life.

A few days before I left Indonesia, it was the Muslim new year. The
prayers were cried out from the mosques from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. the
next day. This cry touched my heart, very much like the apostle’s vision
when the man from Macedonia pled, “Come over and help us.”

From the time I left Korea until the time I returned I heard much about the
political unrest and economic troubles of my own country; yet I was full of
gratitude to the Lord when on the way home from the airport I saw all the
crosses lit up on the churches. Someone has said, ‘There are many churches
in Korea, but their light has become dim.” When I think of places where
there is no light at all, no hope, only awful darkness, I feel I am indebted to
preach the Gospel. In the beauty of the Korean autumn, when I think of the
Christless people in the tropical heat I have just left, I feel very burdened.
Lord, make them alive in Christ with us!

Jesus gave us a model though His in-

carnation and life on earth, the Black
family teach us through their lives,

not only their instruction.

In our churches, even though exposi-

tory preaching is still imperfect, the

opportunity to learn the art is the re-

sult of God’s working. I not only
came to know about it, but I am learn-

ing how to prepare and expound the

Word. Study time with William Black
on Monday afternoon is a time to taste

joy—just like drinking refreshing wa-
ter after a football match. So we begin

the week with the words of grace

—

studying Daniel, Ruth, 1 John, 2 Pe-

ter, Joseph, Mark. Seeing my resourc-

es [in the form of notes] building up, I

said to myself, Missionary Black,

there are sixty-six books in the Old
and New Testaments!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Kim
Young-Su is pastor of Ko-un Church
and representative for the Hall of Ty-
rannus Mission in the Pusan area. The
Hall of Tyrannus Mission is a Korean
home mission which organizes preach-

ers’ seminars (including those led by
OMFer Denis Lane) and other events
and publishes a monthly magazine
called Salt and Light.
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Mr. and Mrs.
Vang Yong-Eui
with daughter
Sung-Jin and
son Kyong-Jin.

To the Unreached
Yang Yong-Eui, Evangelist

hen I was in seminary, before I went to London [England]
Bible College, I spent part of a year in Kangnung, which is in
Kangwondo, the northeast comer of Korea, and discovered

large areas with no churches. I used to travel by bus, getting on and off at
the bus stops and evangelizing anyone who was around. Ever since then
the Lord has given me a vision and a burden for that area.

At present I am carrying out a survey of the area. In the quarter I have so
far covered I have discovered over a hundred villages or village groupings
with a population of over 400 without churches. Along with the survey I

have also worked with a dentist and some students in team evangelism.
From 1988 on I want to major on three or four village centers, visiting

them regularly every week. I plan to take a traveling library, including
children s books, Christian books, and books on subjects such as agricul-
ture, as the village people have no access to books. At the same time we
will carry out evangelism, probably concentrating on the children.

I am not planting churches, simply preparing the ground and praying
that God will raise up people to serve in these areas. As I come across pas-
tors who share my burden, I will be able to place them in areas where we
have been breaking ground.

I have experienced the joy of working with missionaries on our team.
Connie and Ridge Orr from the U.S.A. share our burden and vision and
have been with us in Kangnung, as well as two missionary couples from
other missions. It has been a beautiful experience, and I look forward to its

continuing. As long as there

are people to reach for

Christ, there will always be
room for us to work together

in reaching them, no matter

where we come from.

Ridge and Connie Orr on
home assignment

They expect to return to
Korea in late summer.

luilllllill

a
“I felt like a

low-rank soldier
going into battle...

yet we were full of
satisfaction....”

Marrying a theological student, I

knew that I would become a pastor’s

wife and took it as God’s calling.

We were both still students when we
began to plant a church. We rented a

small room, about nine square yards,

in which we lived, studied, and wor-
shiped. My husband’s two brothers al-

so spent most of their time with us

—

they lived in a separate room, but I had
to cook and wash for them. The church
people made no offerings for us, and
our parents could help only a little; so
life was hard.

Because I was a student and newly
married, I felt that I had to put up a

good front and not show my struggles.

I found it hard to maintain a good
prayer life, and even harder to keep up
appearances before the believers in our
tiny church. I felt like a low-rank sol-

dier going into battle. And yet we were
full of satisfaction and joy in knowing
we were serving the Lord.

After a year we turned the church
over to my father-in-law, and my hus-

band became an assistant pastor, re-

sponsible for education in an estab-

lished church. I was freer here and was
sometimes able to sing in choirs in

other churches, which I loved to do.

By now we had two small children.

My husband’s salary was enough to

keep us only for two weeks out of ev-

ery month, and we had to borrow mon-
ey to pay his school fees . . . and for

us to live on.

God seemed to give us the gift of
music in those days. When life was
difficult, we praised. When life seemed
impossible, God gave us the power of
prayer. After our second baby was
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bom, and we had no money, I went to
live with my parents. But after a
month my husband wrote, asking me
to come home even if we had to endure

hardship.

“Counseling church
members... looking after
the children, going to
dawn prayer meetings

...I was exhausted”
From 1976 to 1979 we had charge of

a church with fifty to sixty believers
in the port city of Inchon. Old, the
building had a traditional slate roof.

Here our third child was bom. As
there was no pastor’s house, we rented
some rooms from a non-believing
family. We had to bend over backwards
not to spoil the relationship with our
landlord in any way, though I felt sor-
ry to have to keep restraining my chil-

dren. But God gave great grace.

In Korea pastors are usually paid
well, but this little church was saving
to build a real church building, and the
believers were poor. When our oldest
reached kindergarten age, we did not
have money for the fees.

In counseling our church members, I

had to be careful of my words. Some-
times I spoke my mind, sometimes
kept silent and sometimes was very
positive. With all this, looking after
the children, and going to the dawn
prayer meetings every day, I was ex-
hausted. Many times I wanted to run
away, especially after we had bought
the land for the church. Yet our grain-

of-wheat faith grew slowly but surely,
and God gave us believers.

“I rarely had anything
to do with

the church members . .

.

and felt rather
sorry for myself”

Moving to a huge, well-organized
city church in 1979 brought a total

change to our lives. In this church my
job was to pray for and support my
husband, to teach my children the
faith, and to remember my position
before the church members.

I rarely had anything to do with the
church people. It was awkward, and I

felt rather sorry for myself. In such a
church the pastor’s wife either knows a
lot about what is going on, or she
may know nothing. I personally think
it is better to know nothing.

All the time we were at this church
they were building the enormous new
sanctuary. The pastors and their fami-
lies must be seen to be in the forefront
of sacrificing for such a work. I was
encouraged by seeing the sacrifices that

all the believers were making. Even
though we no longer belong to that
church, I still have a personal debt of
several thousand dollars which I bor-
rowed to give for the building. How-
ever, it does not weigh on me; it is a

privilege to sacrifice.

“My spiritual light
was beginning to fade

because I had no
opportunity to serve . .

.”

But my spiritual light was begin-
ning to fade because I had no opportu-
nity to serve in the church. A pastor’s
wife is not supposed to do Christian
work outside the church unless she can
do it without anyone’s knowing.
In 1985 we moved to our own

church. It is a well-established church
with a completed building and two
morning worship services. The present
membership is 700. Once more we
have a church extension scheme and
are buying up adjacent property.

My situation as pastor’s wife is dif-

ferent again here. My life is very much
the focus of attention. I try not to

miss weddings and funerals. I sing in
the women’s choir and counsel believ-

ers at times, but I do not have any pri-

vate friendships with them. This is

one way to avoid problems—a central
role for the Korean pastor’s wife!

My main responsibilities are to pray
for my husband, to help him maintain
his spiritual life, to raise my children
in the faith, and to be a model in the
life of the church. With hidden service
and encouragement, I try to help the

believers and other church leaders.
Doing these things is really important,
helping my own spiritual life as well
as bringing revival in the church.

been
Seminars especially for pastors 1 wives in Korea have^^of_great encouragement and profit to these position-isolated women.
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At first I wanted to be
free from all the

troubles on campus

W'-J all

OMFer Jeremy

by Oh Sang-Yune, student

'
e in Korea are influenced by the traditions of

f Buddhism, Confucianism, and shamanism. So,

although many people go to church, many do

not really know who God is and just follow the traditional

religious teachings. The way we think about God and serve

Him is full of misunderstanding. Seeing the need to intro-

duce the true Gospel, I started to witness fervently about a

life in which Jesus is Lord. I wonder if the

way forward for the life of the Korean

church is not through quiet-time training.

The Korean political situation makes the

citizens angry and leads to turmoil. It is es-

pecially difficult for university students,

with unrest leading to student demonstrat-

tions and riot police shooting tear gas. As a

Christian 1 was perplexed as to what to do.

At first 1 was indifferent and wanted to be

free from these troubles. But this attitude

brought me alienation and criticism from

other students. The Lord reminded me of

the need for salt and light on campus and

told me not to run away from the situation.

Since then we Christians have been praying

for God’s guidance every day, trying to give positive criti-

cism about what is wrong.

Seeing the anger on fellow students’ faces during a violent

protest against actions of school authorities, I lost hope and

became anxious. “Is God reigning in this place?” I com-

plained “Lord what can I do here?”

Through James the Lord answered “Be patient, persevere,

and don't lose the attitude of relying on God.” Not only

were we to rely on the sovereign God of history, but. He re-

minded me, we Christians must first repent.

In order for Christians on campus to influence university

culture and help overcome problems, I saw that we needed to

meet together. Though we in the dentistry department are

few in number, through our group gatherings we have

learned something of the life of prayer and praise. We are

looking for the growth of God’s kingdom on this campus.

Bishop with Kwangju

“I nurse nurses” by Kim Young-In

Kim Young-In

It feels good being a Christian Nurses As-

sociation staff worker. Much of what I do

involves relating to people. People ask me
if I nurse; and I say, "Yes, I nurse nurses.”

When I worked as a full-time nurse, it

was difficult to have regular fellowship

with other believers, because nurses in Ko-

rea have to change shifts every month. I

drew spiritual strength from my daily quiet

time, but it was also helpful to meet with

other Christian nurses for fellowship.

Nurses need to be involved in church

—

but that’s hard because of their changing

shifts. So it would be good if the church

could understand their situation, and be

sure, for example, to greet nurses when

they are at church on Sunday.

Many people think that Korea is a Chris-

tian nation; but this is not so. Many go to

church, but their weekday lifestyles have

not been affected by Jesus Christ. So if

Korean nurses really want to live out their

Christianity at work, they run into many
conflicts.

Carol Findlay,
who has been
working with Kim
Young-In. The two
met in Malaysia in

1984, discovering
a shared burden
for nurses.
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amuel, in rebuking King
Saul, said, “God has sought

out a man after his own
heart.” With all his potential,

that man wasn’t to be Saul. It was to

be David, a man with whom God
knew He could work. And when the

Lord set out in the 1880s to prepare
the way for new advance in getting His
Gospel to the ends of the earth, He
looked for and found people whose
heartset was Godward, who were will-

ing to put their assets at His disposal.

D. L. Moody, Catalyst
among Students

In founding his schools at North-

field, Massachusetts, D. L. Moody
hoped that “missionaries may go out
from them and preach the Gospel to

the world; that these schools may be
recognized as a power in bringing
souls to Christ.” Obviously his heart

was one with God’s. Watch how God
used him as a catalyst:

Moody met Hudson Taylor at Cam-
bridge University in Britain, where he
was holding evangelistic meetings
among the students. Among those
converted were two of the university’s

top athletes, C. T. Studd and Stanley
P. Smith. These two, along with five

others, abandoned their prospects and
wealth and volunteered for missionary
service with Taylor’s China Inland
Mission. The seven, all from the elite

CENTENNIAL
PERSPECTIVE

When He
wanted to

set the stage
fornew
advance

in the 1880s,

by David Michell,
Canada Director

of British society, came to be known
as the “Cambridge Seven.”

Studd and Smith toured the British

universities, firing many students with
an enthusiasm for missions. A few
months later, they and the other mem-
bers of the band left to join Taylor in

pioneer work in inland China. Mean-
while Studd’s older brother, J. E. K.
Studd. traveled across to America at

Moody’s request to speak on the Cam-
bridge Seven at the 1885 student con-
ference being held at Northfield. Studd
had been captain of the Cambridge
cricket eleven and was organizer of
Moody's student meetings at Cam-
bridge the year before.

Following that conference, Studd
spoke at a number of American univer- I

I

v

sides, helping to pave the way for the
birth of the Student Volunteer Move-
ment the next year. When Moody held
the first College Students’ Summer
School Bible Study in 1886 in the

buildings of his boys’ school at

Mount Hermon in Massachusetts,
Robert P. Wilder and John R. Mott
helped him recruit 251 students. As
the week progressed, missionary en-
thusiasm mounted, and by the close of
the final meering one hundred young
people had declared their commitment
to world evangelism. From this

nucleus, known as the “Mount Her-
mon One Hundred,” came the Student
Volunteer Movement. Their watch-
word, inspired by Dr. A. T. Pierson’s

message, was "the evangelization of
the world in this generadon.”

Missions suddenly became the cause
celebre. The missionary fervor of the

1886 Northfield Conference spread like

a flame across North America, and the

following year, when the second Col-
lege Students’ Summer School was
held, the 450 attending included not
only students, but YMCA secretaries

and other Chrisdan workers. Moody
again took the leadership.

Miss Agnes Dick
and the Niagara Bible
Conference

Up in Canada the rapidly growing
Bible conference movement made its
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From the Director’s Desk

KOREA: A New Target for the Church Left
For many years the NCC foreign policy bureaucracy has
been firmly in the grasp of a leftist ideology - an ideology
which is characterized by a knee-jerk, negative reaction to
American foreign policy, a presumption that socialism is
more just than capitalism, and a moral crick-in-the-neck
which allows serious criticism only to be leveled at those
regimes which are right-of-center.

The latest case is Korea, now a special focus of the
mainline bureaucracies. The testimony of an NCC
expert on Korea before a House committee this past
May, as you will leam from the following IRD special
report, was so unbalanced and silly that even liberal
Democrats on the committee were dismayed.

Using church resources and time, church staffers have
written materials and orchestrated resolutions reflecting a
view of the Korean situation which few who fought in the
Korean War will recognize. Absent is any strong sense of
what that U.N.-sanctioned defensive effort was all about
or what the differences between North and South Korea
were then or are now.

When the IRD learned that Korea was to be a major
new target for NCC interventions, we assigned Alan
Wisdom, our Research Director, to do a thorough study of
the policies being pushed and the assumptions which drive
them. The following special double issue of Religion and
Democrat is devoted to sharing those findings with you.

What stands in the way of Korean reunification,
according to the ideological church pundits, is quite
predictably the presence of American troops. In reaching
this conclusion, the NCC has deliberately ignored or
attacked the witness of the majority of Christians in
Korea, in order to focus on those minority radical voices
with which it agrees. In addition, the church materials are
extremely gentle, even laudatory at spots, in their treat-

ment of North Korea. The brutal North Korea known to

historians is mysteriously absent.

The NCC bureaucracy has frequently responded to

criticism by bitterly protesting that those who question its

policies are nothing more than right-wing "anti-

communists" who blindly salute the American flag.

But this is not what the debate is about. There has
never been any question that national self-criticism is a

legitimate and necessary part of citizenship. The debate is

about whether we can balance self-criticism with a
discerning endorsement of good uses of American power.

Has American power mainly been deployed in ways
that support the cause of freedom and justice, or has it

been mainly a force for evil? Sadly, many church staffers,

and some leaders, seem to believe the latter.

When the Rev. Dr. Arie Brouwer gave his acceptance
speech in November 1984 following his election as
General Secretary of the NCC. he made a deeply personal
observation upon his own brother’s death in the Korean
War. "I thought then that my brother Ed had died in the
cause of freedom. Later I learned that the Korean War
was probably a mistake, the result of a breakdown in

communication between the two superpowers."
That there have been breakdowns in communication is

indisputable. But to maintain that miscommunication is

the main cause of the conflict between North and South
Korea, or between non-democratic nations and aspiring
democracies, is a tragic misreading of history.

The issues which are at stake in our world, and with
which Christian citizens must responsibly grapple, are real
issues which have to do with justice, freedom, and
religious liberty. Those who seek to speak in our name
have all too frequently failed to understand that, or they
have had a view of justice which minimizes the impor-
tance of freedom. And when freedom has been sacrificed,
with the silence or approval of the church Left, it has been
injustice, rather than justice, which has emerged dominant.

Our purpose is to question the wisdom, not the inten-
tions, of those whose views have shaped the resolutions
and policies on Korea.

If you appreciate the careful scholarship which has
gone into the research and analysis of this report, please
do support the work of the IRD with a generous contribu-
tion. Your gift will make possible the continuation and
expansion of the work we do on your behalf.

Kent Hill

Executive Director



Religious Liberty Alert

Is There a Church in North Korea?

Until several years ago, the answer to the above question

was anyone’s guess. So closed was Kim II Sung’s regime,

and so pitilessly had it extinguished all public evidence of

religion, that Western experts could not determine whether
there were any Christians left in North Korea. Now we
know that at least some believers have kept their faith

through 40 years of hostile communist rule. But the size

and nature of the North Korean church remain unclear.

The first clue came in 1984, when the World Council
of Churches received an invitation to send a delegation to

North Korea as guests of the "Korean Christian Federa-

tion." In that visit and subsequent meetings between
Christian Federation officials and international ecumenical
groups, the organization has claimed to consist of some
10,000 Protestants in 500 house churches. (A Catholic

Association, with 2,000 members, was announced in

Pyongyang last June.)

Federation leaders, in their statements, have hewed
strictly to the government propaganda line. They assert

that they enjoy complete religious liberty. When asked to

explain the absence of church buildings and the small
number of Christians in North Korea, they blame U.S.
bombing during the Korean War for supposedly annihilat-

ing whole congrcgatioas gathered in their churches.
World and National Council of Churches officials, in

reports on their visits to North Korea, seem to take the
Christian Federation at its word. They have not publicly
raised questions about whether the religious freedom
permitted in North Korea might be less than total. Nor
have they intimated that there might be North Korean
Christians not represented by the federation. Dwain Epps
of the NCC explained that his delegation "had jointly
decided not to do anything which might divert us from the
goal of pursuing reunification efforts in cooperation with
the Christian Federation.

Open Doors, an evangelical group ministering to

persecuted Christians worldwide, takes a different tack. It

speculates that there may be many more Christians in
North Korea than the 10,000 reported by the federation. It

bases this hypothesis on three considerations:

(1)

The historical experience of persecuted churches.
Elsewhere in the world - for example in China during the
Cultural Revolution - churches thought to have been
crushed by fierce persecution have later emerged from the
underground stronger than ever. North Korea had hun-

dreds of thousands of Christians prior to the communist
takeover, and by no means all fied southward.

(2)

The nature of the Christian Federation. Open
Doors calls it a state-controlled umbrella organization .

created in an attempt to absorb existing Christian
churches." It interprets the federation’s founding as a
"government admission that their atheism campaign has
failed," signaling "the existence of a significant Christian

"Pray that the government will open the churches.
Pray for us. I am severely persecuted now because
my neighbors know I am a believer."

movement inside North Korea." Many Christians in that
movement might not trust themselves to an organization
linked to the state so long hostile to their faith.

(3)

Reports from Christians of Korean origin living in
Chinese Manchuria. Some of these have been permitted
to visit relatives across the border in North Korea, and
they bring back stories of small church groups meeting
secretly in rural areas.

Some Catholic observers are less sanguine. A mission-
ary priest who has visited North Korea several times
recently told the National Catholic Register (Aug. 21,
1988) that he accepts the government estimate of only
2,000 Catholics in the country. He said that younger
people with whom he talked had "no concept of priest" or
other religious notions. He saw this ignorance as indicat-

ing the success of communist indoctrination in interrupt-
ing the transmission of the faith between generations. A
Korean priest who visited his family in Pyongyang in
1984 recounted an especially sad incident. When he
offered to celebrate a mass in his hotel room in memory of
his pious parents, his family tearfully begged him not to.

However many Christians there may be in North
Korea, they must still live under great anxiety. Open
Doors printed part of a letter from a North Korean Chris-
tian to a relative in China:

Pray that the government will open the churches. Pray for
us. I am severely persecuted now because my neighbors
know l am a believer. How wonderful it was to worship with
you and listen to the preaching. Soon the Lord will be on
earth again and we will all be together.
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IRD Special Report

KOREA
As Democracy, Economy, Faith Advance in South,
U.S. Churches Push Reunification with North

When the Olympic torch comes this month to Seoul, it

will inaugurate far more than a sporting event. For the
South Korean hosts, these Summer Games will represent
a sort of grand national coming-out party. And indeed
Seoul, with the rest of South Korea, has much to show the
world: a booming economy, a newly-installed democratic
government, and - not least - a growing, vital Christian
church.

The transformation of South Korea in recent years has
been quite astonishing. The gross national product has
skyrocketed, from $87 per person in 1961 to $2,870 per
person last year. A 1987 newspaper poll revealed that

almost 70 percent of South Koreans now consider them-
selves middle class." The government, dominated for

decades by an authoritarian military, is now the product of
free elections. Furthermore, power is split between a

president and a legislative majority of opposing political

camps. In this new climate of pluralism, debates and
demonstrations are often vigorous.

'88 quickly moves
to undercut any

boasting:

If we re gelling so
modern and ad-
vanced, say the

south Korean peo-
ple, then why do
we still have Third

World-style mili-

tary-dominated
government that

regularly denies

internationally ac-

accepted human,
economic, and civil!political rights? ... !f we've become so
well-off

,
then why are so many important economic sacrifices

still extracted from the bottom half of the work force ? Why
isn't everyone benefitting from the tremendous growth?.. If
we south Koreans have become so advanced and so self-
confident, then why do we continue to be taught only to fear
and hale north Korea?

As striking as the advent of Korean democracy and
prosperity may be, perhaps we should see deeper signifi-

cance in the shift of religious faith. In a nation where a
century ago only a few thousand confessed the name of
Christ, today over ten million - 25 percent of the popula-
tion - claim him as Lord. Nor is this church growth
merely statistical. Korean Christians are characterized by
an intense faith, expressed in Bible-study cells and prayer
vigils, in the building of educational and charitable

institutions, and lately in the sending of missionaries to

other countries.

The book takes an equally dim view of the U.S. role in

Korea:

The U.S. is increasingly coming to symbolize everything
that runs against the grain of Korean nationalism. For
many Koreans. "American interests" means treating Korea
as a Cold War pawn; it means political manipulation and
economic subservience; it means military dependency
under an "occupying army"; it means exploiting Korean
people to serve needs of people on Wall Street and in the
Pentagon; and worse than any of those things, it means a
prolonged if not permanent division of the Korean
homeland.

Many U.S. Christians will feel especially heartened by
these changes in South Korea, knowing that we helped to

make them possible. It was American missionaries who
planted the first Protestant churches in Korea. When the

North Korean communists invaded in 1950. American
soldiers fought and died in defense of South Korean
freedom. And U.S. foreign aid contributed to sparking the

economic boom.

But gratitude for Korean progress is not the mood in

Korea '88: The Bigger Picture, a briefing book for

journalists covering the Olympics, prepared by the North
American Coalition for Human Rights in Korea
Instead the coalition, principally backed by our mainline
Protestant denominations, presents a "bigger picture" of
exceptional gloom. Curiously, the Korean churches are

not discussed in the book. South Korea’s economic and

This last phrase may explain the dark perspective. The
North American Coalition seems to have become so
fixated on the unfortunate division of Korea that it sees
only shadows over all that has been achieved in the South:

This is the central tragedy of modern-day Korea. All the
other tragedies on the Korean peninsula today - the denial
of human rights, the breaking ofpeople's wills and spirits,
the haughty self-righteousness of authoritarian rulers, the
blaming and the vilification, the barbed wire and nuclear
weapons, ... - all these follow from the central tragedy:
the division ofKorea into north and south.

Among the supporters of the coalition arc: the Na-
tional Council of Churches, the United Methodist
Church, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), the Epis-
copal Church, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the
Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers. Moreover, these
religious bodies do not simply subsidize the coalition.

political gains are briefly acknowledged; however, Korea
3
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A Prisoner of Conscience

The advent of a freely-elected government in South

Korea has had considerable impact on the human

rights situation. Within the past year the South

Korean government has released over 400 political

prisoners and restored civil rights to more than

4,000 former political prisoners. Yet the securing

of human rights is rarely an overnight accomplish-

ment. According to Amnesty International, there

remain more than 600 political prisoners in South

Korean jails.

Some of these prisoners were convicted of

espionage or violent acts which would be crimes in

any nation. Many of them, however, have been

detained simply for their views or their associa-

tions. They were sentenced under broad national

security laws which prohibit, for instance, any

expression which echoes North Korean propaganda

or which might cause social unrest.

One example of a South Korean adopted as an
Amnesty prisoner of conscience will illustrate the

continuing abuses of human rights. Here is

Amnesty’s description:

"Lee Tae-bok. aged 37, was arrested in June

1981 and is serving a 20-year prison sentence on
charges of being the leader of two ’anti-state’

groups, one made up of students, the other of
workers. A graduate of Kookmin University in

Seoul, Lee Tae-bok owned a small publishing

house, Kwangminsa, which specialized in social

sciences and in labour and economic issues. The
authorities accused him of being a 'home-grown
communist.’ At his trial he rejected this accusation
and withdrew a confession which he said he made
under torture and in which he had admitted being a

communist."

You may write on behalf of Lee Tae Bok to:

Embassy of the Republic of Korea
2320 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20008

Amnesty International has not been able to

adopt prisoners of conscience in North Korea,
because of a lack of information. The communist
government keeps secret almost every detail about
the workings of its judicial system. Nevertheless,
Amnesty has received reports of large numbers of
political prisoners in North Korea. Criticisms of
the regime arc punished by imprisonment, harsh
"corrective labor." or execution.

You may write your own church leaders asking
that when they visit Pyongyang, they insist that the
government there be more open about, and more
respectful of, the human rights of its citizens.

Many of them have recently made pronouncements of
their own on Korea. And as those pronouncements often
reflect the same obsession - reunification - and the same
attitudes - hostility to South Korea and the United States
- it does appear that the coalition stands at the center of a
coordinated church campaign on Korea.

"A Real Disservice"

North American Coalition publications have remarkably
little to say directly about the northern half of the Korean
peninsula. But Dorothy Ogle, the National Council of
Churches’ "Associate Director for Education and Ad-
vocacy on Korea Peace and Reunification," has shown no
such reticence. Testifying in May before the House Asian
Affairs Subcommittee, she sketched a relatively benign
impression of the communist regime in the North:

North Korea is a controlled society. There is a "correct
policy"for everything and 1 did not hear differing opinions
expressed openly /during a 1984 visit]. North Koreans did
not appear unhappy to me. Their little girls sing, "We live
in paradise and everyone in the world is envious of us " 1
am convinced that they believe it. They have had no
opportunity to see how others live. (But) though north
Korea is a fiercely independent state with a philosophy of
self-reliance, there are many indications that they would
like to open up.

Ogle told of how "north Koreans are proud of their
beautiful cities, schools, health care facilities, apartments,
irrigation projects, dams and locks" and fear a U.S. attack
which might destroy these. In this gentle light Ogle
portrayed a country which, by contrast, London’s
respected Economist magazine called "probably the
world’s most closed. Stalinist society," where the "army
remains well equipped [as] its economy staggers on."

The NCC official also gave a favorable evaluation of
North Korean proposals for reunification - which would
first require withdrawal of the 40,000 U.S. troops keeping
the peace under U.N. auspices, next proceed to military
reductions and political federation, and only then grant

South Korean requests for family visits, exchange of mail,
and trade. In reply to her own rhetorical question about
the North Koreans’ sincerity, Ogle gave assurance: "Of
course they are sincere." Citing a speech by the North
Korean dictator, she commented, "Kim II Sung’s com-
prehensive peace message has set forth some reasonable
principles for peace." By contrast, Ogle did doubt the

sincerity of South Korean President Roh Tae Woo. She
called U.S. policy "a major obstacle to the success of
bilateral talks" between North and South.

Statements such as these were hard to stomach even for

liberal Democrats on the House subcommittee. Rep.
Robert Torricelli (D-NJ) called Ogle’s testimony "a real

disservice" and told her, "I frankly found so much of your
remarks out of what is currently the range of thinking or

discussion in this country." Subcommittee chairman
Stephen Solarz (D-NY), responding to Ogle’s sympathetic
presentation of the demands of South Korean radicals,

exclaimed, "These demands seem to come straight out of
Pyongyang [the North Korean capital]."



The NCC Sets a Wayward Policy

Outrageous though Ogle's northward tilt might seem, she
was not speaking entirely on her own account. Much of
what she said was based on a National Council of
Churches policy statement on "Peace and the Reunifica-

tion of Korea" (November 1986). The"NCC statement
does not openly praise North Korea; however, it does take
care never to compare it unfavorably to the South. A
semblance oTNord^South moral equivalence is delicately

preserved against any facts which might serve to com-
mend the South or impugn the North.

The NCC document labels the governments in Pyong-
yang and Seoul as "two increasingly hostile and heavily
armed states." Their armed forces are depicted as equal

Subcommittee chairman Stephen Solarz (D-NY),
responding to Ogle’s sympathetic presentation of
the demands of South Korean radicals, exclaimed,
"These demands seem to come straight out of
Pyongyang [the North Korean capital]."

threats to peace. The demilitarized zone separating the

two armies is called "this global fault line [along which]
the abrasive edges of the two great ideological systems
grind against each other." Nowhere is there any moral
distinction drawn between those "two ideological sys-

tems," democratic capitalism and Marxism-Leninism. Nor
is there a sense that North Korean forces are geared for

attack, whereas the South Koreans are prepared only for

self-defense.

Amazingly, the NCC statement even manages to gloss
over the concrete proof of Kim II Sung’s aggressive
intentions: his invasion of the South in 1950. Although
several allusions are made to the Korean War, never is it

clarified who started it. Consider this NCC exercise in

verbal evasion: "Thus hopes [in the late 1940s] that the

division would rapidly give way to a reunified country
were dashed, and tensions grew, culminating in the terrible

Korean War between 1950 and 1953."

Likewise, the NCC tiptoes around a discussion of the

communist regime’s suppression of the Christian faith:

However, after liberation from the Japanese, the Church in
the North was decimated by social upheaval and war.
Many Christians left because of the fear of life in a
Communist society ; thousands were killed by the violent
tactics employed during the Korean War, especially the
saturation bombing [by U.S. planes/; among those who
stayed, the experience of the participation of [U.S. and
South Korean] Christians in the war against them spread
disillusionment; and many Christians left the Church under
the pressure ofa rigorously organized society.

Note, as in Ogle’s testimony, the awkward euphemism for

"totalitarian," and the strained attempt to shift blame onto
the United States.

Indeed, blaming the United States appears to be the

main point of the NCC statement A concluding section

volunteers the following confession of sin:

We are deeply conscious of the roles our nation's govern-
ment. and military and economic interests, have played in

creating, maintaining and deepening the division of Korea.
... The churches too have much to confess. Korea has
suffered from the uncritical acceptance by many in our
churches and nation of the virulent anti-communism which
gripped our society hard in the 1950s and has kept it in its

grasp to varying degrees ever since. Many Christians not

only acquiesced to the division of Korea after World War
II. but provided theological and ideological justification for
it.

There is no other passage suggesting appropriate confes-

sions for North Korea, the Soviet Union, or China.

The NCC’s proposals for promoting reunification

certainly come closer to Pyongyang's position than to

Seoul’s. The 1987 policy statement urges the U.S.

government: "to refrain from hostile and inflammatory
rhetoric about the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(North Korea]"; "to extricate itself from its commanding
role in R.O.K. [South Korean] military affairs and its

dominance over the political and economic life of the

nation"; and to carry out "a phased withdrawal of U.S.

forces from South Korea," as part of a multilateral military

reduction. No appeal is made for North Korea to respect

such basic human rights as freedom of religion, freedom
of communication, and freedom of movement.

A South Korean soldier stands guard along the "Demilitarized
Zone" (DMZ) separating the two halves of Korea The threat from
838,000 North Korean troops - more than 75 percent of them
within 50 miles of the DMZ -- makes South Korea's security a
continuing concern.



The Rest of the Choir: Variations on a Theme

Denominations within the ecumenical council have also

spoken on Korea, often in similar tones. The Episcopal

Church, at its General Convention this July, did the

simplest thing. It flatly endorsed the NCC statement, after

virtually no debate. Some observers wondered whether

more than a dozen of the over 1,000 bishops and deputies

had actually read the document they blessed.

At the 1986 General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church (U.S.A.), a resolution was adopted on

^
"Reconciliation and Reunification in Korea." The Pres-

vV byterian assembly offered "prayers of repentance for the

v complicity of our own nation ... in helping to create and

perpetuate the tragic division and conflict that have beset

the people of Korea." The resolution placed North and

South Korea on the same moral plane. It referred, for

example, to "two antagonistic societies," subject to

"tensions exacerbated in the South by fear of invasion and

in the North by fear of the United States’ nuclear

presence." The assembly noted past "harsh suppression of
religion" in North Korea, but expressed "hope that there

This is a poster now being distributed by the church-backed North
American Coalition for Human Rights in Korea It illustrates the

IZhT ***?*%& the ST l °lympiCS 05 an occas‘™ to

|

condemn the South Korean hosts But the concern raised is genuine
|
there are still some reports ofSouth Korean police torturing prisoners

'

may be growing tolerance of religion in the North." While
calling for "a phased reduction of United States military
forces" under a regional peace treaty, it also urged
humanitarian steps such as family reunification and
regular phone and mail links between North and South

As the United Methodist General Conference con-
vened this May, it seemed likely to fall in line with the
ecclesiastical trend on Korea. The UM Board of Global
Ministries had churned out a proposed resolution, resem-
bling the NCC statement, on "Peace, Justice, and
Reunification of Korea." But the caucus of Korean-
American Methodists, disturbed at being excluded from
the drafting process, organized to amend the resolution
The success of their efforts resulted in a resolution which
stands as the most forthright, judicious U.S. church
contribution to the discussion on Korean reunification.
For example, the UM statement draws a sharp distinction
between the progress of democracy in North and South
Korea:

In the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, people's
struggle for human rights and political freedom is
completely repressed and there is no sign of improvement
at this time. In the Republic of Korea, the political
situation has been much improved with the constitutional
change and the direct presidential election. However,
there still exist elements ofpolitical repression.

The resolution sets forth, too, the necessary connection
between freedom and reunification, stressing "the impor-
tance of open social institutions, including freedom for
press, political, academic, religious, and cultural activities,

in order to build a strong, unified Korea."

Flawed Resources

Unfortunately, U.S. Christians seeking more details on
Korea cannot count on church-produced materials of the
same discernment as the UM resolution. Besides the

reports of the North American Coalition for Human Rights
in Korea - generally accurate, but unbalanced - the most
widely available resource is a 1984 NCC mission study
book. Entitled Fire Beneath the Frost: The Struggles of
the Korean People and Church, it was edited by Peggy
Billings, the head (until October) of United Methodist
missions overseas.

Fire Beneath the Frost
, like the later NCC policy

statement, is notable for the topics it skirts. In the 89-page
book, there is only one brief reference to "the communist
persecution and purge of Christians in the north" - and
that in the midst of a passage damning refugees from the

North for their subsequent "blind" anti-communism! The
conflict of 1950-1953 is treated as a "civil war," so as to

avoid branding North Korea the aggressor.
If the NCC study does have a target for denunciation, iti

is not the North Korean communists but - strangely - the!

majority of South Korean Christians. These are con-
1

i

demned as "fundamentalists" - "self-righteous," "in-

tolerant," and deficient in "commitment to defend the

minjung [people] from political oppression and economic
exploitation." Worst of all, they are anti-communist:
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To these Christian-McCarthyists ," the governmental
policy of anti-communism is the main business of govern-
ment. Communism and socialism are always wrong and
bad while capitalism is always good and right. They
preach that God unequivocally and unconditionally favors
capitalism over against any other ideology and system.
Such a bias not only distorts the biblical truth; it also helps
perpetuate the division of the Korean peninsula

Far from rejoicing at church growth in South Korea, Fire
Beneath the Frost deems it "problematic."

Last year the American Friends Service Committee
(AFSC) published a more scholarly study, comparing the
two Korean governments and assessing the prospects for
reunification. Regrettably, Two Koreas - One Future ?

demonstrates that fuller documentation does not guarantee
sounder judgment. The AFSC policy statement at the end
of the book recommends a far rasher step than did the
NCC: the immediate, unilateral withdrawal of U.S. troops
from South Korea. This sudden move is required, accord-
ing to the AFSC, because:

U.S. troops are in Korea because of perceived U.S. security
interests, not for the defense of South Korea or in the
interests of the Korean people. Removal of the U.S troops
from the peninsula would prevent their being drawn instantly
into any new conflict.

The supporting essays in Two Koreas, however,
frequently do lean northward. Despite many estimates

placing personal income in the South at double or more
that in the North, the essay on economics, by John
Halliday, refuses to say which regime has delivered more
goods to its people. But Halliday does claim that in the

North income is distributed more equally, women are

accorded greater opportunities, and "the achievement in

agriculture is impressive." The essay on politics, by
Gregory Henderson, even finds an attractive side to tire

dictator Kim II Sung:

North Koreans apparently admired Kim's composure under
bombardment and reversal lduring the Korean War/, and
his determined planning; his initiatives in invading the South
were concealed from most of his citizens, lie became his
despairing nation's sole hope. He has since become the
world's senior living national leader, the sole source of the
North's government, law, and salvation cull.

Yet the most extreme of the AFSC essays is the

"Korean Perspective" supplied by Kyungmo Chung.
Chung rants against what he regards as South Korea’s
subservience to Japan. For deliverance from this depend-
ence, Chung turns - perversely - to a system which has
subjected its victims to far greater oppression:

In other words, if the North Korean army marched south
again, the AFSC wants U.S. troops out of its way. The
AFSC statement opts, too, for an odd kind of moral
equivalence between North and South Korea, with an
evenly positive view of the two antagonists: "Knowledge
about both sides may begin to create awareness that each
side in the Korean division has had substantial success in

building a viable society."

The question then is whether Korea must await the driving
force of Asian communism to achieve its aspiration of
becoming again a united nation. China. Vietnam and Korea
all fought against imperialism, which subjugated them to
colonial humiliation. They have heard Marxism and
Leninism preach the evils of imperialism But they have seen
that Asian communism is not a carbon copy of Soviet
communism and that their historic experience is different
from the conditions that produced Marxism or Leninism If
U.S. citizens had realized the truth ofAsian pragmatism they

might not have felt compelled to fight
the Chinese. Vietnamese, and North
Koreans, squandering millions of
human lives and exhausting their

own economic resources.

Apparently, Chung wishes that in

1950 we had allowed Kim II Sung
to complete his conquest.

A North Korean tunnel under the DMZ During the 1970s South Korean and U.S. troops
discovered three such tunnels, apparently designed to facilitate a possible invasion from the
North. Seismic readings indicate continued North Korean work on other tunnels not yet located.

Questionable Assumptions

The focus of all this recent U.S.

church activity on Korea has been,

obviously, reunification. The NCC
mission study and statement and
testimony before Congress, the

denominational resolutions, the

materials put out by the North
American Coalition and the Friends

Service Committee - all dwell

heavily on the urgency of bringing

the people of North and South
Korea together again. And indeed

reunification is the universally

expressed desire of Koreans, North
and South.



The more difficult questions concern how best to

pursue the goal of reunification. Many of our churches’

pronouncements on Korea rely on a set of assumptions --

occasionally stated, often perhaps unconscious — which
need to be re-examined:

Political division is the greatest evil, the source of

all other evils, on the Korean peninsula today. Are not

poverty, dictatorship, and the denial of human rights evils

as great as an unnatural border? And might not these

other evils be just as oppressive in a united Korea - more
so if it were ruled from Pyongyang?

But is anti-communism necesarily a sin? Might it

not simply be a sober judgment, reached after

tasting the bitter fruits of communism?

The United States bears principal responsibility

for the division of Korea. Does not the Soviet Union
bear at least an equal responsibility? And what of the

United Nations, which authorized the first South Korean
government and mandated the U.S.-led defense of it?

Moreover, if the alternative to division was to leave the

entire peninsula to the Soviets and their communist
proteges, can we fault U.S. officials for agreeing to a de
facto split of Korea?

We must confess anti-communism as the funda-
mental sin which maintains the division. But is anti-

communism necesarily a sin? Might it not simply be a
sober judgment, reached after

tasting the bitter fruits of com-
munism? After considering the

works of Kim II Sung’s hands, what
sensible person could be other than

anti-communist?

The withdrawal of U.S. troops
from South Korea is a necessary
first step toward reunification. Is

withdrawal wise, though, if it might
endanger South Korean security,

tempting a new attack from the

North? And what if the South
Korean people do not want a troop

withdrawal? According to The
Washington Post (June 21, 1988),
among South Koreans "only the

militants and dissidents, accepting

the North Korean line that the U.S.

troops are the prime obstacle to

reunification, want the soldiers

withdrawn." Even Dorothy Ogle of
the NCC admitted: "1 don’t believe

that the majority of the [South
Korean] people would like the

forces withdrawn unilaterally."

In the interest of reconcilia-

tion, all criticism of North Korea

should be muted. The communist regime may even be
praised on occasion. Where its misdeeds are undeni-
able, these should be equated with the sins of the

South. But does reconciliation require that we ignore
injustice, or blur distinctions between degrees of injustice?

Does it not rather require that we face all problems
honestly, and in proportion? If church publications aim
criticism at injustices in South Korea, is there not even
more cause to target the political repression, religious ,

persecution, economic stagnation, and militarism in North J.
Korea? Should not church statements mention the fact that +
it was North Korea which attacked in 1950, and that today .

North Korea deploys 40 percent more soldiers, 175 /

percent more tanks, 55 percent more artillery, and 60 I

percent more aircraft than does the South?
On the other hand, when South Koreans fail to

match our ideals of democracy and Christian social
concern, they should be criticized unsparingly. But
should not our criticism be tempered by the realization

that it has effect only because many South Koreans do
share our democratic and Christian aspirations? And
should we not give them fair credit for their political,

economic, and religious accomplishments?

Which Way to Reconciliation?

If these assumptions are so shaky, why then do so many
U.S. religious bodies hold to them? The problem is not
that church activists do not know the vices of North
Korea, the virtues of South Korea, or the rationale for U.S.
policy. Their circumlocutions too often betray an aware-

Co/Ao/jc Cardinal Kim Sou Hwan (right) meets in May 1987 with Roh Tae Woo, now the President
o'

,

th K°re° Cardinal Kim was widely respected as a mediator during last year's constitu-
tional crisis. He called upon the government to allow direct presidential elections, which it did in
December.
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ness of facts which do not fit their presuppositions.
Perhaps, though, they cling to those presuppositions
because they consider them the only available framework
for attaining reunification. Since North Korea is not
changing its attitude, they may reason, we must change
ours first. We must repent of our anti-communism, cease
talcing sides with South Korea and against the North, and
maybe then the North wall begin to soften its ways.

The above is one -- highly dubious — scenario for
reunification. But there are several others. One is the
solution attempted by Kim fi Sung in 1950: a forcible
incorporation of the South under the Pyongyang dictator-

"...Resisting communism is possible only when
democracy makes steady progress in South Korea
and stabilizes the political scene, demonstrating
with the support and unity of the people the
superiority of democracy over communism.' 1

-- Kim Dae Jung

ship. Some observers fear that the approach commonly
advocated by mainline U.S. churches might make this
grim outcome likelier than the rosy one they imagine.

A more cautious strategy was outlined by Ralph
Clough of the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced Interna-
tional Studies, speaking at the same hearing as Dorothy
Ogle:

Political unification of the Korean peninsula must be
regarded as a long-term goal. Hostility between the two
Koreas is so intense and their political systems so different
that hope for early unification is unrealistic, despite the
strong desire of individual Koreans throughout the peninsula
Jor a unified country. It is not unrealistic, however, to
anticipate an end to the total lack of intercourse that now
prevails between the Koreas. Trade, travel, mail delivery
and cultural exchanges would be highly desirable as a way
of diminishing distrust, improving understanding between
the peoples of the two parts of Korea and paving the way for
eventual serious negotiations on political unification.

Kim Dae Jung, generally considered the most liberal of
South Korean opposition party leaders, argues for another
long-term strategy. In a letter written in 1982, while

iZnJT
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Clough and Kim make points which our churches

TiVf 10 hear Pcrhaps our "'vo'vcment in Korca
should be directed toward encouraging those develop-
ments in South Korea - the growth of democracy, the
economy, and particularly the Christian faith - which bind
it to otrcdeepcst values, while doing what little we can to
prod greater openness in North Korea. But to adopt this
approach would require the churches to recognize die
moral difference between North and South Korea, and to
drop ihcir insistence on the rapid reunification of the two
They would have to identify with South Korca. rather than
disowning it and striking a false pose of neutrality be-
tween South and North. A necessary element of this
identification is the commitment to keep U.S. troops in the
South, as long as South Koreans desire their presence.

There are some church statements and programs which
might fit well into a longer-term strategy of reunification.
The United Methodist General Conference resolution
certainly accords well with such an approach. So too
might the Presbyterian General Assembly’s offer to
facilitate humanitarian contacts between North and SouUi
Korea, as well as the North American Coalition’s work on
specific human rights cases in the South.

But church groups need to press with equal vigor for
human rights in North Korea. For, given the recent
changes in other communist countries, we may have
grounds to hope someday for a relaxation of political,
economic, and religious repression there too. Until that
day comes, however, talk of Korean reunification ought to
be tempered by a realistic caution. It is precisely that
quality which has been missing from most mainline
analyses of Korea.

— Alan Wisdom

Mark Your Calendars!!!

IRD is sponsoring an all-day conference on November 17, 1988 entitled "Christian Teaching and the Just
Resort to Violence." The conference will examine how the classic "just war" tradition offers a foundation
for addressing contemporary revolutionary violence. There will be case studies on Nicaragua and South
Africa. Please watch your mail for more information or call the IRD office (202/393-3200) for details as
available.
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Who Do Our Churches Support in Korea?
The authors of mainline U.S. church statements on Korea
arc well aware that their views would not find wide favor

among Korean Christians. Denouncing South Korea
categorically, ignoring or praising North Korea, and
urging withdrawal of U.S. troops does not play well in

Seoul. The National Council of Churches’ mission study,

Fire Beneath the Frost, admits as much: "Any suggestion

that the majority of the Korean churches have been

actively engaged in the struggle for justice and human
rights (as defined by the NCC] would be misleading."

Yet U.S. church activists often claim they are merely
echoing what they hear from "the church in Korea."

Which church do they mean? Principally, it seems, the

National Council of Churches in Korea (NCCK).
The NCCK is an association of six Korean denomina-

tions -- Methodist, Anglican, Salvation Army, Evangeli-

cal, and two Presbyterian bodies - which mostly sprang
from the work of mainline U.S. Protestant missionaries

earlier this century. I ts member churches include less than

one third of Sou th Korea’s ten million Christians.

HTnTrercbntroversial congressional testimony, Dorothy
Ogle of the U.S. NCC refereed repeatedly to the NCCK.
She quoted a "Declaration of the Churches of Korea on
National Reconciliation and Peace," issued by the Korean
council this February. And this Korean church statement
served her purposes well, for it reflects many of the same
arguments espoused in the earlier U.S. NCC statement.

The NCCK declaration assumes the moral equivalence
of North and South Korea. The Korean War was simply
"a tragic internecine war" in which Christians were killed
by both sides. The situation since then is, according to the
NCCK, a case of absolutely parallel oppressions:

The prolongation of this division [of
Korea! has led to abuses of human
rights in both systems in the name of
security and ideology, thus we have
seen the repression of the freedoms of
speech, press, assembly and associa-
tion . ... The educational systems and
propaganda of north and south share
in mutual vilification, each setting the
two systems in competition in order to
weaken and destroy the other, always
perceived as the most hated enemy.

One finds here no hint here that

democracy in the South has opened
up new freedoms and led to bids for

reconciliation with the North.

Instead the NCCK proceeds to

confess the "sin" of supporting

South Korean self-defense.

Division has led to war. yet we
Christians have committed the sin of
endorsing the reinforcement of troops
and further rearmament with the
newest and most powerful weapons in

the name ofpreventing another war...
We Christians confess to having
sinned during the course of thisaation [to 'outside powers' J by

ming our sense of national

pride and betraying our people through forfeiting our spirit

of national independence. .. We confess that Christians of
the south especially have sinned by making a virtual
religious idol out ofanti-communist ideology...

Minjung Theology:

"Unifying God and Revolution"

This NCCK perspective did not emerge from a void;
rather it flows from a particular narrow stream of thought
within the Korean chureHes.~In~the 1970s a small circle of
UTST and European-trained academics proclaimed a radical

new "minjung (people’s) theology." Minjung theology is

often described as a Korean variant of liberation theology,
although it does not proclaim the same commitment to

Marxist analysis found in the Latin American model. The
U.S. NCC’s Fire Beneath the Frost, while conceding
minjung theology’s unpopularity in Korea, nevertheless
embraces it — for transparently political reasons:

This theologyfrom the situation, though presently lacking in
influence in Korea, could be the starling point for a truly
Korean theology. Admitting bias, this book examines
"minjung" theology from the assumption that it could
become a starling pointfor changes in Korea.

In an anthology (Minjung Theology: People as the

Subjects of History
, 1983). the overtly political focus of

minjung theology becomes clear. "The subject matter of
minjung theology is not Jesus but the minjung (the

people), insists Suh Nam DongT a former professor at

Yonsei University. He defines the theology’s mission as

"tojjnify God (spiritual renewal) and revolution (structural

renewal) concretely," so as to "suggest the direction along
which the people’s rights movement should go."

Student protestors, armed with sticks, take over two South Korean military vehicles. This
incident occurred last May in the city of Kwangju, during an opposition campaign for
direct presidential elections. Much smaller groups of radical students continue to hold
violent demonstrations infavor of reunification and against the U.S. troop presence
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To accomplish this mission, Suh says, minjung
theology seeks to overthrow "dogmatic theology."

Christian symbols must be rescued from their traditional

religious meanings. Instead, biblical figures must be
politicized as Suh attempts here:

In terms of the minjung, Moses was a heroic leader But
7 Jesus was a resister who kept company with the minjung. ..

Actually, if we use the term "revolution" for Jesus, we must
recognize the fact that the style of his revolution is different
from that of Moses. In the case of the Exodus, the revolution
occurred only once at a historical point, while the event of
the Crucifixion-Resurrection was aimed at permanent
revolution. In the case of a one-time revolution, the minjung
are the objects of salvation (salvation from outside). In the

9 I case of permanent revolution, the minjung become the
i

|

subjects of salvation (self-reliant salvation ).

More orthodox theologians might have difficulty finding a

term other than "heresy" to describe this portrait of our
Savior as Maoist.

"A few younger pastors and some church leaders

do follow minjung theology, but most Korean
churches do not accept it."

- Rev Chung Yung Hwan

For its adherents, though, minjung theology has been
far more than an intellectual excursion. It has inspired

much agitation for change in South Korea. As minjung
exponents have won posts within the NCCK over the past

15 years, they have established or sheltered an entire

network of political pressure groups under church
auspices. These include student and community associa-

tions, labor unions, and organizations devoted to protect-

ing human rights or promoting unification. Together they
form a nucleus of radical opposition to government
policies, a perpetual source of demonstrations, strikes, and
other "conscientizing" activities.

During the dictatorships of Gens. Park Chung Hee and
Chun Doo Hwan, these church-related groups were often

lonely , courageous voices of protest. They raised valid

complaints about the conditions of factory workers,
farmers?

-

and political prisoners, and they made just

demands for greater democracy. As a result, some church
leaders and workers suffered imprisonment and torture.

Yet now that South Korea has entered the democratic

|

path, the confrontational tactics of the radical dissidents

arouse more legitimate worries. Even leftist student
I leaders acknowledge that the South Korean middle class

»' V does no t trust their current agenda: _rapid reumticatiorr

There is concern, too, about whether it is right to turn

the Church into the headquarters of a partisan movement.
Some of the church-related pressure groups have been
diverted from their original spiritual purposes. Minjung
theologian Suh Kwang Sun David relates, for instance,

how the Urban Industrial Mission shifted from evangeliz-
ing workers to unionizing them, and how the Korean
Student Christian Federation was transformed from a

Bible-study fellowship to a "model" of campus political

activism. Since U.S. church monies and missionaries have

played an important role in both the Urban Industrial
Mission and the Student Christian Federation, American
Christians might well consider whether they bear some
responsibility for this politicization.

Where are the Real Radicals? .

In fact, one may wonder whether in some cases the
original radicals might not have come from our churches,
with Korean Christians being die objects of American

-

induced radicalization. Certainly, if the NCCK’s statement
on reunification is compared to that of the U.S. NCC, die
Korean document appears more moderate in several
respects. The NCCK mentions that "Christians in north
Korea have endured suffering and death in their confronta-
tion with the north Korean communist regime" - a far

franker recognition of history than has been heard from
our NCC. The Korean council specifics that any
reunification arrangement must "provide the maximum
protection of human liberty and dignity," with guarantees
of freedom of speech and other human rights in both
halves of the peninsula. Likewise, it calls for withdrawal
of U.S. troops only when "a verifiable state of mutual trust

is restored between north and south Korea, and there arc

international guarantees of peace and security to the entire

Korean peninsula." By contrast, no such strong caveats
qualify the U.S. NCC’s advocacy of reunification.

Some Korean minjung theologians also condemn
communism in phrases which are almost taboo in U.S.
mainline circles. Suh Kwang Sun David draws this lesson
from the experiences of North Korean Christians: "As
communist persecution increased (after 1945] from
harassment to arrest and detention without proper trials,

and even to murder, Korean Christians came to realize that

Communism is no ideology for the oppressed. It is just

another way of oppressing the oppressed." Kim Yong
Bock labels communism in the North a false "political

messianism," "imposed from the outside by the Soviet

Union, against the popular will of the Korean people."

Suh and Kim would also denounce capitalism; neverthe-

less, their genuine ideological cvcn-handcdncss looks
much more moderate than the typical U.S. church posture

How much support docs the NCCK line have within

South Korea? Not much, by all accounts. Members of

NCCK churches comprise only 30 percent of the nation's

Christians, and even they do not necessarily concur with

the council’s politics. Victor Hsu of the U.S. NCC told

Religious News Service (June 3, 1988) that there is

substantial resistance within NCCK denominations to its

position on reunification. The Rev. Chung Yung Hwan,
the former pastor of a Presbyterian church in Taegu,

Korea, now ministering in Woodside, NY, says of the

largest branch within the Korean council: "Almost all of

the Korean Presbyterian churches are very conservative.

A few younger pastors and some church leaders do follow

minjung theology, but most Korean churches do not

accept it."

Why, then, has the radical line won such undeserved

acceptance among mainline U.S. church officials?
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The Other Korean Christians
U.S. church statements do not often refer to Korean
Christians other than a small minority — the minjung
theology advocates whom our mainline denominations
support And when they do speak of other Korean
Christians - the vast majority - it is with scorn. The 1984
NCC mission study branded most Korean Protestants as

"fundamentalists," "anti-people oriented, anti-nationalistic

(or pseudo-nationalistic) and anti-democratic." Rarely do
our churches cite these other Christians in their own
words. Perhaps if they did, we all might learn a good deal

more about Korean Christianity.

The Korea Evangelical Fellowship represents the sort

of people the NCC would call "fundamentalist." Recently
the fellowship belied that stereotype, issuing a landmark
paper on "Human Rights in Korea." In the paper, the

fellowship asserted that its first priority remained "to

initiate a widespread Bible-based evangelical movement
and a holy lifestyle in the Korean Church." Nevertheless,
it added: "We Christians should help actualize the
Christian ideal of life in our given situation by actively

engaging ourselves in political, social, and economic
activities. We are to renew our vision of Christianity as
having ... a historical and culture transforming dimen-
sion." But the evangelical organization distinguished this

approach from minjung theology: "It is wrong to

politicize Christianity by reducing it to civil religion or
nationalism in order to use it as a driving force in politics

or social movements." It also warned, "Change by
violence or revolution should never be repeated again."

The Rev. Peter Sun is a United Methodist minister,
the pastor of a Korean-speaking church in Bethesda, MD,
and the former head of the UM Korean caucus. He would
resent being tagged a fundamentalist. Instead he feels his
views accord with those of most Koreans in mainline
churches, either here or in Korea. Sun accepts that the
Church will sometimes speak on political matters, but

wants it to judge carefully in doing so. He contends, in an
interview with the IRD, that sufficient care has often not
been taken in the church campaign for Korean reunifica-
tion:

There are people who. when they visit North Korea, act like
guests, but when they visit South Korea, they act as if they
are in their own home. They never call Kim II Sung a
dictator, but when they come to South Korea, they say
"Look here! This is a military dictatorship!" I think they
should measure both North Korea and South Korea with the
same yardstick.

Sun led the successful effort to amend the United
Methodist General Conference resolution on Korea.

Cardinal Kim Sou Hwan, the spiritual leader of
Korea’s two million Catholics, has been almost com-
pletely overlooked in U.S. mainline statements. In Korea,
however. Cardinal Kim has influence beyond the numbers
of his flock. He is widely respected as a voice for justice
and reconciliation, willing to criticize the government but
also eager to build common ground between all political
factions. In a 1986 sermon the cardinal spoke out against
the ruling party:

...if they use politics to threaten the right to life ofpoor city
dwellers, poor laborers and farmers and to override their
human rights, nobody can support this kind of government
This unjust politics causes immorality and injustice in this
society and makes our future quite dark. In direct propor-
tion to that it results in the increase of the extremely violent
students who cry revolution.

On the other hand, a 1987 sermon advised the students:

/ do not mean that we should physically fight the govern-
ment. and / cannot agree to stage demonstrations that can
endanger the overall security of the nation. As I have said
before. I am in total disagreement with the young students
who would raise a revolution.... As all dissident students
must recognize true love of the nation. I sincerely ask them to
return to democracy based on humanity andfreedom.

Religion and Democracy
729 15th Street, N.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005
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Ji, president of the Lutheran Church in Korea (LCK) , gave a

congratulatory address

.

The primary purpose of Luther Seminary is to prepare people
for pastoral ministry in the LCK. The undergraduate program also
serves to train men and women for wider church service in South Korea.
Five of this year's nine graduating seniors plan to continue in the
seminary graduate program of ministerial training.

The LCK has an ambitious 10-year plan which calls for
starting some 55 new churches by 1997.

"People may make plans and dream dreams for the church, " said
Ji, "but the realization belongs to God. We are thankful to God for
providing a growing number of workers for the upbuilding of His church."

The seminary has recruited 50 students for the first year
class of the new academic year which began on Mar. 4. Total enrollment
in the college and seminary programs was expected to reach 120 this
year

.

The hill-and-dale campus south of Seoul includes the main
building with instruction, administration and worship facilities, a

student dormitory and faculty apartments, as well as an athletic field.
(From Lutheran Church in Korea)

##########

MORE WORKSHOPS PLANNED FOR CHRISTIAN COMMUNICATION WORKERS IN
ASIA

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (alps) — A series of workshops on

fund-raising, advanced communication, folk media and management designed
for Christians working in communication ministries in Asia will
represent the major activities of the Lutheran Communications in Asia
(LUCIA) in the coming three years.

At its annual coordinating committee meeting here (Feb. 22-

23) , LUCIA, a regional association of Lutheran media agencies, decided
to hold a four-day workshop focusing on fund-raising for media agencies
and media research and strategy planning. The workshop, scheduled to be

held this year (Jun. 20-24) in Tokyo, will feature Dr. James F. Engel, a

Christian communications expert who is teaching at the Wheaton Graduate
School in the U.S.A.

The committee also discussed in detail the possibility of

holding a LUCIA assembly in Madras, India early next year. Despite
existing tensions largely triggered by personal conflicts and
misunderstanding between Christian media and church organization in

India, the committee is seeking a channel among the Indian LUCIA members
for a common understanding in co-hosting the event. The committee asked

the Rev. Dorairaj Peter, head of the Gurukul Theological College and

Research Institute Communication Department, to be convener.

The three Indian LUCIA members are the Gurukul (Lutheran)

,

Christian Media Center (Lutheran) of India and Suvartha Vani, an

ecumenical radio ministry.

(more)
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The Basic Law, being drafted and scheduled to be available
for public discussion here early this month, is considered to be the
mini-constitution for post-1997 Hong Kong.

Chao expected that following the present pace of
modernization and reform, China will possibly adopt a more relaxed
religious policy in 1997 than now. Based on this view, he said he was
optimistic about the future of China ministries after 1997.

About CCRC's work, the director denied any involvement in
directing the organization of Christians in China, but he admitted that
the center, like other Christian groups in Hong Kong, supplies Bibles
and Christian literature to believers who travel to China.

"One must realize that Christians in China, whether they
belong to the TSPM or to the house churches, are very independent. They
will not accept any help from outside if there is outside control," Chao
said. "We ourselves are opposed to every effort from the outside that
seeks to restore former mission control."

"As a research center we are interested in studying Christian
life and ministries in China, be they Three-self churches or independent
churches." But this evangelistic sympathy for China has "consistently"
been interpreted by CCC officials as "anti-China," Chao said.

Chao said further that Han "injected a motive that is not
there" by suggesting that he intended to overthrow socialist China.
"When I spoke to the 2,000-plus pastors and church leaders at the
Chinese Congress on World Evangelism (in Taipei, July 1986), I was
challenging them to consider the evangelization of China as the primary
task of the Chinese church."

"This is an evangelistic motive," Chao said, "arising out of
my love for China and from the missionary character of the Church of
Jesus Christ."

Chao said he believed that Chinese Christians should show
concern about the social and political life of people in China. "I want
to see China changed by the gospel.... The problem lies with the
feudalistic character of the Chinese political tradition and with the
sickness of our Chinese humanistic culture which needs healing and
redemption through Jesus Christ our Lord."

##########

KOREAN SEMINARY HOLDS FIRST GRADUATION CEREMONY ON NEW CAMPUS

SHIN-GAL, South Korea (alps) — Ten young men graduated from
Luther Seminary at its Feb. 15 graduation ceremony, the first since the
seminary opened its new program on the new campus near Seoul four years
ago. Nine young men graduated from the four-year college program and
one from the graduate pastoral training program.

Some 200 people filled the seminary chapel for the graduation
service. The graduation sermon on "The Christian vocation" was given by
the Rev. Maynard Dorow, president of the seminary, and the Rev. Won Sang

(more
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Program of Canonization Ceremonies

Rose Philippine Duchesne, Rome 1988

Saturday. July 2. 1988

Symposium: 10:00 AM - 1 :00 PM North American College. Via del Gianicolo, 14

9:30 Arrivals. All alumnae, religious, students, friends, invited.

10:00 Welcome - Helen McLaughlin, RSCJ
10:15-11:20 and 12:00 - 1:00 PM Panel Discussion

•Mission of the Society among women (in English)

•Mission of the Society among the poor (in English and Spanish)

•Mission of the Society in countries of crisis (in Spanish and French)
•Mission of the Society in a secularized world (in French and Italian)

•Mission of the Society among youth (in French and English)

There will also be a 45-minute videotape on the life and spirit of Philippine

Duchesne at 10:00 and at noon. Versions in French and in English.

Prayer Service for Religious of the Sacred Heart
6:00 PM Santa Maria in Trastevere

followed by supper at the Villa Lante (about a 1 5 min. walk)

Sunday. July 3. 1988

Mass of Canonization
9:30 AM Saint Peter's Basilica

presided by Pope John Paul II

The Sistine Choir will sing the Ordinary of the Mass with the

congregation; the Sophie-Barat-Choir will lead the congregation in

hymns of different languages.

12.00 Noon: Apostolic Blessing

Monday. July 4. 1988

Audience at the Vatican; AM (Exact time to be announced)

Mass of St. Philippine: 4:30 PM The Gesu
presided by Archbishop John May of St. Louis

The Ordinary of the Mass will be sung by the Sophie-Barat-
Choir from Hamburg, in 8-voices.

Reception: 6:30 -8:30 PM The Trinity dei Monti

All alumnae, religious, students, friends, invited.

Buffet. Concert by the Sophie Barat Choir.

Tuesday. July 5. 1988

Mass of St. Philippine 11:30 AM
Presided by Monsignor Jean-Frangois Arrighi

Mare invited,

S
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